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				Cetaphil Super Bowl LVIII commercial fair use of Taylor Swift?

				February 20, 2024 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Super Bowl advertising is fertile ground for Right of Publicity licensing.  My company more often than not will have a campaign using one of my clients.  Inevitably, then, there could also be instances of advertising which wanders into the realm of a Right of Publicity infringement.

Without saying I believe it is or is not an infringement, or whether it was authorized or not, there is no denying who the Cetaphil advertisement of a father and daughter bonding over friendship bracelets and football jerseys was connecting to the surge of attention brought by Taylor Swift dating Kansas City Chiefs tight end Travis Kelce in the 2023 season.  My Right of Publicity class will use this spot for discussion of Right of Publicity analysis.  

In the Cetaphil advertising spot, no reference to the Super Bowl or the Kansas City Chiefs is made directly; however, several football jerseys are depicted, one in a red-based color, another in an away-uniform white-based color.  They are otherwise unmarked jerseys, but at least arguably are capable of being viewed as Kansas City Chiefs jerseys.  The timing of the spot occurs during the “big game,” and perhaps the viewer is expected to arrive with a built-in familiarity of one of the teams in the game and to Taylor Swift and her circumstantial but heavily-publicized connection to the Kansas City Chiefs.

So with respect to Taylor Swift and the Right of Publicity, would it be actionable?  Throughout the spot, the father and daughter seem not to be connected as each looks at their phones or have seemingly disparate interests.  The numbers on the jerseys in the spot are 89 and 13, both of which need no explanation to Swifties or the Taylor Swift fanbase, as those numbers are immediately recognizable as connected to Swift (arguably even more so when used together).  Numerous close-ups of friendship bracelets culminate in both the father and daughter wearing both friendship bracelets, and both wearing football jerseys in the Kansas City Chiefs colors, numbered 89 and 13.  The father-daughter disconnect is remedied as the father wears friendship bracelets like his daughter, the daughter wears a jersey like her father, and they both sit down in front of the television presumably to watch the “game.”   

Do these references require a built-in awareness of the storylines dominating the 2023 season and the 2024 Super Bowl?  To be clear, no NFL or Kansas City Chiefs trademarks are directly depicted, nor is Taylor Swift named or directly portrayed.  Do these details render the spot clear of violations?  Again, I am not giving an assessment, just raising the question, and from one of the following links, I am not the first to ask the question.  

Here is one link to the spot, which posting is captioned “Taylor Swift Cetaphil commercial:”  Cetaphil 2024 Super Bowl commercial

Here is a link to one write up that references the dynamics in play, and also considers whether fair use would provide safe harbor. Cetaphil’s Marketing Tactics balance Taylor Swift Imagery and IP Rights 

The standard for infringement is identifiability, perhaps qualified by the association being unequivocal (“unequivocal identifiability”).  It is probably safe to say that Taylor Swift, and only Taylor Swift, is unequivocally identifiable from the advertisement.  Are the interests of fair use served by an advertisement like this being deemed permissible?  To be clear, it has not been “deemed permissible” nor to my knowledge has any action been taken against it.  It may remain theoretical, but context matters in Right of Publicity analysis.  Given the attention on the Travis Kelce-Taylor Swift relationship throughout the 2023 NFL season, culminating in the Kansas City Chiefs reaching Super Bowl LVIII, and Taylor Swift being shown several times in any game she attended, then the context may dictate that further identification of Taylor Swift, the Kansas City Chiefs, or the Super Bowl were unnecessary because the context of the use removed any uncertainty. Should it have been licensed? Should it be fair use?

    Tags: @FaberLaw, advertising that uses intellectual property without licensing, appropriation, authoritative source for right of publicity information, bracelets, celebrity licensing, cetaphil, context, expert infringement analysis, expert valuation, expert witness valuations, fair use, father daughter advertisement, friendship bracelets, https://www.LuminaryGroup.com, https://www.RightOfPublicity.com, identifiability, info about right of publicity, infringement, Kansas City Chiefs, Kelce Swift, licensing and clearances in advertising, online resource right of publicity, Right of Publicity, right of publicity analysis, Right of Publicity expert, right of publicity in advertising, right of publicity information, right of publicity professor, right of publicity valuation, right of publicity website, RightofPublicity.com, Super Bowl 58, Super Bowl ad, super bowl licensing, Super Bowl LVIII, Swifties, Taylor Swift, the big game, the right of publicity, tight end, Travis Kelce, Travis Kelce Taylor Swift relationship, unequivocally identifiable, what is it worth?, who is a right of publicity expert

             



	


		        
				Two disturbing AI situations involving the Right of Publicity of George Carlin and Taylor Swift

				January 26, 2024 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					I would hope that both of the stories breaking yesterday, one involving George Carlin’s estate and the other involving Taylor Swift, would find universal support in favor of the Right of Publicity.    

Carlin:  George Carlin estate sues over AI comedy special

Taylor Swift:  Taylor Swift and AI images

    Tags: @FaberLaw, AI, AI and intellectual property, appropriation, artificial intelligence, celebrity valuation, George Carlin estate, how much is right of publicity worth, https://www.LuminaryGroup.com, https://www.RightOfPublicity.com, information about right of publicity, infringement, lawsuits, publicity rights, publicity rights expert, Right of Publicity, right of publicity analysis, Right of Publicity expert, right of publicity information, right of publicity litigation, right of publicity professor, right of publicity resource, right of publicity valuation, right of publicity value, Taylor Swift, technology, unauthorized use

             



	


		        
				The Right of Publicity and NO FAKES bill

				October 13, 2023 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					A recently introduced bipartisan Senate bill aims to hold AI and deepfake creators liable for unauthorized use of a person’s likeness.  It sounds like a good idea, though Right of Publicity statutes already accomplish this objective.  Perhaps a bill specifically addressing these particularly-concerning, technology-based uses could serve a purpose, but it should be considered, and drafted, with existing Right of Publicity statutes in mind.  Here’s a link to one article of many covering the bill:  NO FAKES bill

    Tags: @FaberLaw, and Keep Entertainment Safe Act, anonymous songwriter, artificial intelligence, celebrity valuation, civil liability, deepfakes, fake drake song, Federal Right of Publicity, Foster Art, Heart on my Sleeve, https://www.LuminaryGroup.com, https://www.RightOfPublicity.com, infringement valuation, legal response to technology, Luminary Group, NO FAKES, Nurture Originals, Right of Publicity, Right of Publicity expert, right of publicity legislation, RightofPublicity.com, Senate bill, statutory damages, technology, unauthorized use of likeness

             



	


		        
				Right of Publicity stars in Black Mirror episode Joan Is Awful

				July 21, 2023 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Art imitates life imitates art.  Or in the case of Netflix’s Black Mirror, episode 1, Joan Is Awful, perhaps Artificial Intelligence imitates Right of Publicity?  [Spoiler alert: stop reading if you do not want commentary on the episode.]  The episode focuses on Annie Murphy’s character, Joan, whose life ends up as real-time content for a show that does not try to conceal its source content, a presumably regular user of fictional streaming content provider Streamberry.  Having the circumstances and events of her life dramatized and portrayed in the show quickly puts her life in turmoil as she figures out what is going on.  Eventually she consults an attorney who explains that Joan assigned the right to exploit her name, image, and likeness (i.e., Right of Publicity) in Streamberry programming.  Perhaps a nod is owed to Netflix for confronting this scenario head-on, especially in light of the current writer’s and actor’s strike protesting, in part, how streaming services do not fairly compensate them as well as how AI stands to facilitate such inequities.  Joan’s lawyer points to the Streamberry user terms and conditions, which she concedes Joan did not see since it was online in the form of a click-through agreement that few people read and even fewer could do anything to edit or revise.  In the episode, Joan’s life events are portrayed in Streamberry’s dramatization by Salma Hayek, who plays herself in the show and ends up in a similar legal quandary, having also authorized her Right of Publicity to be used in new content without her direct involvement.  The show brings up portrayals of portrayals, but here is an especially interesting segment of dialogue:

Joan:  Iâ€™m gonna sue Selma Hayek.

Lawyer:  For what?

Joan:  For…for…for passing herself off as me.  She has no right to do that.

Lawyer:  Itâ€™s not really Salma Hayek.

Joan:  Yes, it is.

Lawyer:  No, technically the show deploys a digital likeness of Miss Hayek…she licensed her image to them. The entire show is CGI.  Itâ€™s generated by some kind of super advanced deep fake quantum computer mumbo-jumboâ€¦.

…[explanation that the information about Joan’s life is captured from her devices and monitoring]…

Lawyer:  I hate to say it, but this thing is watertight.  They got you every which way and then some.  My advice is to try and ignore it.”

None of this could never happen, right?  

Here is the IMDb link to the Joan Is Awful episode:  IMDb Black Mirror episode Joan Is Awful 

    
             



	


		        
				Is #Hollywood Accounting trending yet?

				July 18, 2023 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					    Tags: #hollywoodaccounting, @FaberLaw, actor strike, actor's strike, AI, blockbusters still losing money, celebrity valuations, expert witness, Federal Right of Publicity, https://www.LuminaryGroup.com, https://www.RightOfPublicity.com, info about right of publicity, Luminary Group, NIL, no residuals, press inquiries, publicity rights, Right of Publicity, right of publicity discussion, Right of Publicity expert, right of publicity expert witness, right of publicity professor, right of publicity valuation, RightofPublicity.com, SAG-AFTRA, streaming, WGA, writer strike, writer's strike, www.LuminaryGroup.com

             



	


		        
				SCOTUS Prince ruling against fair use in Goldsmith Andy Warhol case may connect to upcoming AI issues

				May 5, 2023 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					As has been well-documented, the United States Supreme Court recently ruled in favor of photographer Lynn Goldsmith in finding that Andy Warhol’s Prince series was not a transformative use of Goldsmith’s photograph under fair use analysis.  As it pertains more directly to the Right of Publicity, it is interesting to note that in Comedy III, Warhol’s Marilyn was the cited example of a transformative work.  Be that as it may, in light of fast-developing discussions pertaining to Artificial Intelligence (AI), the SCOTUS Warhol ruling may provide support for the argument that AI creative output is a derivative work of the original.  We’ll see.  

    Tags: @FaberLaw, AI, AI Drake, AI infringements, AI music, AI performers, AI songs, Andy Warhol, artificial intelligence, celebrity licensing, Comedy III, copyright, derivate work, fair use, Heart on my Sleeve, http://www.rightofpublicity.com, https://www.RightOfPublicity.com, Luminary Group, online right of publicity resource, publicity rights, publicity rights prof, Right of Publicity, right of publicity prof, right of publicity professor, right of publicity valuation, right of publicity website, RightofPublicity.com, SCOTUS, section 106, transformative use, website for right of publicity, what is the right of publicity, what is transformative work

             



	


		        
				Recent AI and deep-fake activity

				April 18, 2023 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Not that it needs to be demonstrated, but recent AI and deep-fake developments further demonstrate the need for meaningful Right of Publicity recognition.  

AI-generated a “new” song presented as Drake and the Weeknd.  Read more on this link:  AI Drake the Weeknd song

Deep-fake technology is taking centerstage in a recently filed suit in California.  Read more on this link:  Kyland Young et. al. v. Neocortext Inc.

    Tags: @FaberLaw, AI, AI compared to right of publicity, AI Drake, AI the Weeknd, artificial intelligence, celebrity licensing, celebrity valuations, Deep Fake, deep-fakes, http://www.LuminaryGroup.com, http://www.rightofpublicity.com, https://www.LuminaryGroup.com, https://www.RightOfPublicity.com, Kyland Young v. Neocortext, LuminaryGroup.com, new Drake song, new song, new the Weeknd song, online info about right of publicity, publicity rights, publicity rights analysis, publicity rights damages under California law, publicity rights expert, publicity rights rationale, publicity rights valuation, Right of Publicity, right of publicity analysis, right of publicity class action, right of publicity damages, Right of Publicity expert, right of publicity lawsuits, right of publicity policy, right of publicity valuation, RightofPublicity.com, use of a right of publicity in AI, use of celebrities, use of publicity rights in deep-fake, www.LuminaryGroup.com, www.RightOfPublicity.com

             



	


		        
				PSA:  watch for the Right of Publicity in action in Super Bowl commercials

				February 8, 2023 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					    Tags: @FaberLaw, advertising agencies, celebrity licensing, http://www.LuminaryGroup.com, https://www.RightOfPublicity.com, Luminary Group, publicity rights, Right of Publicity, Right of Publicity expert, right of publicity licensing, right of publicity professor, right of publicity valuation, RightofPublicity.com, rock star, rockstar, SBLVII, Super Bowl commercials, you're a rock star

             



	


		        
				Absence of registrants on New York’s postmortem Right of Publicity registry may not be what it seems

				November 7, 2022 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Below is a link to an article presenting information on the absence of New York postmortem registrants on the registry system established by 2020’s enactment of post-mortem right of publicity in New York.  There may be reasons for the absence of registrants.  Further, the practical aspects of a registration system bring problems and issues, but little utilitarian benefit.  States considering right of publicity legislation would be well-advised not to include a registration system, particularly if it is anything other than voluntary, or if it creates a condition for damages.  

Here is a link to the article with more information on the status of New York’s post-mortem registry: 

Brief article with status of New York postmortem registry list

    Tags: @FaberLaw, are state registries a good idea for right of publicity statutes, celebrity valuations, company representing deceased people, delebs, expert valuations, http://www.LuminaryGroup.com, https://www.RightOfPublicity.com, infringement cases, infringement valuations, Luminary Group, LuminaryGroup.com, New York postmortem registry, New York Right of Publicity, publicity rights, publicity rights legislation, right of publicity analysis, Right of Publicity expert, right of publicity information, right of publicity professor, right of publicity registry, RightofPublicity.com

             



	


		        
				Bijan Mustardson illustrates Right of Publicity (NIL) in action

				August 19, 2022 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					In what may be a contender in the “most clever” licensing event of recent times, the running back for Texas, Bijan Robinson, is involved in a mustard line launch entitled “Bijon Mustardson.”  It is, quite obviously, a dijon mustard.  Also, quite obviously, this “NIL deal” is more properly understood as a Right of Publicity matter, though admittedly involving a collegiate athlete.  We’ll let semantics have a rest and simply enjoy when the licensing deals practically write themselves.  Here’s a link to more info:  

Bijan Mustardson” rel=”noopener” target=”_blank”>Bijan

    Tags: @FaberLaw, appropriation, Bijan Mustardson, blog, celebrity licensing, clever licensing, clever mustard, clever product names, collegiate mustard, dijon mustard, estate valuations, expert witness, funny post, hilarious, http://www.LuminaryGroup.com, https://www.LuminaryGroup.com, https://www.RightOfPublicity.com, info, infringements, leading right of publicity resource, licensing, litigation, Luminary Group, mustard news, NIL, NIL is the same as Right of Publicity, online right of publicity resource, publicity rights, Right of Publicity, Right of Publicity expert, right of publicity expert witness, right of publicity info, right of publicity infringement, right of publicity law school class, right of publicity professor, right of publicity resource, right of publicity valuation, RightofPublicity.com, RoP licensing, running back, running back mustard, valuation of publicity rights, valuations, valuing my appropriation claim, what is my right of publicity worth, what is NIL, what is the right of publicity, what NIL deals are college athletes getting

             



	


		        
				Very brief excerpt of House of Gucci dialogue regarding infringements

				August 2, 2022 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Lady Gaga:  Patrizia

Adam Driver:  Maurizio

Al Pacino:  Aldo

Patrizia:  Who is making this stuff?  Whoâ€™s allowing this to happen?

Maurizio:  As far as fakes go, theyâ€™re pretty good.  I mean, Iâ€™d, Iâ€™d buy them.

Patrizia:  Donâ€™t be such a cretin.

Maurizio: Donâ€™t call me a cretin, sweetie.

Patrizia:  Thatâ€™s not what I said.  I asked you not to be one.  This is serious.  And youâ€™re laughing it off.

Maurizio:  At least itâ€™s my name on the marks, not yours.

Patrizia:  Our name.  Sweet Pea.  On junk.

Aldo:  Theyâ€™re not fake, by the way.  Theyâ€™re replicas.

Patrizia:  I was just very, very surprised.

Aldo:  Well, you know what else would surprise you?  How profitable this stuff is.

Patrizia:  What about quality?  Sacred cows?

Aldo:  Quality is for the rich.  If a Long Island housewife wants to live with the illusion that she is a Gucci customer, why not?  Let her.

Patrizia:  Because itâ€¦damages Gucciâ€™s credibility

Aldo:  Patriziaâ€¦this is us.  This is not a girlâ€™s game.

Maurizio:  Yeah but Aldo, sheâ€™s right.  This stuff is, is junk.  Itâ€™s not what Gucci is.

Aldo:  Gucci is what I say it is.  

    Tags: @FaberLaw, appropriation, celebrity licensing, expert valuation, House of Gucci infringement dialogue, http://www.LuminaryGroup.com, http://www.mcneelylaw.com, http://www.rightofpublicity.com, https://www.mcneelylaw.com, https://www.RightOfPublicity.com, infringements, knock offs, lawsuit valuation, Luminary Group, policing, pop culture reference, publicity rights, Right of Publicity expert, right of publicity professor, RightofPublicity.com, RoP prof

             



	


		        
				Louisiana passes Right of Publicity statute, effective Aug. 1, 2022

				July 7, 2022 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Louisiana has passed a Right of Publicity statute providing, among other things, 50 years of postmortem recognition.  The statutute is designated “the Allen Toussaint Legacy Act” after the notable musician who died in 2015. Here is a link to the statute:  Louisiana Right of Publicity statute

    Tags: 50 years term, @FaberLaw, Allen Toussaint Legacy Act, celebrity licensing, digital replicas, exemptions, expert witness, expert witness valuation, Louisiana, Louisiana false endorsement, Louisiana legislature, Louisiana Right of Publicity, new Louisiana law, NIL, postmortem, postmortem publicity rights, postmortem rights, right of publicity information, right of publicity professor, right of publicity statutes, right of publicity teacher, right of publicity valuation, unauthorized uses, valuation, what is it worth?

             



	


		        
				Mayim Bialik files suit against various defendants in response to unauthorized CBD advertisements

				June 23, 2022 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					https://www.kiro7.com/news/trending/mayim-bialik-sues-groups-over-false-cbd-endorsement-ads-florida-court/QBCXXDSGJ5E6PGUXZZ5BISVM2A/

Mayim Bialik CBD lawsuit

and here is a link to the Court’s grant of preliminary injunction and TRO:  Florida court grants Mayim Bialik request for preliminary injunction and TRO

    Tags: @FaberLaw, advertising, appropriation, Big Bang, billboards, CBD, CBD advertisements, CBD defendants, CBD gummies, CBD lawsuits, CBD oil, celebrity licensing, consulting, defendants, expert valuation, expert witness, Faber, false endorsement, Florida, Florida lawsuit, Florida statute, guide to right of publicity, http://www.LuminaryGroup.com, https://www.RightOfPublicity.com, infringement, J. Faber, Jeopardy host, Jonathan Faber, licensing, Luminary Group, Mayim Bialik, name image likeness, neuroscientist, NIL, NIL valuation, professor of right of publicity, publicity rights, publicity rights online, Right of Publicity, right of publicity author, right of publicity CLE, right of publicity guide, right of publicity info, right of publicity online guide, right of publicity prof, right of publicity professor, right of publicity resource, right of publicity speaker, right of publicity valuation, right of publicity website, teach right of publicity, unauthorized use of personality, using celebrities in advertisements, valuation, value of unauthorized use, what's it worth

             



	


		        
				Note regarding Lil Yachty lawsuit against Opulous for NFT offering

				June 7, 2022 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Without tackling the entirety of issues involved, it seems worth noting that the most recent coverage reports that the UK-based NFT company, Opulous, may be arguing California does not have jurisdiction over Lil Yachty’s suit for Opulous’ NFT offering and promotional activities related thereto utilizing Lil Yachty’s Right of Publicity and other rights and interests.  The lawsuit alleges various violations and claims.

When analyzing the totality of a use, the final execution of the product involved (if a product-based offering) is not the entirety of the matter, as promotional efforts also must be considered, among other things.  The value of an association with a celebrity or valuable Right of Publicity (in popular parlance, name image likeness) can accrue before any product is sold.  NFTs, in particular, can generate repeat sales, and can sell for undetermined amounts based on the market response.  The facts of the Lil Yachty lawsuit indicate that social media promotions, and funding for the defendant company, were aided by the promotion of the NFT in question.  

It will be interesting to observe how the fact that defendants reportedly had communications with Lil Yachty in the planning stages for the NFT, then broke off negotiations yet proceeded with the use.  That tends to be a strong fact, if accurate, in plaintiff’s favor in cases such as this.

If California does not have jurisdiction over this case, it may be a fair question whether defendant hermetically sealed its promotional efforts from California, not to mention how bids or potential sales from the jurisdiction in question were prevented.  Of course, much depends on the specifics of a claim of this nature, what is established as factual, and related details.

Here is a link to Billboard’s coverage of the suit, which includes the complaint in question:

Lil Yachty lawsuit against Opulous, et. al., for unauthorized NFT activity

    Tags: @FaberLaw, @LuminaryGroup, advertising, appropriation, awards, Billboard article, billboards, California jurisdiction, celebrity licensing, consulting, defendants, expert valuation, expert witness, Faber, false endorsement, guide to right of publicity, http://www.LuminaryGroup.com, https://www.RightOfPublicity.com, infringement, J. Faber, jon faber, Jonathan Faber, lawsuit, licensing, Lil Yachty, Luminary Group, LuminaryGroup.com, music genre, name image likeness, NFT, NFT and rapper lawsuit, NFT infringements, NIL, NIL valuation, online right of publicity information, Opulous, professor of right of publicity, publicity rights, publicity rights online, rap, rapper, rapper NFT, Right of Publicity, right of publicity author, right of publicity CLE, Right of Publicity expert, right of publicity guide, right of publicity info, right of publicity online guide, right of publicity prof, right of publicity professor, right of publicity resource, right of publicity speaker, right of publicity valuation, right of publicity website, RightofPublicity.com, social media, teach right of publicity, trademark infringement, unauthorized use, unauthorized use of personality, unfair competition, using celebrities in advertisements, valuation, valuation services, valuation witness, value of unauthorized use, valuing a right of publicity claim, what's it worth

             



	


		        
				A few notes on “Copyright Restoration Act” bill and Disney

				May 18, 2022 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					At the bottom of this entry is a link to more detailed analysis of the Copyright Restoration Act bill introduced by Senator Hawley in mid-May 2022, but for this entry, I will offer just a few observations.  The bill seeks to curtail copyright duration and recast it in the former model of life of the author plus 28 years with an optional 28-year renewal.  An explanation accompanying the bill uses the word “woke” twice in one sentence, and seems premised on the idea that the current copyright duration model was simply a Republican handout to Disney.   

It could be interesting if someone were to research whether the prior legislative activity leading to the current copyright duration model can rightly be characterized as purely a Republican effort, or merely a handout, but the legislation was processed and deliberated over.  The quotations accompanying the introduction of the bill seem to make clear that the bill is not about good, needed legislation, but rather some form of political posturing, which may not be the best foundation for legislative activity or intellectual property recognition.  While the former model of 28 years with a potential renewal window has generated a lot of legal work for some due to its complexity and susceptibility to being manipulated, it could also be a good point to research whether the 28 plus 28 renewal is an efficient, clear and fair model to utilize.  There are good reasons the copyright model moved on from the former structure.

What happens in the copyright realm often makes it way to the Right of Publicity realm.  It seems the bill is not likely to pass, but it could be an entry worth marking for posterity.  

For more information on the bill, see:

Don’t Say Copyright: lexology link to Frankfurt Kurnit Klien & Selz analysis article

    Tags: 28 years and 28 year renewal, @FaberLaw, @LuminaryGroup, celebrity licensing, consulting, copyright, copyright duration, Copyright Restoration Act bill, defendants, Disney, expert valuation, expert witness, expert witness valuations, Faber, guide to right of publicity, how long should copyright last, http://www.LuminaryGroup.com, http://www.rightofpublicity.com, https://www.RightOfPublicity.com, infringement, J. Faber, Jonathan Faber, licensing, Luminary Group, Mickey Mouse law, name image likeness, NIL, NIL valuation, professor of right of publicity, publicity rights, publicity rights online, Republican handouts, right of privacy, Right of Publicity, right of publicity author, right of publicity CLE, Right of Publicity expert, right of publicity guide, right of publicity info, right of publicity online guide, right of publicity prof, right of publicity professor, right of publicity resource, right of publicity speaker, right of publicity valuation, right of publicity valuations, right of publicity website, rightofprivacy.com, Senator Hawley, special privileges, Steamboat Willie, teach right of publicity, unauthorized use of personality, using celebrities in advertisements, valuation, valuation expert, value of unauthorized use, what's it worth, woke

             



	


		        
				US Supreme Court to consider Andy Warhol’s Prince Series in relation to copyright fair use and transformative test

				April 14, 2022 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					You can find information concerning the dispute between the Andy Warhol Foundation (AWF) and photographer Lynn Goldsmith elsewhere, such as the factual underpinnings, lower court rulings on the case to date, and the arguments on either side easily enough in other place.  Given the recent acceptance of a writ of certiorari by the United States Supreme Court (SCOTUS), I will simply note a few details that could be interesting to watch from a Right of Publicity perspective.  

First, it is interesting to consider that in Comedy III, the court specifically cited Warhol’s Marilyn as the example of a transformative work, in crafting and applying its transformative use test to the Right of Publicity.  Often lost in discussion of the case and reference thereto, the rightsowners of the Three Stooges (Comedy III) won the case on Right of Publicity grounds in relation to the commercial activities that had occurred in relation to a charcoal sketch of the Three Stooges by the defendant.  The original work of art itself was not really the issue, but rather, the activities connected to that work were found to constitute a Right of Publicity violation.  The Judge carefully articulated a test for deciding such situations, thus advancing the transformative use test for Right of Publicity purposes.  

In the Warhol dispute concerning Lynn Goldsmith’s Prince photograph, the issue is of a copyright nature.  Still, it is interesting that in a notable prior case (Comedy III), Warhol’s Marilyn was cited as the example of a transformative use.  Now, in the AWF / Goldsmith matter the very question of whether Warhol’s rendering of Prince is transformative takes center stage.

Second, in teaching Comedy III this semester after news of SCOTUS accepting AWF’s petition, a question was raised whether Warhol perhaps used a reference photo in creating his Marilyn work.  The inquiry is intriguing, though perhaps only for academic reasons.  Without knowing the specifics, it seems plausible that if Warhol used a reference work for creation of his Prince work, it is possible he did the same for creation of his Marilyn work.  The implications, if so, can be considered elsewhere.

Third, it is important to note that the AWF Goldsmith matter to be decided by SCOTUS, with a decision expected sometime in 2023, ought to be confined to a copyright decision.  Any Right of Publicity involved would be that of Prince, and it is assumed that the rightsowners of Prince’s publicity rights are not part of the matter.  SCOTUS is good at keeping the issues it is considering confined to only that which is in front of the Court at that time.  In other words, no matter what SCOTUS decides in the AWF Goldsmith matter, it is expected to be a copyright decision only.

Last, and despite the observation in the preceding paragraph, certain Right of Publicity tests and analytical constructs often borrow from the copyright realm.  If the transformative use test happens to be recast or adjusted by SCOTUS, it would not be surprising to see future holdings considering the Right of Publicity in relation to a Comedy III-type transformative use test take into account what the Supreme Court finds in the Warhol Goldsmith matter concerning Warhol’s Prince series. 

    Tags: @FaberLaw, @LuminaryGroup, Andy Warhol Foundation, appropriation, artist rights, artwork, AWF, Blue Marilyn, can I create a work, charcoal 3 Stooges, charcoal sketch, charcoal Three Stooges sketch, Comedy III, copyright, copyright fair use, copyright fair use boundaries, copyright fair use news, copyright v right of publicity, fair use, Goldsmith, http://www.LuminaryGroup.com, https://www.LuminaryGroup.com, https://www.RightOfPublicity.com, intellectual property, Luminary Group, Marilyn, Prince photograph, Prince Series, publicity rights, Right of Publicity, right of publicity analysis, right of publicity damages, Right of Publicity expert, right of publicity expert witness, right of publicity issues, right of publicity law school course, right of publicity news, right of publicity professor, right of publicity teacher, right of publicity valuation, RightofPublicity.com, RoP, SCOTUS, Supreme Court, Three Stooges, Three Stooges artwork, transformative test, transformative use test, US Supreme Court, Warhol

             



	


		        
				“Public Domain” understanding

				November 7, 2021 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					An image that can be found in an image provider’s database marked “public domain” does not make it so.  Obviously, the recent B.J. Novak odyssey illustrates how far things can go sometimes, but that does not mean his image actually was public domain, that ad agencies and companies were free to use his image on products or in advertising, or that he was without recourse (though he has indicated not being inclined to pursue the end-users).  The term “public domain” (like many aspects of intellectual property) gets misused often.  The headline of a recent article “How your photo could end up in the public domain – and used in ads around the world” takes a substantial leap and demonstrates the point, though the substance of the article may be helpful.  

How photos end up in the public domain – and used in ads around the world
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					Thought everyone should know.
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				Andy Warhol’s Prince series not transformative; Andy Warhol’s Blue Marilyn transformative?

				April 30, 2021 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Just a quick note based on the Second Circuit’s recent ruling in Andy Warhol Found. for the Visual Arts, Inc. v. Goldsmith, where it determined that Warhol’s Prince series was not transformative and therefore was subject to copyright provisions in relation to the reference photograph Warhol used.  The court went through a fair use analysis, and the case was primarily concerning copyright, but it is interesting to contrast this decision with the Comedy III case, which was primarily Right of Publicity-related.  In Comedy III, the Three Stooges artwork was held to not be sufficiently transformative, and the court used Warhol’s Blue Marilyn as the example of a work that would, in contrast, and in the court’s estimation, be sufficiently transformative.  I’ll let those motivated to seek more run their own searches rather than post links here, as there is no lack of content, analysis and discussion being offered on this recent ruling.  I have not, as yet, seen reference to the contrast with the Comedy III case, so I thought it may be useful to note it here.
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				A few thoughts on Forbes’ annual top-earning dead celebrities list
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                Share this article:


					Departing from the usual Halloween release date, Forbes issued its annual top-earning deceased celebrities list on Friday, November 13th in 2020.  A few takeaways, in no particular order:

1.  Unsurprisingly, given the worldwide pandemic, almost all the reported numbers are down. Some may have more immunity than others, and those that went up, like Dr. Seuss were bolstered by television, movie and media deals.  Some of that may be one-time bursts.

2.  Elvis Presley was closing in on a 50% decline.  Graceland, as a tourist destination, no doubt accounts for much of that given closures in 2020.

3.  Prince is down yet again another year further from his death, as has been the trend.  The summary on Prince mentions only music sales.

4.  Those with the misfortune of making 2019’s list due to early departure, XXXTentacion and Nipsey Hussle, are gone.

5.  Those with the misfortune of making 2020’s list due to early departure include Kobe Bryant and Juice WRLD.  It will be interesting to see if Kobe Bryant is a one-time, one-year entrant or will make next year’s list as well.

6.  Not-much-of-a-prediction:  Eddie Van Halen will be on next 2021’s list.  Though he passed away over a month prior to the release of the 2020 list, that is neither enough time to account increased sales, nor enough time to process his passing into a list that was no doubt already well underway in October.

7.  The article includes a statement about its methodology, which includes sources I use when appropriate in valuations.  

Last, a word about the often used term “delebrity” in relation to deceased celebrities.  I get it, though it’s never really hit me as particularly clever or useful as a term.  More importantly, no one I know who actually works with the heirs, family, and estates of notable deceased icons uses this term.  It’s hard to take someone seriously who uses this term in their scholarship, publications, or writings.  But keep using it, those who do, because it provides a revealing tell.  

Here is a link to Forbes’ 2020 list:  https://www.forbes.com/sites/maddieberg/2020/11/13/the-highest-paid-dead-celebrities-of-2020/?sh=37a974e03b4b&utm_source=Licensing+International+Database&utm_campaign=b3b89e5adb-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_12_18_01_57_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_ec0e484a60-b3b89e5adb-397655773&mc_cid=b3b89e5adb&mc_eid=a31363c945 
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				RBG and ROP (Right of Publicity and Ruth Bader Ginsburg)
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                Share this article:


					Yes, there is a Right of Publicity interest pertaining to Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, who died a week ago at the age of 87.  As always, application and analysis of her Right of Publicity would depend on context and specifics in any particular situation.  But sticking to overview observations, since she was a lawyer, it may be a safe assumption that Justice Ginsburg had a testamentary plan in place.  Since she was attuned to intellectual property matters, it is possible there were specific Right of Publicity provisions in her testamentary plan.  Since she is commonly referred to as RBG, it is safe to assume RGB could unequivocally identify Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg.  And given the preceding points, it is safe to assume potential commercial uses or trademark activity could intersect with some of these points.  This may all be academic, of course.  We’ll see.  
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				Mel Gibson and Miel Gibson honey
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                Share this article:


					I’ve seen some commentary on Mel Gibson’s issuance of a letter toÂ the person behind a Chilean honey branded “Miel Gibson.”Â  Here’s a link to more coverage of the story:Â Â https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-08-15/mel-gibson-threatens-to-sue-chilean-honey-maker-over-image-use/12562438

To date, the developments consist of a letter being issued.Â  No lawsuit has been filed.Â  The letter seems to indicate a willingness for the Chilean business person to continue to some extent, but requests his image be removed.Â  Reportedly, after the recipient shared the letter online, her social media grew “exponentially.”

There’s no question that the product name and packaging ties to Mel Gibson.Â  For those who don’t like the contents of or even issuance of the letter, I would ask “what would you advise be done?”
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				New York State Assembly Bill A560C
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                Share this article:


					New York’s legislature may be closing in on passing a Right of Publicity statute with New York State Assembly Bill A5605C.Â  If so, it would be a significant development in the Right of Publicity realm as New York has been conspicuously behind other states for a very long time.Â  As of July 20, 2020, the bill was “amended on third reading” (here’s a linkÂ to the timeline and status of the bill which also has link to the PDF of the bill itself):Â  https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/bills/2019/A5605

Overall, my take is that this bill would be a step in the right direction, even as it would still amount to New York having one of more narrow or limited Right of Publicity statutes in the United States.Â  For example, a forty year post-mortem provision is quite anemic, and creating a registryÂ system sounds good on paper but in my experience is not particularly helpfulÂ yet introduces various problems.Â  Video games are not on the list of exempted works, as they should not be, and also to its credit, the bill has meaningful provisions in relation to Deepfakes and the problems such technology present in the modern world.

The progress of this bill seems already to have traveled further than past efforts.Â  Hopefully, tired refrains likeÂ “this billÂ existsÂ only to enrichÂ a few wealthy estates” are worn-out by now and find no traction.Â  Does copyright and trademark exist only to enrich a few wealthy creators or companies?Â  Observations of past legislative efforts in New York are addressed in the following link I made on the topic:Â Â https://rightofpublicity.com/observations-about-new-yorks-assembly-bill-a-8155b
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				Licensing International Executive Voices article
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                Share this article:


					Here is a link to an article I wrote for Licensing International’s Executive Voices series: Â  https://licensinginternational.org/news/discernment-in-licensing-and-enforcement/
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				Dr. Fauci doughnuts

				March 26, 2020 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					A company in New York has begun offering “Dr. Fauci” doughnuts, which apparently involve edible paper on the doughnut with Dr. Fauci’s image printed on it.Â  Dr. Fauci has become a daily fixture in the coverage of the Covid-19 pandemic and a visible leader in the response and information concerning the outbreak.Â  Donuts Delite, the company selling the doughnuts on a nationwide basis, reportedly, will continue selling the doughnuts “as long as they are in demand.”Â  Here is a link to the story: Â https://www.cnn.com/2020/03/26/us/dr-fauci-doughnuts-trnd/index.html Â Â Dr. Fauci Doughnuts
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				Is it okay for Antonio Brown to release a song called “Andrew Luck?”
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                Share this article:


					Sorry to disappoint anyone expecting this blog entry’s title to be answered here, but for a number of reasons, it isn’t. The question can certainly be raised though. Former Steelers, Raiders and Patriots wide received Antonio Brown has released a song or track entitled “Andrew Luck,” which opens with audio from Andrew Luck’s press conference announcing his retirement, and including a repeated refrain with the lyrics:

I got the game and Iâ€™m not on stuck

Iâ€™m out the way like Andrew Luck

Everybody callinâ€™ my phone, shut up

A while back, Outkast released a song called Rosa Parks. Litigation ensued and Parks won. In short, the song wasn’t about Rosa Parks and the title was deemed a violation of Rosa Parks’ rights. Paraphrasing, a great line from that decision was that “crying artist does not confer carte blanche” to use a person’s name in a way that does not relate to the song, but which certainly serves to bring attention to the track.

There are various other examples. Logic released a song called “Keanu Reeves” which, interestingly and perhaps significantly, does not actually even reference Reeves. Instead, the connection, such as it is, refers to “the one” like Keanu Reeves, which of course is a reference to Reeves’ character Neo in the Matrix film franchise.

The legal test that likely applies best to these facts is the Rogers test, from litigation brought by Ginger Rogers in response a film named “Fred and Ginger.” Rogers lost the claim on the basis that the title was relevant to the film’s title and not simply a ploy to attract attention from Rogers’ name. Conversely, the same test was applied to Outkast’s release of a track called “Rosa Parks.” The lyrics were not about Rosa Parks, and it was determined to be a violation of Parks’ rights and an effort simply to attract attention to the song.

So I’ll leave it to you to decide if Brown’s song “Andrew Luck” is fair, appropriate or permissible, or if it fails the Rodgers test as Outkast’s song did a while back. I expect we’ll never really have this question answered, but it is an interesting reference point to consider in any event.

Here’s a link to the video and a recent interview with Antonio Brown: Â Antonio Brown releases track named Andrew Luck
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				Jason Mraz lawsuit illustrates important takeaways
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                Share this article:


					The lawsuit filed by Jason Mraz against MillerCoors, filed December 4, 2019 illustrates various important points and takeaways.Â  View the complaint here: Â Jason Mraz v. MillerCoors complaint

Reportedly, MillerCoors was a sponsor of the 2019 BeachLife Festival in California where Jason Mraz performed.Â  His performance of course included one of his hit songs, I’m Yours.Â  The complaint alleges that MillerCoors posted an advertisement on Instagram for Coors.Â  The advertisement includes a clip of Mraz performing the song, the Coors logo, display of a can of Coors Light, the phrase “presented by Coors Light,” and in the comments, the added statement “Kicking off summer with the Worldâ€™s Most Refreshing Beer at the BeachLife Festival.”

While a complaint is not the same as a ruling, at least two of the important takeaways from this case are:

	Social media is advertising.
	Sponsors do not acquire broad rights to third-party intellectual property simply by serving as a sponsor.


Both of these issues come up with some regularity in the business of representing a rights owner and the right of publicity.Â  Claiming that a social media post is somehow different from advertising on the basis that it is a fluid, user-controlled environment, or that serving as a sponsor entitles the sponsor to utilize the rights of anyone other than the party they are in contract with as a sponsor, both can lead to serious problems.
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                Share this article:


					Yesterday, the NCAA’s Board of Governors voted unanimously in favor of allowing student athletes to earn money from their name, image, and likeness.Â  NCAA Board of Governors Name Image Likeness

The NCAA’s announcement spoke of modernizing, and the Board issued guidelines and created a Working Group to respond to legislative developments concerning the issue.Â  In other words, there is much yet to come.Â  After opposing Californiaâ€™s bill, perhaps the NCAA felt forced to change its stance, and to be fair, it is a complicated issue.

A few observations, in no particular order:

1.Â  As usual, the legal term for the interests being dealt with–the right of publicity–is rarely if ever used in reporting on the issues.Â  It would help if its proper name was used, but since trademark and copyright issues are often referred to as “patents,” perhaps it is par for the course.

2.Â  These developments really only put NCAA athletes on the same footing as other college students.Â  A music major can perform and earn money.Â  An art major can sell works and earn money. Having said that, unlike those examples, student athletes perform their craft entirely in the NCAA environment.Â  They are on the school’s field, in the school’s stadium, wearing the school’s uniform bearing its valuable trademark, with a team, coaching staff, and opponent, all of which cost money not paid by the student athlete.Â  The music or art major generally covers costs and handles logistics in performing or creating a work that leads to income.Â  Still, the point has merit.

3.Â  A subsidized education is valuable, and the majority of NCAA athletes will need an education for life after competitive sports.Â  The NCAA system also provides a forum in which athletes develop and get recognized, and therefore reach the professional level.Â  The amateur environment can hardly be said to have failed every student athlete up to this point.

4.Â  Those affected by these developments constitute a very small percentage of NCAA athletes.Â  Few NCAA athletes move on to professional sports.Â  Of those who do, an even smaller percentage last more than a few years at the professional level.Â  An even small number will earn significant money from their name, image, and likeness (correction:Â  their right of publicity) outside of contractual compensation from the professional sports team.

5.Â  I have seen at least some state that these developments put athletes in danger or that the right of publicity must be “fixed.”Â  Suggesting that these developments will put student athletes in danger of entering into agreements that diminish their rights later on is a commentary on the nature of contracts.Â  Pending legislation seems to be seen as an opportunity to attack established right of publicity architecture such as transferability, postmortem right of publicity, and the duration of recognition of the right of publicity. Â  None of these issues are, or should be, part of the recent student-athlete legislation.

6.Â  To the extent that these developments create the possibility of students being used commercially in relation to a team, such scenarios could implicate various intellectual property rights.Â  Commercial use of footage of an athlete performing in an NCAA competition, or the school’s name and logo, may implicate rights that exist in parallel to the right of publicity.Â  This observation explains why weight loss ads with Dan Marino or watch ads with Eli Manning depicted them with a generic football, but no Dolphins or Giants trademarks.

Time will tell.
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				Larry Bird mural presents interesting scenario for IP analysis
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					Not that it would happen, but I can imagine providing the scenario in the following link as a law school exam: Â Larry Bird mural

https://www.msn.com/en-us/sports/nba/larry-bird-wants-tattoos-removed-from-street-artists-mural-of-him/ar-AAG5jpx?ocid=spartanntp

It does not appear headed towards legal action, but hypothetically, how could this go?Â  On the copyright front, is it a fair use?Â  A derivative work?Â  Does adding tattoos that Bird obviously does not have change the copyright analysis?

On the Right of Publicity front, or perhaps on the privacy front, what issues exist?Â  Is it a commercial use?Â  Is it protected by statute?Â  Are there issues involved here that sway the analysis in one direction or the other?
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				FTC endorsement guide
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                Share this article:


					Here is a link to an article addressing the FTC’s guidelines for celebrity endorsements in the online and social media environment.Â  Social media in particular brings a host of unique issues.Â  The article on this link could be a useful reference: Â https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=34a6631e-563d-4546-bcbd-0c8c15f4ad07&utm_source=lexology+daily+newsfeed&utm_medium=html+email+-+body+-+general+section&utm_campaign=lexology+subscriber+daily+feed&utm_content=lexology+daily+newsfeed+2019-05-13&utm_term=
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				Super Bowl LIII and the Right of Publicity

				February 3, 2019 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Super Bowl LIII will commence later today, and with it, some of the most anticipated advertising of the year as well.Â  Most don’t think of it this way, but those advertisements often feature the Right of Publicity by way of the people depicted in the ads.Â  My licensing company has an advertisement that will run during this Super Bowl as well–a campaign that has been running for a while featuring Major Taylor.Â  Enjoy the game, and enjoy the advertisements!
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				Athletes’ tattoos, copyright, and who owns what
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                Share this article:


					Article in the New York Times examining the issues presented by depicting athletes in video games, and the possibility that the tattoo artist retains an interest in their work (original work of authorship fixed in a tangible medium of expression).Â  Thus, a human, or skin, is now a tangible medium of expression.

Seems like a simple agreement at the point of origin would fix most of these issues going forward.

Link to the New York Times article: Â NYT article on who owns what athlete tattoos and video games
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				Tara Reid sues over Sharknado merchandise
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                Share this article:


					Actress Tara Reid apparently has filed a lawsuit seeking $100 million relating to merchandising of the Sharknado film franchise. Â  Reportedly at issue are product categories such as branded beer and slot machines with her likeness on them, which according to her contract require her separate approval. Â  From a distance, this looks like a contract dispute more than a Right of Publicity case, though certainly the Right of Publicity is implicated by the issues at hand.Â  If her likeness is on the product, one hopes that the transformative test would not be twisted and stretched to attempt an argument that the image on the product is meant to be the character from the film, not the actress herself, that her likeness is transformed.Â  But it wouldn’t be the first time a carefully tailored test gets twisted down the line.

Here is Forbes coverage of the lawsuit: Â https://www.forbes.com/sites/legalentertainment/2018/12/07/tara-reid-sues-sharknado-producers-for-100m/#26b5b9672c46
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				Beyonce suit against Feyonce knockoffs illustrates need for Right of Publicity distinct from trademark
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                Share this article:


					A Judge recently denied BeyoncÃ©’s request for injunctive relief against a Texas company selling a range of products using “Feyonce.”

Apparently, the Feyonce pun is based on the proximity to the word fiancÃ©.Â  The Judge’s ruling, in summary, is that there was not a sufficient showing of potential confusion among customers that Feyonce was infringing BeyoncÃ©’s trademark rights.

Thus, the need for Right of Publicity as a distinct form of intellectual property, that trademark does not adequately address, is illustrated yet again.

Here’s a link to more information on the ruling and the case: Â Beyonce Feyonce Lawsuit

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-music-beyonce-lawsuit/no-injunction-for-beyonc-over-feyonc-knockoffs-u-s-judge-idUSKCN1MB38C
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				Fox settles with Muhammad Ali Enterprises
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                Share this article:


					The $30 million lawsuit filed by Muhammad Ali Enterprises against Fox, for a three minute promo ad that ran in advance of the 2017 Super Bowl.Â  While Fox felt that the spot was protected, the problem with that theory is the spot had all of the hallmarks of an advertisement, and functioned as an advertisement over all else.Â  Such uses are the kind the right of publicity is designed to address.Â  And while a settlement is not a judicial interpretation, the fact that it settled would seem to confirm that Fox overstepped the bounds in this instance.Â  Here’s a link to a prior entry when the suit was still pending: Â Muhammad Ali Ent. files $30M suit over Super Bowl ad
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				Observations about New York’s Assembly Bill A.8155B
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                Share this article:


					One has to marvel at the arguments being attempted in opposition to New York’s Assembly Bill A.8155B.Â  Here is a link to the bill: Â New York Assembly Bill A.8155B

In coverage of the bill (in the Hollywood Reporter coverage, link below), the MPAA says one of the fatal problems with the bill is that it does not have limitations for First Amendment purposes.Â  Let’s shine the white-hot light of truth on such misinformation with a quick look at S.51 of the bill:

 Â§  51.  Action  for injunction and for damages.  ...  
    50    2. Right of publicity exceptions. For purposes of the right of public-
    51  ity, consent for use  of  another  individual's  persona  shall  not  be
    52  required, except as otherwise provided in subdivisions three and four of
    53  this section, when used in connection with the following:
    54    (a)  news, public affairs or sports broadcast, including the promotion
    55  of and advertising for a public affairs or sports broadcast, an  account
    56  of public interest or a political campaign;


        A. 8155--B                          5
     1    (b) in:
     2    (i)  a  play,  book,  magazine, newspaper, musical composition, visual
     3  work, work of art, audiovisual work, radio or television program  if  it
     4  is  fictional  or nonfictional entertainment, or a dramatic, literary or
     5  musical work;
     6    (ii) a work of political, public interest or newsworthy value  includ-
     7  ing a comment, criticism, parody, satire or a transformative creation of
     8  a work of authorship; or
     9    (iii) an advertisement or commercial announcement for any of the works
    10  described in paragraph (a) of this subdivision or this paragraph; or
    11    (c)  fundraising  purposes  by  not-for-profit  radio  and  television
    12  stations licensed by the federal communications commission of the United
    13  States, or by not-for-profit advocacy organizations if the  use  is  for
    14  commentary or criticism;
    15    (d)  use  of the right of publicity of a deceased individual where the
    16  licensee or successor in interest has failed  to  register  and  post  a
    17  claim of right under section fifty-h of this article, with the exception
    18  of the safe harbor period listed in subdivision seven of section fifty-h
    19  of this article, until such time as a claim of right has been registered
    20  and posted as required under such section.


Accuracy appears to be the first casualty in the fight against Right of Publicity recognition.Â  Claiming the First Amendment will be jeopardized and creative works stifled if the legislation is passed is such a popular refrain designed to make every legislator afraid to go against something as fundamental as the First Amendment, that it will be repeated even when the statute specifically contains exactly what it is alleged to lack.

Another observation is the attempt to characterize New York’s bill as something so revolutionary, something so dangerous, that the bill simply must be shelved.Â  New York’s legislature has been in almost a permanent state of considering this legislation.Â  Many other states have Right of Publicity recognition firmly in place, and so far, I’m happy to report the First Amendment, creative works, commerce, and freedom in general have not withered in those jurisdictions.Â  We might have heard about it if these popular, dire predictions actually ever occurred.

Another quick observation relates to the provisions in the bill addressing deep fake uses and digital recreation of a person.Â  On this point, I might just sit back and listen as the lobbyists attempt to argue against a baseline provision addressing the extreme abuses possible by way of deep fake uses and digital recreation.

Lastly, in the Hollywood Reporter’s coverage, it is suggested that A.8155B isn’t really needed because the Lanham Act, false endorsement and privacy rights already provide adequate recourse.Â  TheyÂ  don’t.Â  That statement would only hold true for the small number of people so famous that they can actually support a trademark claim.Â  Suggesting that the Lanham Act and privacy rights are a sufficient substitute for the Right of Publicity is simply inaccurate, and this point ought to be beyond debate.Â  The article says it is not attempting to take offer competing interpretations and that both sides are probably guilty of overreaching, but then comments only on supporters of the bill, with no commentary or insight on how the studios and opponents to the bill may also be overreaching.Â  Here is the link:Â  Hollywood Reporter coverage on New York’s Assembly Bill A.8155B

In the ugliness of lobbying, it is apparent that being right, or even knowing what the legislation actually says, is not really an important detail.
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				Reuters article on Frida Kahlo and Mattel’s “Inspiring Women” doll line talks to @FaberLaw of RightOfPublicity.com

				May 25, 2018 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Here is a link to a Reuters story that http://www.RightOfPublicity.com ‘s @FaberLaw contributed to, concerning Mattel’s “Inspiring Women” line of dolls.Â  The line up includes quite a few notable women, past and present, from various disciplines or areas of renown, such as Amelia Earhart, Gabby Douglas, and as the Reuters story focuses on, Frida Kahlo.

Reuters story on Mattel’s Inspiring Women doll line
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				Do a few suits equal a “wave?”  Are producers having a hard time making creative works?
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					At a recent Napa Valley ABA panel, the argument reportedly was made that a wave of lawsuits filed against media companies is making it harder for producers to make documentaries, docudramas and sports features.  I’m reminded of the coverage after Comedy III or the Tiger Woods case against Jireh, when claims were made that “artists can’t create art anymore.”  Gotta love hyperbole. 

Last time I checked, a few lawsuits doesn’t constitute a wave.  And it sure doesn’t seem like the documentary, docudrama and sports feature categories are struggling.  I’d wager that more such words are being created now than ever before.  

The pending suit by Mohammad Ali’s rights owners against Fox for a Super Bowl spot, and a separate claim by Olivia de Havilland are probably the main examples of this “trend” or “wave.”  Why don’t we speak of the trend or wave of media giants and advertisers trying to get for free rights that should be licensed?  Sure, documentaries, docudramas, and whatever “sports features” are may present specific cases, but it isn’t too radical of an idea to suggest that each situation may present unique facts or characteristics that must be considered.  Bad lawsuits will be filed, in all areas of the law.  Abuses will happen by billion-dollar corporations or industries, of all manner of intellectual property rights.  It happens, and we have laws and a system for addressing them.  

Let’s try not to get carried away.  My experience is those making the most dire predictions of a dystopian world where the right of publicity has consume the First Amendment rights are usually those aligned with the deep pockets that benefit most from such misinformation, or from those with precious little experience working with and representing rights owners.  

Law 360 “Wave of Suits”
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					An appeal brought by Lindsay Lohan against Take-Two Entertainment and Rockstar Games in relation to the Lacey Jonas character in Grand Theft Auto V has inspired an amicus brief, filed last month, in support of the video game companies.Â Â  I am not commenting on the merits of Lohanâ€™s claim here.Â  I also am not responding to the brief itself, but am just notating a few observations that relate to the New York discussion overall.

The Lohan case is pending in New York.Â  The amicus brief references New Yorkâ€™s right of privacy statute (New York sections 50 & 51) and indicates that New York’s statute helped the court “dodge a bullet” through its narrow right of privacy provisions.

New York’s legislation, as it shapes New Yorkâ€™s position on the right of publicity and its narrow provisions concerning the right of privacy, is hardly a model for right or privacy or right of publicity legislation (not that anyone has called it a model).Â  New York’s Sections 50 and 51 puts New York at odds with almost every state in the U.S.Â  It allows no room for the critical policy reasons behind right of publicity recognition, as distinct from privacy rights.Â  New Yorkâ€™s right of publicity deficiencies, stemming from the 115 year old legislation (though it has been amended a few times) are, in fact, the source of a lot of problems New York is experiencing.

Addressing New Yorkâ€™s 1903 statute, passed in the aftermath of Roberson v. Rochester Folding Box Co., 171 N.Y. 538 (1902), Professor J. Thomas McCarthy in The Rights of Privacy and Publicity, s.6:74 says:

â€œNew York â€¦is part of a tiny and dwindling minority of courts which still rejects any common law rights of privacy.Â  The court refuses to change its 1902 Roberson decision, viewing the common law as a rigid and fixed institutionâ€¦When the federal courts in New York invited the New York Court of Appeals to join the national trend and recognize some form of common law privacy rights, the invitation was ignored.â€�

It was New York that gave life to the common law right of publicity in the 1953 case of Haelan V. Topps, 202 F.2d 866, which in turn led to recognition in other states.Â  McCarthy says â€œBut the right of publicity faced a hostile reception in the state courts in the state of its creation.Â  Honored abroad, it was viewed with suspicion in New York.â€�Â  Clearly, it still is.

In an eye-brow raising abandonment of decades of precedent, the New York Court of Appeals in 1984 abandoned numerous rulings recognizing a common law right of publicity, holding that there is no common law right of publicity in New York and forcing analysis to pass through a statute that was only 36 months out of the 19th Century.Â  Stephano v. News Group Publications, Inc., 64 N.Y.2d 174 (1984).Â  McCarthy says about Stephano:Â  â€œErroneously treating the right of publicity as merely a tag-along form of the right of privacy, the court â€¦rejected without serious discussion the concept of a New York common law right of publicity.â€�Â  A similar ruling in 1993 deepened New Yorkâ€™s slide into the abyss in Howell v. New York Post Co., Inc., 81 N.Y.2d 1145.Â  McCarthy says of the 1993 ruling: â€œThus, the highest New York court has abided by its position that all privacy and publicity rights must fit in the 1903 statute.Â  But this makes for a poor fit.Â  The modern right of publicity simply does not fit comfortably in a century-old statute designed for another time and another kind problem.â€�

The Lohan amicus brief addresses the transformative use test and the predominant purpose test.Â  In other settings, the criticism of these tests sometimes seems to almost include the tacit suggestion that judges are incapable of using discernment and applying the law to challenging facts.Â  To my ears, that sounds like the essence of their calling.Â  Sure, outlier cases exist, and certain fact patterns will present challenging scenarios in which application of one of these tests may seem a bit forced, but every legal test comes with such dynamics.Â  The transformative use test has proven to be an adaptive, functional analysis tool in most instances.

Another recurring theme as it pertains to video game litigation as well as draft legislation is that the discussion of whether video games should receive some degree of exempted status is being presented as a fait accompli. Â  It is as though the discussion point has morphed into an assumption that video games should be treated as categorically protected.Â  A fair amount has been written on this site about video games and the transformative use test (Discussion Brown Keller EA rulings).Â Â  In most instances, video games go to extraordinary lengths, using cutting edge technology, to ensure nothing about the personality is transformed.Â  Instead, the objective is to represent that person as thoroughly and realistically as possible.Â  Maybe there are instances in which a video game character should not trigger liability, but to move the entire industry into exempted status is more dangerous and unwarranted than dealing with specific cases as they come up.Â  Perhaps there is a reason some of the litigation against video game companies has been successful in the court system?

New York has tried many times to amend its position on the right of publicity but, to date, nothing has changed.Â  It is worth noting that even if the recent legislation under consideration was enacted, New York’s statute would still be among the weakest right of publicity statute in the country.Â  Why isn’t this seen as a success for the opposition?Â  New York may be the center of the universe in many respects, but it certainly is not when it comes to the right of publicity.Â  And while those opposed to New York’s draft legislation foretell of a tidal wave ofÂ  litigation and an assault on the First Amendment if passed–basically the first two entries in the anti-right of publicity playbook that has been attempted in every jurisdiction since I’ve been paying attention, though it is effective at scaring legislators–they are ignoring the data from many other jurisdictions that disproves such predictions.

I have no objection to debate, analysis and differences of opinion regarding the right of publicity.Â  If the right of publicity is to grow and evolve, the doctrine will survive scrutiny and benefit from fair-minded, level-headed discussion.Â  That said, a conference I recently attended was marked by positions clearly representing the minority viewpoint being presented as the presumptively correct views, as though it was the majority view and supported by case law, statutory authority and scholarship.Â  Much of the conversation was presented in a manner that what New York was considering is unprecedented and radical, which is simply not true and certainly not fair-minded or level-headed.

I recall an argument from a few years ago in which a lobbying organization on behalf of the First Amendment claimed that if that state passed the proposed legislation, libraries would not be able to post a notice that, for example, J.K. Rowling’s new book would be available on a certain date without facing potential litigation from the author.Â  Give me a break.

I’m not sure where the Lohan claim will end up.Â  She probably isn’t the most sympathetic claimant, and I haven’t analyzed the use of the Lacey Jonas character in the game.Â  If she is unequivocally identifiable from the use, especially if the use in context is clearly based on the game player’s awareness of Lohan, then I’d start the conversation assuming she would have the basis of a claim.

Here is a Lexology link with more details on the Lohan amicus brief: Â amicus brief Lohan

The Right of Publicity resource
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                Share this article:


					For those who argue against the need for meaningful Right of Publicity legislation, like many I have observed in the latest New York legislative effort, I offer the following situation as a compelling example that not only demonstrates the necessity of Right of Publicity recognition, but also the inadequacy of trademark law as a sufficient substitute.  

An Italian company led by two brothers started a fashion company called Steve Jobs.  There is no mistaken identity or alternate Steve Jobs intended by the fashion company; they openly confirm that their company is named after the late Apple-innovator Steve Jobs.  Want proof?  Their logo is the letter “J” with a bite taken out of it, just like Apple’s iconic trademark.

While many will already see the obvious, note that an EU trademark proceeding determined that the fashion company’s logo is (somehow) not a J with a bite out of it because (apparently) a J cannot be bitten as an apple can.

Perhaps under the guise of feigning nobility or respectfulness, the company states that they won’t make shoddy products because they “respect the name of Steve Jobs.”  Of course, that respect doesn’t preclude them from including Steve Jobs’ quotes in their promotional efforts.    

This, loyal readers, scholars or members of the media, is why we need a Right of Publicity.  This situation exposes the inadequacy of arguing that trademark law provides sufficient protection for publicity-rights interests.  It also demonstrates the compelling necessity for meaningful Right of Publicity legislation as a distinct member within the intellectual property family. 

Here is a link to an article with more details on the matter:  

Italian Steve Jobs company v. Apple article
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				Columbia Law School’s Right of Publicity Roundtable
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					Looking forward to participating in Columbia Law School’s “Right of Publicity Roundtable” tomorrow.Â  The event is an invitation-only symposium of academics, executives from various industries, SAG-AFTRA, private practice attorneys, as well as a comments from an accomplished actor speaking on the need for meaningful Right of Publicity recognition.

Here is a link to the event:Â  http://www.law.columbia.edu/events/right-publicity-roundtable
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				Muhammad Ali lawsuit against Fox for Super Bowl LI promo
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                Share this article:


					Muhammad Ali’s representatives have filed a $30 million lawsuit on behalf of Muhammad Ali Enterprises (MAE) against Fox Broadcasting Company.Â  The suit centers around a three minute promotional ad for Super Bowl LI which ran before the Super Bowl in 2017.Â  The spot includes various other personalities, past and present, in addition to Ali who is the focal point.

Here is a link to the complaint:
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				Thelonius Monk suit illuminates risk in craft beer labels
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					The rise in craft brewing labels has been accompanied by a custom in the industry to develop colorful names and labels.Â  While this dynamic creates the likelihood of infringements occurring, a recent lawsuit filed by the estate of Thelonius Monk involves additional considerations and backstory.

The North Coast Brewing Company apparently has produced its Brother Thelonious ale for about ten years.Â  Initially, permission was given verbally by the Monk estate.Â  Some degree of profits were to be given to the Thelonius Monk Institute of Jazz, a nonprofit music education program in D.C.Â  The dispute seems to involve activities beyond the anticipated use that was authorized verbally.

That said, it seems likely that the craft brewing industry has the potential to yield similar disputes involving iconic personalities.Â  For practitioners working with craft breweries, or the breweries themselves, this lawsuit could be instructive.

Here is a link to more details and an image of the Brother Thelonius label:

http://www.sfgate.com/beer/article/Thelonious-Monk-estate-sues-North-Coast-Brewing-12162234.php
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				Two articles on the business of Right of Publicity
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					Two informative articles have issued in the last week, on the heels of the 2017 Licensing Show.Â  Both are informative and include input from industry leaders.

Forbes:Â Â  Forbes Business of Deceased Icons

and Huffington Post:Â  http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/592fa717e4b00afe556b0b27

Delebrities
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				Article in LIMA’s 5/3/17 eNews by www.RightOfPublicity.com ‘s @FaberLaw
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                Share this article:


					Here is a link to an article in today’s LIMA eNews, a primer on licensing the Right of Publicity for licensing executives:

http://www.licensing.org/blog/licensing-the-right-of-publicity-a-primer/?utm_source=LIMA+Full+Database+%5BUpdated+Weekly%5D&utm_campaign=79c3030a59-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2017_02_28&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_ec0e484a60-79c3030a59-397330013
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				Preemption question:  Copyright v. Right of Publicity
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					The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in Maloney v. T3 Media, Inc., Case No. 15-55630 (9th Cir. April 5, 2017), recently issued the latest installment in the age-old supposed showdown between Copyright and the Right of Publicity and the issue of preemption.Â  The Court states in the holding that preemption can occur â€œwhen a likeness has been captured in a copyrighted artistic visual work and the work itself is being distributed for personal use.â€�

To be clear, copyright does not automatically preempt the Right of Publicity.Â  The two doctrines protect distinct interests and, have separate policy purposes.Â  Preemption generally requires a very specific fact pattern.Â  The assumption seems to be that if the Right of Publicity co-exists in tandem with a copyright interest, preemption must be applicable.Â  That is not the case, and there are countless examples of uses, situations and fact patterns where various rights or interests apply simultaneously without one preempting the other.Â  I read Maloney as a fairly confined, and specific ruling on a distinct fact pattern.

Here is a link to an article with more elaboration on the specifics of the case:

http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=00561f3d-b251-4058-af0a-09c44e88fb22&utm_source=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed&utm_medium=HTML+email+-+Body+-+General+section&utm_campaign=Lexology+subscriber+daily+feed&utm_content=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed+2017-04-12&utm_term=
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				President Trump and the Right of Publicity of a political figure
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					Here is a link to an in-depth article on the Right of Publicity as it pertains to political figures in general, and President Trump specifically.Â  I was interviewed by the author and contributed several quotes to the piece.Â  Here is the link:Â  President Trump and the Right of Publicity
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				Former Bears player Brian Urlacher files lawsuit against Florida hair clinic

				February 7, 2017 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					If the report on this link is accurate, that a Florida hair clinic used Brian Urlacher without permission to promote their services, this sounds like a clean-cut case of Right of Publicity infringement.Â  Urlacher reportedly had an endorsement deal with a Florida clinic whose services Urlacher did in fact use, which will likely enhance his position in the damages portion of the lawsuit.Â  Here’s a link with a bit more information:Â  Brian Urlacher sues Florida hair clinic
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				Super Bowl LI, Tina Fey and John Malkovich ads, and the Right of Publicity
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                Share this article:


					When it comes to the Super Bowl, even the advertisements are watched with great anticipation and Super Bowl LI was no exception.Â  When your company is involved in licensing some of the advertisements in question, as Luminary Group was in the â€œSuper Bowl Babiesâ€� spot, it tends to make one watch even more closely.Â  As a Right of Publicity specialist, I was especially intrigued by not one but two Super Bowl LI advertisements with strong Right of Publicity overtones.

The first spot with Right of Publicity implications was the talking yearbook Honda advertisement featuring Tina Fey, Steve Carell, Robert Redford, Amy Adams, Earvin â€œMagicâ€� Johnson, Jimmy Kimmel, Missy Elliott, Viola Davis, and Stan Lee.Â  By showing an entire page of the yearbook photos of the not-yet-famous celebrities next to their classmates, approximately 60 other people appearing next to the talking yearbook images were identifiable.Â  I have no inside information about the making of the advertisement, so I will assume the spot was carefully vetted.Â  Maybe those other people were tracked down and permission was secured.Â  Maybe they used stock photography or models with hypothetical names and simply paid a minimal fee to recreate the yearbook pages instead of using the authentic pages.Â  In the Steve Carell segment, the person next to Carell even gets a speaking spot to which Carrell responds â€œthat was a rhetorical question, Darryl!â€�Â  If nothing else, the Honda talking yearbook ad presents an interesting scenario for Right of Publicity analysis.

Hereâ€™s a link to the Honda advertisement: Â Â  Honda talking yearbook ad featuring Tina Fey, Steve Carell, Robert Redford, Magic Johnson, Missy Elliott, Viola Davis, Jimmy Kimmel, Stan Lee and Amy Adams

The second spot with Right of Publicity implications was the John Malkovich domain name advertisement for Squarespace.Â  In the advertisement, Malkovich is talking on his smartphone to a person who owns the domain name JohnMalkovich.com.Â  Malkovich says he needs the domain name because he is starting a menâ€™s fashion line, but the person Malkovich is talking to is also named â€œJohn Malkovich.â€�Â  This prompts John Malkovich to say â€œyeah, you think when people contact JohnMalkovich.com they are actually looking for you?Â  Or maybe, maybe theyâ€™re looking for ME!â€�Â  Domain name analysis pertaining to famous individuals often depends on the nature of the use being made of the domain name.Â  If a person shares a name with a famous person of the same moniker, but is simply using that domain name in relation to the non-famous ownerâ€™s career, interests or life, for example, there may not be much the famous John Malkovich can do about it.Â  On the other hand, as so often is the case, if the content on the domain name is being used in a way that threads in the famous John Malkovich, then there could be an actionable domain name dispute.Â  The message of the John Malkovich ad is to register the domain name you want before someone else does.Â  Thatâ€™s good advice, though it isnâ€™t always the final word in instances where cybersquatting is taking place.

Hereâ€™s a link to the Squarespace advertisement:Â  Squarespace JohnMalkovich domain name ad
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				Sounds like a Right of Publicity valuation expert is needed in Michael Jackson IRS dispute

				February 2, 2017 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Interesting Bloomberg article dated 2/1/17 covering the dispute over the valuation of Michael Jackson’s estate.Â  “The IRS claims Jacksonâ€™s should have been valued at $434 million. The estate claims that it was worth a mere $2,105.”Â  Sounds like a case for a Right of Publicity valuation expert.Â  Here’s a link to the Bloomberg article:Â Â  Bloomberg: Michael Jackson estate valuation
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				Article on Canadian Right of Personality

				December 8, 2016 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					The following link leads to a useful article on Canadian personality rights (equivalent to the Right of Publicity in the U.S.):Â  http://www.americanbar.org/publications/landslide/2016-17/november-december/protecting_professional_athletes_personality_rights_canada.html
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				Highest Paid Deceased Celebrities for 2016

				October 13, 2016 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Forbes has just released the annual “Top-Earning Dead Celebrities” for 2016.Â  The most notable aspects of this year’s list are the new entries of recently departed personalities, and the amount of the number one earner.Â  Here is a link to Forbes’ coverage:Â  http://www.forbes.com/sites/zackomalleygreenburg/2016/10/12/the-highest-paid-dead-celebrities-of-2016/#5a1f53dd8d2e

Arnold Palmer (#3), Prince (#5) and David Bowie (#11) are the unfortunate new members on the list due to their recent respective deaths in 2016.Â  In Palmer’s case, he had already created a vast business empire so the revenue sources that put him on this particular list were already in place.Â  For Prince, who perhaps is the most surprising entrant on this list due to the especially shocking news of his death, the earnings are due to the surge in music sales that often follow the death of a notable artist.Â  The same could be said of Bowie, but Bowie’s numbers also benefited from the release of a new album that closely coincided with his passing.

The other notable surprise in this year’s list is the amount assigned to the number one entrant, Michael Jackson, at $825 Million.Â  Compare that figure to the number two spot, Charles Schulz, at $48 Million.Â  It is worth noting that Jackson, since his death, has almost always taken the top spot, and while never quite at the $825 Million mark, the drop off from first place to second has often been very steep.
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				Right of Publicity annual update at Indy Bar

				October 11, 2016 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Join me and Joel Tragesser of Quarles & Brady on Wednesday, October 12th, 12 pm – 1 pm at the Indianapolis Bar Association Education Center for our annual Right of Publicity update.Â  The program provides one hour of CLE credit.Â  Here is a link for registration and other details: Â https://www.indybar.org/index.cfm?pg=events&evAction=showDetail&eid=36514

The Indy Bar facilities are located at 135 N. Pennsylvania St., Ste. 1500.

Topics will include legislative updates (Alabama, Minnesota, Indiana), complex developments (like the death of Prince), case law (including Avvo, Hulk Hogan v. Gawker, Pele v. Samsung), valuations, deal-making, and hot-topic issues such as Halloween costumes and Presidential elections.

See you there!
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				Insurers can’t dodge coverage for Right of Publicity claims

				July 21, 2016 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Worth noting a recent ruling out of Florida denying an insurance company’s attempt to dodge coverage for a Right of Publicity claim brought against an insured.Â  This is important in the nuts and bolts of Right of Publicity litigation, for obvious reasons.

The Federal judge apparently denied Princeton Excess and Surplus Lines Insurance Company’s motion to be excluded for coverage, holding that allowing the insurance company to do so would make the supposed coverage illusory.Â  I think this is an important and correct determination.

You’ll need a subscription to access, but Law360 has more information available at this link from July 19, 2016:Â  http://www.law360.com/ip/articles/819002?nl_pk=bb8aeb3e-4ab9-4ba4-a0af-b895a107fd8a&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=ip
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				Athletes seeking trademarks for catch phrases

				May 20, 2016 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					ESPN just published an interesting article that surveys a range of athletes seeking trademark registrations on catch phrases or other aspects of identity.Â  It’s a valuable brand-building step and it has it’s place as a compliment to the Right of Publicity.Â  What the article does not touch on, the elephant in the room, is the question of actual use.Â  Sure, Robert Griffin can apply for â€œunbelievably believableâ€� but show me the use in commerce.Â  Some athletes obviously will satisfy the use component, but my guess is that the majority of these applications will fall into abandonment, or even fail to to reach registration.
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				Minnesota considering Right of Publicity legislation, aka “Prince Law”

				May 12, 2016 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					That Minnesota should consider enacting publicity rights legislation is something I stated here shortly after Prince’s untimely passing: http://rightofpublicity.com/prince-knew-the-value-of-his-intellectual-property-42216Â  Minnesota has responded with draft right of publicity legislation, SF 3609, posted on May 11, 2016:Â  https://www.revisor.mn.gov/bills/text.php?number=SF3609&version=0&session=ls89&session_year=2016&session_number=0

Predictably, critics of the legislation are taking issue with the bill on First Amendment grounds: http://www.law360.com/ip/articles/794846?nl_pk=bb8aeb3e-4ab9-4ba4-a0af-b895a107fd8a&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=ip

While the legislation likely would benefit from expanding the list of fair use exemptions, such as for books, overall the legislation is in good shape and appears well-balanced in its reach and application.

As we have seen from the Michael Jackson estate and questions concerning the valuation of his right of publicity, I expect Prince’s estate will go through a similar review by the IRS.Â  It should be noted that Minnesota’s potential adoption of the “Prince law” is not dispositive on whether or not Prince’s estate possess a right of publicity.Â  It should be assumed that it already does.Â  How it should be treated for taxation purposes is another question altogether.
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				Valuing and taxing Prince’s “image rights”

				April 28, 2016 2 Comments »

                Share this article:


					Interesting article in the Wall Street Journal about the coming challenge of valuing the “image rights” of Prince’s estate.Â  Here is a link:Â  Valuing Prince’s Image Rights

There are some interesting points, as well as some common mistakes, threaded into this article which illuminate the complexity of valuing Prince’s image rights.Â  I must refrain from elaborating, as I would be one of a small handful of qualified candidates to perform such valuation.Â  There aren’t many candidates who are qualified for the task.

As the article notes, the valuation could become a “battle of the experts” but there certainly is a way to value Prince’s image rights in a supportable way.Â  Much relies on a truly qualified expert bringing the appropriate perspective to the matter.Â  It won’t come from books or formulas.Â  The valuation must be done by someone who is very well-informed about Prince’s career, beliefs and principles.Â  (As it turns out, that criteria may make me the most qualified potential expert on the matter.)

Reference in the Wall Street Journal article to the Michael Jackson estate’s representatives claiming a valuation of around $2,000 and the IRS countering with $434 Million shows the critical and sensitive nature of the upcoming Prince valuation.

If only Prince was simply still alive.Â  But fellow artists and musicians, take note:Â  if your attorney isn’t talking to you about the right of publicity, find one who is.
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				Prince knew the value of his intellectual property

				April 22, 2016 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Prince knew the value of his intellectual property, and fought battles other artists didn’t or couldn’t.Â  And won, in the case of control over his publishing and catalog.Â  I hope that this awareness extends to Prince’s Right of Publicity.Â  Hopefully, he had advisers in his life who could raise his awareness on this point.Â  He could have been quite the advocate for publicity rights recognition.Â  Maybe it’s time for the Minnesota legislature to put a statute in place in his honor.

Godspeed, Prince.Â  #RIPPrince
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				Brief note re: Hulk Hogan’s $140M jury award against Gawker

				March 23, 2016 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					An insightful and well-written article by Eriq Gardner of The Hollywood Reporter can be found here: http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/thr-esq/why-hulk-hogans-140-million-876990

My take on the $140 million jury award to Hulk Hogan against Gawker is that it does not portend a stifling of the press or an impediment on the First Amendment.Â  The amount is a lot, sure.Â  A substantial amount of it is punitive damages.Â  And to be clear, there are particular facts in this case that should give everyone pause about how far the media can go in publicizing information of any kind, at any cost, no matter how it is obtained, and no matter the consequences.

I’m not taking a position on whether Gawker should or shouldn’t be liable or to what extent.Â  But just as the First Amendment and freedom of the press is of paramount importance and should be cautiously navigated, so too is the right of privacy and the extent to which any and every piece of information can be deemed newsworthy and subsequently published.

The Right of Publicity and the First Amendment have always moved in lockstep.Â  Some cases get it right; some don’t.Â  Some favor the First Amendment, others favor the Right of Publicity.

As Eriq Gardner’s article correctly notes, the ruling is likely to be appealed.Â  The amount of the award could easily be reduced.Â  The parties could settle on an undisclosed amount to end the litigation.

But I do not have any particular concerns at the moment about the fallout of the Hulk Hogan ruling.Â  The facts of the case are quite specific, and the legal process has to be allowed to play out.Â  If a jury finds that something unacceptable or egregious took place, perhaps they are not wrong.
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				Facebook “Sponsored Stories” and Right of Publicity issues forecasted on RightOfPublicity.com

				January 15, 2016 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Just a quick note in relation to the Ninth Circuit’s decision of the other day to uphold the $20 Million class action settlement for Facebook’s “Sponsored Stories” advertising.Â  The issue was forecasted here, on the Right of Publicity websiteÂ  in this blog entry from 2011:

Facebook and Right of Publicity issues
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				Alabama is the latest state to enact a Right of Publicity statute

				November 20, 2015 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					The text of the Alabama Right of Publicity statute, enacted on May 18, 2015, can be accessed here:

Alabama’s 2015 Right of Publicity statute
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				Pierre Garcon, WR of Washington Redskins, sues daily fantasy company FanDuel

				October 31, 2015 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Pierre Garcon, wide receiver for the Washington Redskins, has filed a class action lawsuit against the daily fantasy company, FanDuel. Whether the overall media correctly identifies it or not, this lawsuit is primarily a Right of Publicity claim.

Past lawsuits against fantasy sports providers generally have not been successful.Â  Simply stated, prior cases have held that that publishing game statistics are not a commercial use, much in the same way that a newspaper reports on box scores without incurring liability.Â  This tends to make sense as long as no one player is being singled out, and the use is confined to the statistical performances with every competing athlete being used (or capable of being used) in exactly the same manner.Â  There is, of course, a difference between news reporting on game statistics the day after a game and operating a for-profit site that earns its profit from the players’ performances.

But the real fulcrum point may exist in the advertising and promotion for FanDuel.Â  If a very small collection of players are appearing by name or otherwise in advertisements for a company, and if additional elements like dollar values of a given player or other elements specific to the daily fantasy operation are being added by that company, it quickly could take a different complexion.

Unlike DraftKings, which has authorization from the NFL Players Association, FanDuel apparently does not.

http://abcnews.go.com/Sports/redskins-pierre-garcon-sues-fanduel-behalf-nfl-players/story?id=34865227
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				RightOfPublicity.com’s Faber leads Indy Bar CLE with Quarles & Brady’s Tragesser

				October 14, 2015 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					http://www.indybar.org/events-education/calendar/2015-10/1220
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				Savannah Law Review’s “The Walking Dead” Colloquium

				September 18, 2015 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					I am honored to be presenting at Savannah Law Review’s upcoming colloquium, “The Walking Dead” in Savannah, Georgia.Â  Topics will include earnings of deceased celebrities, Michael Jordan’s $8.9 Million damages award, recent legislative activity and Right of Publicity trends to watch.Â  A corresponding law review article will be published in the upcoming Savannah Law Review journal.

Here is a link to more information on the colloquium:

http://www.savannahlawschool.org/savannah-law-school-hosts-the-walking-dead-colloquium/
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				Michael Jordan’s $8.9 Million damages award is instructive

				August 24, 2015 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					This should lay to rest that old yarn that “it is easier to get forgiveness than permission.”Â  Late last week, Michael Jordan won an $8.9 Million damages award against the grocery store that used his Right of Publicity without permission in print ads that ran in Sports Illustrated.

At trial, jurors heard the familiar infringer’s refrain that Dominick’s achieved no benefit from the ads, and based on expert valuation testimony, the most it should pay for the ad was around $126,000.Â  Of course, this overlooks the fact that Michael Jordan apparently does not do deals for $126,000 and rather, the starting fee for a license to use Jordan’s Right of Publicity is generally in the $10 Million range.

So at $8.9 Million, Dominick’s may have gotten a 10.1 % discount.
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				Deflategate, the NFL suspension, Tom Brady and Free Brady! t-shirts

				August 14, 2015 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Not long after the NFL issued Tom Brady his deflategate suspension, Barstool Sports issued a “Free Brady!” t-shirt.Â  The design has a strong resemblance to Shephard Fairey’s “Hope” rendering that was used in President Obama’s 2008 campaign.Â  Below is a link analyzing the question of whether the Free Brady work is a fair use or copyright infringement, but I have to note that Tom Brady’s Right of Publicity is also implicated by the t-shirt which is not mentioned in the below analysis.

http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=78d1ecda-dff7-4c31-a335-6bcbd9ca9941&utm_source=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed&utm_medium=HTML+email+-+Body+-+General+section&utm_campaign=Lexology+subscriber+daily+feed&utm_content=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed+2015-08-14&utm_term=

#deflategateÂ  #FreeBrady #NFL #Bradysuspension #TomBrady #RightofPublicity #ShephardFairey #Hope
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				Michael Jordan won more often than he lost, just not in China

				July 31, 2015 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					I was recently asked to weigh in on whether China might be well-advised to consider recognizing the Right of Publicity.Â  My answer was yes, it should.Â  Perhaps the recent news of a Chinese court denying Michael Jordan’s effort to stop a Chinese sports apparel company from appropriating his name and jumpman logo amply demonstrates why.Â  Here’s a link to one article on the topic, though you’ll need a subscription to access the entire article:

http://www.lexisnexis.com/legalnewsroom/intellectual-property/b/newsheadlines/archive/2015/07/30/michael-jordan-can-39-t-block-sportswear-co-ip-in-china.aspx
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				Taylor Swift’s right of publicity defense

				July 23, 2015 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Taylor Swift recently stood up to Apple’s plans to use music for free, and Apple relented.Â  Apparently next on her list, Taylor Swift is taking on right of publicity infringements in China.Â  Her strategy could perhaps be described withÂ  “the best defense is a strong offense.”

The July 21, 2015 edition of Wall Street Journal reports on a variety of licensed goods that Swift is introducing in China.Â  Taylor Swift’s popularity in China has predictably resulted in a lot of infringing goods in the marketplace.Â  The best way to combat such a problem, when one has the clout and market potential to do so as Swift does, is to make authorized goods available to meet demand.

Here’s a link to the WSJ article:

http://www.wsj.com/articles/taylor-swift-counters-knockoffs-in-china-1437492360

#rightofpublicity

#China

#infringements

#celebritylicensing

#TaylorSwift

#expertwitness
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				Hollywood Reporter’s “Hollywood Hologram Wars” quotes Faber of RightOfPublicity.com / Luminary Group

				June 1, 2015 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Nice to be quoted in Eriq Gardner’s new piece in The Hollywood Reporter entitled “Hollywood Hologram Wars: Vicious Legal Feud Behind Virtual Mariah, Marilyn and Mick.”Â  The article does a great job examining the business potential and burgeoning adoption of so-called hologram technology as well as corresponding growing pains and legal issues, particularly between those developing the technology itself.

In answer to Eriq’s question of “whatâ€™s the licensing and business potential for this technology?â€� I also said that it depends on:

a) what is being counted (fees to the estate, to the owners of the technology itself?); and

b) gross or net; and

c) how the market responds.

If the market responds well to an Elvis live show on a world tour, those gross earnings alone could be well on the way to the billion mark.Â  And if it follows with a Johnny Cash or Michael Jackson tour,Â  yes, it will reach billion dollar potential. And, will people be interested in seeing Michael Jackson “live” once, or over and over?

Here’s the link to Eriq Gardner’s The Hollywood Reporter article:

http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/thr-esq/hollywood-hologram-wars-vicious-legal-798401
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				RightOfPublicity.com’s Faber quoted in Anson’s new ABA book on Right of Publicity

				May 22, 2015 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					I want to take a moment to thank Wes Anson of Consor, who quoted me at length in his new publication for the ABA entitled Right of Publicity:Â  Analysis, Valuation, and the Law.Â  I haven’t had time to read the book carefully yet, but it appears to be well done.Â  I’m sure it will be a useful resource to many.

I did notice that the section on Indiana’s current Right of Publicity statute is not quite on point or up to date.Â  In 2012, I secured passage of a critical piece of legislation that solidified Indiana’s Right of Publicity position in the wake of a problematic judicial decision.Â  Here’s a link to more information on that development:Â  http://rightofpublicity.com/faber-secures-passage-of-indiana-right-of-publicity-statute
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				Faber interview with TBS eFM Primetime with Henry Shinn

				April 7, 2015 2 Comments »

                Share this article:


					On March 25th, 2015 the administrator of http://www.RightOfPublicity.com (Jonathan Faber) gave a live interview on Primetime with Henry Shinn.Â  The show is on TBS eFM, 101.3MHz, and is an all English radio channel operating from Seoul, South Korea.

The interview explored the broader topic of whether South Korea should adopt a Right of Publicity-like law, in part because there are some notable personalities bringing claims related to the Right of Publicity in South Korea.Â  The conversation ranged from James Dean to Dustin Hoffman.Â  Here is a link to the Facebook page for the show, where I understand prior interviews can be found:Â  https://www.facebook.com/tbseFMPrimetime
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				Right of Publicity Linked In Group re: Target Rosa Parks case

				February 24, 2015 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Here’s a link to the Linked In Group “Right of Publicity” and some commentary on the Target Rosa Parks lawsuit.

https://www.linkedin.com/groupItem?view=&gid=1438747&item=5974265391352995844&type=member&commentID=5974919467921133568&trk=eml-ntf-hero-like-my-discussion-cmt-view&midToken=AQFdZLuEeZrIQg&fromEmail=fromEmail&ut=2dG4va4xDZlSE1#commentID_5974919467921133568
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				Pope Francis dolls?

				February 18, 2015 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Here’s a Right of Publicity fact pattern to kick around:Â  can a company make Pope Francis dolls without a license from the Pope?

I don’t know if the recently announced Pope Francis dolls from Bleacher Creatures are licensed or not, so I want to be clear on that point and allow for the possibility that they are.Â  Bleacher Creatures primarily makes 10″ dolls of famous athletes, and they wouldn’t be doing that without permission.

In the link below, I find it interesting that the company is said to be “crossing their T’s and dotting their I’s” but the extent of that due diligence appears to be simply that they “reached out to the Vatican” and “would love to officially partner with them.”Â  Taken at face value, that strongly indicates that they do not have any form of permission to make the dolls.

Of course, “reaching out” coupled with a statement of desire to “officially partner” is not all that is needed to proceed with commercial products of a famous person.Â  Perhaps the play here is that the Pope isn’t likely to file a claim over it, but last time I checked, “likelihood of getting away with it” was not the legal standard for Right of Publicity infringement.

http://money.cnn.com/2015/02/16/smallbusiness/pope-francis-plush-doll/index.html
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				The latest interpretation of the Transformative Use test

				January 8, 2015 2 Comments »

                Share this article:


					In ruling for the plaintiffs in Davis v. Electronic ArtsÂ earlier this week, the Ninth Circuit has given us the latest interpretation of the Transformative Use test.Â  This ruling comes only a few months following a contrasting ruling in Noriega v. Activision, in which the Transformative Use defense led to a ruling in favor of the defendant.

The Activision case centered on inclusion of former Panamanian dictator Manuel Noriega in Call of Duty:Â  Black Ops II.Â  Former New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani served as co-counsel for Activision, and the following Hollywood Reporter article provides good insight as well as a link to the defense’s memo in support of its motion to strike Noriega’s complaint.

http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/thr-esq/call-duty-can-rudy-giuliani-734737

It is interesting to consider if the day might ever come when Rudy Giuliani might want to assert his own Right of Publicity in response to a commercial use of some kind.

In its Davis v. Electronic Arts ruling, the court looked to its prior ruling in Keller v. Electronic Arts, where the court also rejected the Transformative Use defense advanced by EA.Â  The court in Davis v. Electronic Arts stated that the Madden video game â€œreplicates playersâ€™ physical characteristics and allows users to manipulate them in the performance of the same activity for which they are known in real life â€“ playing football for an NFL team.â€�

There are certainly considerable differences between the extent of use, purpose of use, and commercial aspects between the use of former NFL players in the Madden game and that of Noriega in Black Ops II, so in general, I applaud the Ninth Circuit’s rejection of the Transformative Use defense in its determination, and in not taking the usual “throw the baby out with the bath water” that too-often seems to accompany rulings concerning the Right of Publicity, as in the overreaching ruling in Indiana against the heir of John Dillinger in a case against EA.

http://rightofpublicity.com/pdf/cases/EADillinger26-17-11.pdf

That ruling led to my effort to amend Indiana’s Right of Publicity statute in 2011 and 2012, which was passed and successfully maintained the integrity of Indiana’s Right of Publicity statute:

http://rightofpublicity.com/faber-secures-passage-of-indiana-right-of-publicity-statute

Here is a link to the January 6, 2015 ruling in Davis v. Electronic Arts:

http://law.justia.com/cases/federal/appellate-courts/ca9/12-15737/12-15737-2015-01-06.html
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				Ebola Nurse doll has Right of Publicity implications

				November 20, 2014 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					The recent offering by HeroBuilders of an “Ebola Nurse” doll raises some interesting Right of Publicity implications.Â  Putting aside any debate over tastefulness or appropriateness, the doll also resembles Kaci Hickox.Â  Hickox is the nurse who has been in the headlines recently and who was quarantined in New Jersey against her will.Â Â  The doll apparently is accompanied by an Ebola-free health certificate.

Frequent visitors to this site may notice the similarity between this story and the 2009 offering by TY (Beanie Babies) of Sasha and Malia dolls immediately following the first-term election of President Obama, which I wrote about here:

http://rightofpublicity.com/sasha-and-malia-dolls-now-its-not-just-the-president-being-infringed

Ty claimed the dolls were not of the President’s daughters, a transparent explanation considering the context of the use and totality of circumstances in which the dolls were offered.Â  Ty claimed to have pulled the dolls off hte marketplace some time later, but not before their mission was accomplished.

It could be interesting to see if HeroBuilders is working from the same playbook, and if any more comes of the Ebola Nurse doll.

Here’s a link to a story with more details and images of the doll itself:

http://www.kpho.com/story/27342139/oxford-based-company-develops-ebola-doll-that-looks-like-quarantined-nurse

 

http://www.RightofPublicity.com
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				Federal Judge’s ruling against former NFL players is a fumble

				October 14, 2014 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					I have not had a chance to review the decision itself yet, but if the summary of the ruling on the following link is accurate, there are numerous problems with the Federal Judge’s ruling in favor of the NFL against the former players’ Right of Publicity class action suit.Â  I would expect an appeal to follow.

https://undisputedlegal.wordpress.com/2014/10/13/nfl-beats-retired-players-in-lawsuit-over-use-of-old-game-footage/

 

    Tags: @FaberLaw, California statute, celebrity valuations, http://www.LuminaryGroup.com, https://www.RightOfPublicity.com, Indiana statute, infringement valuations, LinkedIn Right of Publicity group, LuminaryGroup.com, Right of Publicity, right of publicity analysis, right of publicity information, right of publicity professor, right of publicity resource, RightofPublicity.com, top-earning celebrities

             



	


		        
				Don Henley sues Duluth Trading Company

				October 14, 2014 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Just because an advertisement is presented as a pun or a joke does not shield it from liability.Â  Don Henley, no stranger to protecting his Right of Publicity, has taken action against Duluth Trading Company in response to their email advertising campaign “Don A Henley, Take It Easy.”Â  Well, he’s certainly identifiable from that use.Â  Here’s a YouTube post with details on the claim:

http://video.search.yahoo.com/video/play;_ylt=A2KLqIJ7Iz1U_xAAix37w8QF;_ylu=X3oDMTByZWc0dGJtBHNlYwNzcgRzbGsDdmlkBHZ0aWQDBGdwb3MDMQ–?p=don+henley+sues+for+%22don+a+henley%2C+%2Ctake+it+easy%22&vid=90621c3a87c8bc65f6a140371a4e4a94&l=3%3A03&turl=http%3A%2F%2Fts1.mm.bing.net%2Fth%3Fid%3DVQ.345534368752%26pid%3D15.1&rurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DsurGWjIG8Yc&tit=Don+Henley+Sues+Maker+Of+%26%2339%3BHenley%26%2339%3B+T-Shirt+Over+Pun+Rolling+Stone&c=0&sigr=11auikeu7&sigt=128t92roo&age=0&hsimp=yhs-prodege_001&hspart=prodege&param1=231444&param4=1236332109&tt=b
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				Brief note on coverage of Massachusetts Senate’s passage of Right of Publicity bill

				June 16, 2014 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					The Massachusetts Senate has passed a bill urged by Bill Cosby to statutorily recognize a post-mortem Right of Publicity in Massachusetts.Â  The bill heads next to the Massachusetts House of Representatives.Â  I’m including a link (below) to NPR’s coverage of this very positive legislative development.

As is often the case when the media covers the Right of Publicity, the coverage does not give the most balanced picture of the functioning of these rights and the policy purposes behind them.Â  That’s probably the fault of no one or nothing other than time limitations and the need to get in and out of a complex topic in short segments. But, for example, it’s really not that difficult to determine who owns the Right of Publicity of a personality after a person dies, as the host declares.Â  The coverage also does not point out all the limitations and allowances for First Amendment purposes that accompany most Right of Publicity statutes.Â  And lastly, I strongly caution against acting on host Anthony Brooks’ conclusion that “if a business wants to trade on the image of Marilyn Monroe, they can.”Â  (Just after the 2:00 mark in the NRP clip.)

Professor Ray Madoff of Boston College Law School does a good job discussing some of the high points of the Right of Publicity.Â  To the credit of the producer of this segment on NPR/Radio Boston, I (the administrator of http://www.RightofPublicity.com) was consulted to verify certain information about Right of Publicity statutes throughout the country (the part in the interview when the host Sacha Pfeiffer says “we looked this up”).

Here’s a link to the radio segment: http://radioboston.wbur.org/2014/06/13/dead-right-publicity
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				NCAA settles Keller case for $20 Million

				June 10, 2014 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					The lawsuit brought by former Nebraska and Arizona State quarterback, Sam Keller against video game giant Electronic Arts (EA) and the NCAA has been settled.Â  The reported settlement amount is $20 Million.

A statement by the CLO of the NCAA expressed that the timing of the settlement is based on the fact that the video games are no longer in production, as well as Collegiate Licensing Company (CLC) and EA having settled out of the case as well.

The administrator of this site, http://www.RightofPublicity.com joined SAG and other notable rights holders (via Luminary Group) in filing an amicus brief in support of Keller.

It is not entirely clear yet how the settlement funds will be distributed amongst certain affected college athletes, but more information can be found on this link:

http://bleacherreport.com/articles/2091133-ncaa-agrees-to-20m-settlement-in-ea-video-game-lawsuit

    Tags: $20 Million settlement, amicus brief, CLC, Collegiate Licensing Company, EA, Electronic Arts; EA; Ryan Hart; Rutgers Quarterback; NCAA football; video game; Right of Publicity; Rogers Test; First Amendment; Third Circuit; 3rd Circuit; transformative use;, expert, expert witness, Luminary Group, NCAA, Right of Publicity, Right of Publicity expert, SAG, Sam Keller, unauthorized use, valuation, video games

             



	


		        
				Arnold Schwarzenegger sues Arnold Nutrition Group for $10M

				June 2, 2014 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Here is a link to more details:Â  http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=38917404-afa9-4b61-ae81-a3ebc21ff996&utm_source=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed&utm_medium=HTML+email+-+Body+-+Federal+section&utm_campaign=Lexology+subscriber+daily+feed&utm_content=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed+2014-06-02&utm_term=
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				Ruling in favor of Michael Jordan gets it right

				February 20, 2014 19 Comments »

                Share this article:


					Earlier this week, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals in Illinois ruled in favor of Michael Jordan, holding that a grocery store’s “congratulatory ad” is not protected speech.Â  The Jewel Food Stores advertisement in question ran in Sports Illustrated in 2009, congratulating Michael Jordan on his induction to the Pro Basketball Hall of Fame.

While the court’s ruling gets it right, the tone of ESPN’s coverage in the link below indicates that this ruling might not be fully understood.Â  The coverage in the article is thorough enough to allow the reader to reach his or her own conclusions, I think.Â  And for the avoidance of doubt, here is a link to the decision itself:Â  http://media.ca7.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/rssExec.pl?Submit=Display&Path=Y2014/D02-19/C:12-1992:J:Sykes:aut:T:fnOp:N:1292976:S:0

When the lower court ruled against Jordan, I believed the wrong decision had been reached and I was confident Jordan’s appeal would prevail.

In general, advertising falls in the realm of commercial speech.Â  And there is quite an incentive for businesses to cozy up to a celebrity like Michael Jordan via advertising of this kind.Â  The starting fee for an authorized association with Michael Jordan, as reported in the link below and in the above ruling, is $5 million.

I might feel differently if the grocery store had insisted on remaining completely anonymous:Â  no use of the grocery store’s name, logo, motto, website, address or any other designations.Â  If that was the nature of the advertisement, I might give more credence to the “congratulatory” argument.Â  But those kinds of advertisements don’t come around very often.

http://m.espn.go.com/general/story?storyId=10491664&city=chicago&src=desktop
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				BVR’s  interview with RightOfPublicity.com’s Faber

				February 19, 2014 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					BVR is a leading publisher on valuations, and I recently had an extensive discussion with BVR concerning valuations and the Right of Publicity.Â  The resulting article itself is subscription-based, but the title of the article is New cases spotlight the value of â€˜right of publicity,â€™ published February 19, 2014, Issue #137-3.Â  Also see http://www.BVResources.com

    Tags: Business Valuation Resources, BVR, BVResources.com, Jonathan Faber, litigation, Right of Publicity, valuation

             



	


		        
				Ninth Circuit ruling in Hendrix case:  Washington Right of Publicity is constitutional

				January 30, 2014 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Yesterday brought an important decision from the Ninth Circuit concerning the constitutionality of Washington’s Right of Publicity statute.Â  Overruling the lower district court’s determinations to the contrary, the Ninth Circuit has determined that Washington’s Right of Publicity statute is indeed constitutional as applied to the facts of the Hendrix case.

Here is a link to the ruling:Â  2014 Hendrix Ninth Circuit WA RoP constitutional

    Tags: constitutionality, draft legislation, elebrity licensing, expert witness, General Assembly, intellectual property valuation, Jimi Hendrix, Jonathan Faber, licensing, litigation expert, LuminaryGroup.com, Ninth Circuit, Right of Publicity, Right of Publicity expert, right of publicity legislation, RightofPublicity.com, valuation expert, Washington

             



	


		        
				NCAA’s Right of Publicity petition to U.S. Supreme Court denied

				January 17, 2014 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Earlier this week, the NCAA’s petition to the U.S. Supreme Court concerning the case of Keller v. Electronic Arts Inc., 724 F.3d 1268 (9th Cir. 2013) was denied.Â  The author of http://www.RightofPublicity.com joined SAG in filing an amicus brief in that case at the lower court level, and the Ninth Circuit’s ruling and analysis were correct under the circumstances.

Electronic Arts, for its part, had already settled the case.Â  The NCAA petitioned the Supreme Court to adopt the Rogers Test to determine use of the Right of Publicity of student athletes in video games and to overturn the determination that the use of the athletes in the video game was not protected by the First Amendment.

The Rogers Test was devised as an analysis for titles and would have been entirely wrong for the Keller case.Â  It is surprising the Rogers test was even suggested, except perhaps it was believed that if adopted the result would be something the NCAA preferred.

The Ninth Circuit’s application of the Transformative Use test was the correct test for the use and issues in question.Â  We don’t need the U.S. Supreme Court to assist in determining that a test devised for titles should not be used in a case like Keller.
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				Internet scam ads could trigger Right of Publicity claims

				January 10, 2014 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					An article in the January/February 2014 issue of The Atlantic entitled Jesse Willms, the Dark Lord of the Internet examines how one person has made a fortune from promoting products with deceptive or even fraudulent online advertisements.Â  The article reports that the ads have included use of either the names or images of famous people.

The article talks about Oprah Winfrey and others who have filed lawsuits based on the fraudulent aspects of the ads, but I wonder if those lawsuits included Right of Publicity claims as well?Â  Without examining the mechanics (jurisdiction, among other things), perhaps a meaningful damages award for a Right of Publicity infringement would serve as a bit of a deterrent?

Here’s a link to the online version of the article in The Atlantic:Â  http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2014/01/the-dark-lord-of-the-internet/355726/
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				Kanye West responds to Coinye West infringement

				January 7, 2014 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					File this in the “sad but true” category:Â  even blatant intellectual property infringements can create a successful PR stunt.Â  Apparently, the handful of people behind the virtual currency company calling itself “Coinye West” have refused to back down, though they apparently did drop “West” from the name.

As I teach in my Right of Publicity classes, context matters.Â  Dropping West from the name at this stage does nothing to reduce liability, and really only confirms that the infringer knew the activity was an infringement in the first place.Â  There also is that small detail of a rendering of Kanye West appearing on the “coin” itself.

I don’t normally take sides in these matters, and Kanye is himself no stranger to either controversy or PR manipulation; nevertheless, this kind of blatant infringement is the sort of thing that the Right of Publicity exists to address.Â  Perhaps after a legal ruling comes down, the cost of the infringement will be massively more than the PR (or venture capital funding behind the company?) was worth.

We’ll see what happens next.Â  Here’s a link to the letter sent by Kanye West’s attorneys:

http://online.wsj.com/public/resources/documents/20140107-WSJ-coinye.pdf
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				Fashion Counsel video on Right of Publicity

				December 18, 2013 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Here is a link to a video post by Arent Fox briefly touching on post-mortem Right of Publicity issues.Â  The emphasis is on the fashion industry but certainly has broader application than just one industry.Â  Here’s the link:

http://us1.campaign-archive2.com/?u=31e15e5fee7b5a6208b646806&id=51a6b53957&e=e1994e1b96
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				Forbes’ annual Top-Earning Deceased Celebrities list produces no surprises

				October 24, 2013 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					No surprising entrants or changes in this year’s annual Forbes’ list of the top-earning dead celebrities, but it is a fun tradition nonetheless.Â  Michael Jackson reclaims the top spot with an amount slightly higher than his reported earnings on last year’s list, while Elizabeth Taylor’s revenue dropped considerably from last year allowing Michael Jackson room to move up.

Most of the entrants did not move, or move much, from last year’s reported amounts.Â  The only new entrant is Jenni Rivera, the singer who died last year.Â  As is often the case, music sales spiked following her untimely passing.

Here’s a link to the Forbes list: http://www.forbes.com/sites/dorothypomerantz/2013/10/23/michael-jackson-leads-our-list-of-the-top-earning-dead-celebrities/
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				Harper Lee, author of To Kill A Mockingbird, sues museum

				October 19, 2013 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					I haven’t had a chance to read the complaint, but author Harper Lee has recently filed a lawsuit against a non-profit in her hometown that actively trades on both her name and elements of her bestselling novel.

In the coverage of the story, no mention is made of the Right of Publicity, though this legal doctrine is a central component in disputes like this.Â  Apparently, the museum operates a gift shop–“The Bird’s Nest”–selling various consumer goods relating to her celebrated, and sole, work of authorship.Â  The Museum’s domain name is www.tokillamockingbird.com.

Simply because an operation enjoys non-profit status or serves a certain degree of social utility such as a museum does not mean they have carte blanche to use someone’s Right of Publicity or trademarks.

http://www.cnn.com/2013/10/18/us/harper-lee-mockingbird-trademark/index.html?hpt=hp_t2
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				LIMA’s August 2013 newsletter, BottomLine, features article by RightOfPublicity.com’s Faber

				September 13, 2013 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					For LIMA (Licensing Industry Merchandisers Association) members, check out my article in the August 2013 BottomLine newsletter, entitled “A Representation Contract in Time Saves Nine.Â  Or Millions?”

Visit http://www.licensing.org to log in and access the article.Â  Happy reading!
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				New content and updates to RightOfPublicity.com

				August 28, 2013 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Significant updates and added content has been completed to the http://www.rightofpublicity.com website!Â  Hereâ€™s a road map to the new materials:

Under notable cases, check out:

Hart v. EA ruling / 2013

James Brown v. Corbis ruling / 2008

Keller v. EA, NCAA ruling / 2013

Jim Brown v. EA ruling / 2013

Major Taylor summary judgment ruling / 2010

Dillinger v. EA ruling / 2011

Einstein (HUJ) v. GM / 2012

Under Statutes, in addition the recent posting of the new 2012 Indiana Right of Publicity statute, also see the section at the bottom captioned â€œDraft Statutes,â€� specifically:

New Hampshire draft / 2012

New York draft / 2013

North Carolina draft / 2009

Massachusetts draft / 2011

Last, under Articles, be sure to read the article by Jason Larsen (â€œSo Who Owns the Rightsâ€¦â€�), from the Sports & Entertainment Law Section of the North Carolina Bar Associationâ€™s publication, The Front Row (posted with permission), as well as my article (â€œLessons Learnedâ€¦â€�) in that same publication on North Carolinaâ€™s recent legislative efforts on the Right of Publicity front.
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				Good article on the very real dangers of counterfeits and IP infringements

				August 21, 2013 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					It’s too easy to conclude “buying this knock-off doesn’t hurt anyone.”Â  Follow the $.

That’s not exactly the focus of the article on the following link, but that popular sentiment and the serious dangers stemming from counterfeit goods go hand in hand.

http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=7e8e999f-ebdd-4404-b147-0f17baa2b6b7&utm_source=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed&utm_medium=HTML+email+-+Body+-+Federal+section&utm_campaign=Lexology+subscriber+daily+feed&utm_content=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed+2013-08-21&utm_term=
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				Two new video game rulings from the Ninth Circuit, Jim Brown v. EA and Keller v. EA

				August 9, 2013 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Two more rulings involving video games came down last week, both from the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals.

The July 31, 2013 ruling in Jim Brown v. Electronic Arts http://www.edwardswildman.com/files/upload/BrownvEA.PDF determined that Jim Brownâ€™s inclusion in the Madden NFL video game was not an infringement of the Lanham Act Â§43(a).Â  The court used the now famously misapplied Rogers test to determine that video games rise to the same level as literary works and thus are entitled to equal First Amendment protection. Once committed to the wrong test, the Court held that under the Rogers test Jim Brownâ€™s likeness was artistically relevant to the game, also noting that there were no facts showing that his inclusion misled consumers about his involvement with the game.

The July 31, 2013 Brown ruling is only in relation to the Lanham Act claim.Â  The true nature of Jim Brown’s lawsuit is primarily of a Right of Publicity nature (though the Rogers test would have been the wrong test to apply even if the ruling had been on a Right of Publicity claim).Â  The Court says in a footnote:Â  “We emphasize that this appeal relates only to Brown’s Lanham Act claim. Were the state causes of action before us, our analysis may be different and a different outcome may obtain.”

This point is reinforced by a ruling in another case on the same day, by the same judge, on similar facts but different claims. Specifically, consider the July 31, 2013 ruling by in Sam Keller v. EA and NCAA, No.Â 10-15387,Â  http://www.edwardswildman.com/files/upload/KellervEA.PDFÂ Â  Here, the Right of Publicity was the claim being considered and the Court distinguished the claims from those in the Jim Brown case.Â  The Court applied the transformative use test, providing a better fit in most Right of Publicity situations than the Rogers test, which was created for application to titles.Â  The ruling was in favor of Plaintiff Sam Keller of course because the objective was to recreate Keller as accurately as possible–the antithesis of a transformative use.

Perhaps we have not seen the last of Jim Brown’s claim.
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				UK ruling in favor of Rihanna against Topshop’s unlicensed shirts featuring her image

				August 1, 2013 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					As previously noted on RightOfPublicity.com, singer Rihanna has been engaged in litigation in the UK against apparel company Topshop for selling shirts prominently featuring her image and officially labeled the “Rihanna Tank.”

The article on this link goes to some length discussing whether the UK recognizes “image rights” or whether this shirts rises to the level of passing off or false endorsement.Â  The reason for this distinction, in part, is related to the legal standards in the UK for these kinds of cases.Â  The recent ruling found Topshop guilty of passing off.

Rihanna is suing for $5 million as this article reports.Â  It sounds like while this ruling is in her favor, damages have not yet been assessed.Â  My prediction:Â  settlement is imminent.Â  While settlement is not guaranteed, my experience is that the gamble and expense of pressing on in ligation becomes less and less attractive to a defendant, especially after significant rulings are secured in favor of the plaintiff.

It’s always interesting to observe the debate over whether a personality should or should not have a right to take action in response to such unauthorized products.Â  It’s hard to imagine a scenario where a product like this, from a company like Topshop, should be permissible without permission of and compensation to the featured personality. I’m glad the UK court seems to agree.

Maybe the UK should look more closely at passing a Right of Publicity or “image rights” law.Â  The notion of “passing off” has worked for Rihanna in this instance, but passing off is not as well-tuned and form-fitting as the Right of Publicity for cases of this nature.

The objective of cashing in on Rihanna’s value is apparent and manifest in the product itself.Â  Is there a “greater good” that would be served by allowing a company to appropriate the hard-earned and valuable rights and interests of a personality?

Here’s the link to the Guardian’s coverage:

http://www.theguardian.com/fashion/shortcuts/2013/jul/31/rihanna-topshop-t-shirt-face
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				RightofPublicity.com author served as expert in NM case in which jury awarded $1.8M verdict

				July 29, 2013 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Earlier this month, I testified as an expert witness on behalf of a Plaintiff in a case in New Mexico.Â  The jury awarded a verdict of $1.8M to Plaintiff.Â  Here’s a link to an article in the Albuquerque Journal that provides various details on the case:

http://www.abqjournal.com/226202/news/exassociate-of-girards-awarded-18m-in-suit.html
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				North Carolina Bar Journal article on Right of Publicity legislation

				July 9, 2013 1 Comment »

                Share this article:


					I’m often asked to give guidance and input on draft Right of Publicity legislation, but earlier this year I was asked to comment on a recent legislative effort that did not become law.Â  Specifically, I looked at the 2009 draft legislation in front of North Carolina’s General Assembly, and I commented on specific provisions that characterized the draft legislation.Â  Here is a link to the article:

http://sportsandentertainmentlaw.ncbar.org/media/29402520/seljune2013.pdf
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				July 2013 Reader’s Digest includes fascinating legal notice re: Right of Publicity of former NFL players

				June 5, 2013 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					I’ll go out on a limb and say that this may be the first time the “Right of Publicity” has appeared in Reader’s Digest.Â  Not in an article, mind you, but in a legal notice alerting the public of a class action settlement.Â  Fascinating reading.Â  Here’s an image of the notice which I believe you can zoom to read:

The Right of Publicity in the July 2013 Reader's Digest
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				Former Rutgers Quarterback Ryan Hart wins Right of Publicity claim against EA

				May 22, 2013 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Earlier this week, a ruling from the Third Circuit came down in favor of former Rutgers quarterback Ryan Hart in his claim against video game manufacturer Electronic Arts (EA).Â  In short, the ruling concludes that the use of Hart in the NCAA football video game is not transformative. This of course makes perfect sense, as the objective in sports video game programming is to make things as realistic as possible.Â  In other words, the goal is to transform as little as possible.

The court also explains in its ruling that the oft-cited Rogers test is not the best fit for the situation presented in Hart’s claim against EA, and confirmed that the First Amendment does not trump the Right of Publicity in a non-transformative, commercial use such as the Right of Publicity.

Here is a link to the court’s ruling:

Hart v. EA ruling 5-21-13
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				Rihanna files $5 million lawsuit against Topshop for unlicensed t-shirts

				May 21, 2013 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					British retailer Topshop has been selling apparel featuring Rihanna’s image, but without her permission.Â  Apparently, Topshop responded to Rihanna’s objections by offering $5,000 and the statement that they don’t care if she approves or not.Â  I like Rihanna’s chances in this lawsuit.

http://www.nypost.com/p/pagesix/riri_sues_topshop_for_ssxiSu9Cha3HaEtNm0jYCO
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				Hollywood Reporter article on movie rights and Right of Publicity of criminals, includes Luminary Group’s Jonathan Faber commentary

				April 23, 2013 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Interesting article in today’s The Hollywood Reporter.Â  The article considers the two persons believed to be behind the Boston Marathon bombing, and the possibility of a movie depiction of these events.Â  I do not think such a project is actually underway; rather, I understand the article simply to be exploring these compelling questions.

The recent film Zero Dark Thirty raises similar, though perhaps not identical issues.Â  For my contribution to the article, I emphasized that I do not expect that the surviving suspect in custody (Dzhokhar Tsarnaev) could stop a movie from being made about him by using a Right of Publicity argument, due to a combining of reasons involving public interest, newsworthiness, Son of Sam provisions, and statutory exemptions for certain kinds of use that appear in most forms of Right of Publicity legislation.

When production companies seek out life story rights, it is almost always (in my experience) those in which the blessing or involvement of the family is desired and beneficial to the project overall.Â  There would, of course, be counterpoints, but it is nonetheless a useful starting point in grappling with the question raised by Eriq Gardner in The Hollywood Reporter piece.

Here is a link to the article:Â  http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/thr-esq/boston-bombing-movie-why-dzhokhar-444026
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				Donald Trump seeks $400,000 in cybersquatting case

				April 3, 2013 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Having been involved in some of the first high-value domain name recoveries and reported WIPO/NAF decisions, I find that domain name disputes often provide interesting micro-case studies.Â  The decisions–at least of the arbitration variety–often issue very quickly with no formal discovery, and provide brief reported decisions centering on a potentially valuable asset and the intellectual property interests implicated by that particular registration.Â  The latest domain name dispute making news involves four domains based on Donald Trump’s name, for which Trump is seeking $400,000 in damages ($100,000 per domain name).

The domain names in question include trumpmumbai.com and trumpindia.com.Â  These domains were registered by the current owner upon announcement by Donald Trump’s organization of plans to develop hotelsÂ  in locations such as Mumbai and Bangalore, India.

Domain name disputes sometimes hinge on the use being made of the domain name in question.Â  I do not know if any actual content was posted on these domain names, but the domains obviously feature Trump’s name combined with the location of pending business developments.Â  This triggers both trademark as well as Right of Publicity considerations.Â  But it also is important to consider who has registered the domain names and what his or her likely (if not expressed) intent was in doing so.

In the domain name recoveries and arbitrations I handle, I make a point of emphasizing if the current registrant appears to be a cybersquatter.Â  In some cases, it becomes apparent that the registrant was engaging in precisely the kind of activities that anti-cybersquatting regulations are designed to prevent.Â  The coverage on this story, as on this CNN link, is telling:Â  http://www.cnn.com/2013/03/31/us/new-york-trump-lawsuit

Here is the part I find the most revealing in the CNN story:Â  the registrant “…also holds nearly 200 other domain names, including barclayscapitallehman.com, goldmansachsgroup.com, milanvogue.com and hulufriend.com.”Â  In the following paragraph, it goes on that on the day Bank of America announced its merger with Merrill Lynch, the registrant secured bofaml.com and mlbofa.com.

We’ll likely never know the financial component to any resolution reached between the parties, but I expect Donald Trump will soon have four more domain names included in his portfolio.

As an aside, it seems to me that securing the most directly-related domain name iterations prior to announcing major business transactions should be part of the pre-announcement process.
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				Legislative effort regarding the Right of Publicity in New York

				March 29, 2013 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					An effort to enact meaningful Right of Publicity recognition in New York is gaining momentum.Â  It is long overdue.Â  Details to follow when available and appropriate for release.

It should be noted that for the better part of the Twentieth Century, New York’s judiciary interpreted New York Civil Law sections 50 and 51 as inclusive of postmortem publicity rights.Â  This means, for example, that at the time of Marilyn Monroe’s death in 1962 New York did indeed recognize such rights (and those rights were capable of passing, and thus did pass, into her estate).Â  There is, therefore, precedent for New York recognizing these rights.Â  It need not be seen as treading into uncharted territory.
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				Lindsay Lohan sues Pitbull and Ne-Yo for use of her name in song lyric

				March 6, 2013 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					A New York judge has ruled against Lindsay Lohan’s recent claim against Pitbull and Ne-Yo for use of her name in their song “Give Me Everything.”Â  The lyric in question is “…tiptoein’ to keep flowin,’ locked up like Lindsay Lohan.”

While not a flattering reference, it might not be entirely inaccurate considering Lohan’s well-publicized and seemingly frequent legal issues in recent years.Â  Lohan’s claim was based in part on New York’s civil law, sections 50 and 51.Â  Here’s a link to New York’s statutes:Â  http://rightofpublicity.com/statutes/new-york

New York still views claims involving the commercial use of a person’s name or likeness through a right of privacy prism, while most states have adopted the more evolved approach afforded by the Right of Publicity.Â  I understand Lohan’s lawsuit also included a claim for unjust enrichment and intentional infliction of mental distress.

While New York’s law leaves a lot to be desired from a Right of Publicity perspective, some rulings in New York have recognized an exception to liability when the use occurs in a manner that is protected by the First Amendment or is a non-commercial use, such as in a work of art.Â  As I often have said, the context in which a use occurs often can determine whether or not a use is protected or a Right of Publicity violation.Â  Use of a name in a song is not always protected or non-commercial, as Outkast found out when Rosa Parks’ representatives filed suit against them for Outkast’s song “Rosa Parks.”Â  Here’s a link to that decision: Â  http://rightofpublicity.com/pdf/cases/rosaparks.pdf

Claims that fall outside the area that the Right of Publicity is meant to address do not serve the doctrine well; rather, they undermine the important purpose served by the Right of Publicity, and they provides easy fodder for critics of the Right of Publicity (though when that happens, it is also pretty easy to refute–every area of the law is subject to abuse by tenuous or frivolous claims, and the judiciary is pretty good at handling those situations).Â  I reserve comment on Lohan’s other claims in the lawsuit, but with respect to New York’s civil law sections 50 and 51, I think the judge got it right.

Frequent visitors to this site may recall Lohan’s lawsuit against E*Trade for the “milkaholic” reference:Â  http://rightofpublicity.com/lindsay-lohan-and-the-etrade-milkaholic-baby

Here’s a link with more information on Lohan’s claim against Pitbull and Ne-Yo: http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=75691a6d-65ef-4366-bc24-595500c33c08&utm_source=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed&utm_medium=HTML+email+-+Body+-+Federal+section&utm_campaign=Lexology+subscriber+daily+feed&utm_content=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed+2013-03-06&utm_term=
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				9th Circuit grants and files amici brief in Jimi Hendrix case, RightOfPublicity.com and Luminary Group’s Jonathan Faber contributor

				March 4, 2013 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					In advance of the upcoming hearing in the Jimi Hendrix appeal, I have just been informed that the Ninth Circuit has granted and filed the amici brief that RightOfPublicity.com’s Jonathan Faber contributed to on behalf of Luminary Group LLC and its clients.Â  Should be an interesting case to monitor.
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				Johnny Manziel aka Johnny Football suit and intellectual property rights in a nickname

				February 26, 2013 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Johnny Manziel would not be the first to file a claim based on a nickname though he appears to be the most recent.Â  As often happens, the coverage of this lawsuit (on the link below) does not use the term “Right of Publicity:”Â  http://espn.go.com/college-football/story/_/id/8977054/lawsuit-filed-claims-johnny-football-infringement
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				Indiana case law on appropriation from 1949

				February 25, 2013 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					I am always on watch for legislative developments or new case law concerning the Right of Publicity, but I also find it interesting to consider the path that the Right of Publicity has traveled.Â  The body of case law on the Right of Publicity is some of the most fascinating, and at times colorful, in all of law.

When I was working on Indiana’s revised Right of Publicity statute in 2012, one of the points I emphasized to the legislative committee was that neither the revised legislation I was advancing nor the original Indiana Right of Publicity statute sought to create “new” rights.Â  Instead, the statute aimed to codify common law recognition of rights analogous to the Right of Publicity.

I recently came across an article in Res Gestae, January /February 2013, Vol. 56, No. 6, entitled Intrusion into privacy… by Neal Eggeson, which exemplifies the point I was making to Indiana’s legislature.Â  The article notes the case Continental Optical Co. v. Reed, 86 N.E.2d 306 (1949), in which the court recognized the tort of appropriation of a lens grinder whose image was used without authorization in an advertisement for a lens manufacturer.Â  The Res Gestae article is not about the Right of Publicity, but this does illuminate how one can pick up the trail of a concept, or store away data that may be useful in the future.

Just looking out for the viewers and users of www.RightOfPublicity.com.
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				Coach Vince Lombardi performs at Super Bowl XLVII half time show to begin Beyonce’s performance

				February 3, 2013 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Coach Lombardi won the first two Super Bowls, and now Vince Lombardi can add “performing at the Super Bowl half time show” to his list of Super Bowl milestones!Â  In case you missed it (as one of only a few on the planet?), an extended audio sequence of Vince Lombardi speaking was featured at the very beginning of Beyonce’s Super Bowl XLVII half time performance.Â  What a great business to be in.
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				Trademark, Right of Publicity and Super Bowl XLVII:  HarBowl, Harbaugh Bowl, and Kaepernicking

				January 24, 2013 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					The Super Bowl and the whirlwind of activities surrounding the big game never fail to deliver a season’s worth of intellectual property controversies.

This year, we have trademarks concerning San Francisco 49ers head coach Jim Harbaugh, Baltimore Ravens head coach John Harbaugh, and 49ers quarterback Colin KaepernickÂ  making headlines.Â  A few years ago, it was Lindsay Lohan taking on the E*Trade babies:Â  http://rightofpublicity.com/lindsay-lohan-and-the-etrade-milkaholic-babyÂ  Before that, a controversy emerged over certain kinds of viewing parties for the game:Â  http://rightofpublicity.com/pdf/articles/ibjnfl.pdf

It didn’t take long for clever terms such as “Harbowl” and “Harbaugh Bowl” to circulate once the Baltimore Ravens and the San Francisco 49ers, coached by John and Jim Harbaugh, respectively, were confirmed for Super Bowl XLVII.Â  An Indiana resident had the same idea about a year ago when applying for a trademark registration on each of these terms.Â  The terms took on added significance, of course, when the historic match-up of two brothers as head coaches squaring off against each other was confirmed for this year’s Super Bowl.

The NFL recently contacted the individual and urged him to abandon the marks, which the individual did. Â  http://espn.go.com/nfl/playoffs/2012/story/_/id/8873809/2013-nfl-playoffs-nfl-pressures-fan-nix-harbowl-trademarkÂ  When a trademark is applied for, the applicant must represent to the trademark office that the mark does not reference a living person, or that the applicant has that individual’s consent.Â  Assuming the Harbaughs did not provide their consent to the individual’s trademark application last year, I believe this important safeguard represents one of the areas that the trademark could have been vulnerable.

The marks in question directly incorporate the last name of the Super Bowl coaches, Jim and John Harbaugh, but notice that they do not reference the NFL, the Ravens, the 49ers, or even the Super Bowl (directly, anyway).Â  It would appear, then, that the persons or parties with standing to oppose these marks are Jim Harbaugh and John Harbaugh.Â  But they probably have a few other matters to tend to at the moment.

Apparently the quarterback of the 49ers, Colin Kaepernick, has enough time to tend to a similar matter, as the NFL reports here:Â  http://www.nfl.com/news/story/0ap1000000130278/article/colin-kaepernick-files-to-trademark-signature-pose

Colin Kaepernick has reportedly applied for a trademark for the word “Kaepernicking,” the instantly-popular reference to his touchdown celebration of flexing his arm and kissing his bicep.Â  The NFL article on the above link makes the assumption that his trademark is for the gesture, and is rather critical of Kaepernick for seeking protection for a gesture which did not originate with Kaepernick.Â  A critical but seemingly overlooked detail is that the trademark is for the term alone, which is based on his name.Â  If Colin Kaepernick intends to use the term on products, as ownership of a trademark requires, then I expect he would have the right to secure this mark.Â  It could be that the application is a defensive move to counteract infringing products and interlopers looking to cash in on Kaepernick’s rapid rise to stardom.Â  Super Bowl XLVII will be only his tenth NFL start.

In all of the above examples, there also is a strong Right of Publicity element involved with the terms HarBowl, Harbaugh Bowl and Kaepernicking.Â  Use of any of these terms without corresponding permission from Jim Harbaugh, John Harbaugh, or Colin Kaepernick would likely face Right of Publicity liability, as each of these Super Bowl XLVII competitors are unequivocally identifiable from the terms.

And we haven’t even seen the 2013 Super Bowl ads yet.
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				Kim Kardashian files suit against Gap over use of a lookalikes
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				Class action lawsuit filed against online mugshot website

				December 18, 2012 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Here’s an article about an interesting lawsuit filed against a website provider that posts arrest mugshots, then charges to have the mugshot removed.Â  The class action was filed in Pennsylvania, and I spoke at length with the journalist at the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette concerning the issues involved in the claim, especially regarding the right of publicity angle involved.Â  Here is a link to the article and interview:

http://www.post-gazette.com/stories/local/region/websites-are-sued-for-charging-to-remove-mug-shots-665731/
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				The Licensing Journal publishes Jonathan Faber’s article on celebrity licensing, technology, and the Right of Publicity

				October 24, 2012 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					The Licensing Journal, Volume 32, Number 8, September 2012

“Celebrity Licensing and the Right of Publicity:Â  New Frontiers of Opportunity and Liability”

Here’s a link to where the PDF can be downloaded:Â  http://rightofpublicity.com/pdf/articles/LicensingJournal-Sept2012.pdf
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				New Jersey common law post-mortem Right of Publicity extends at least 50 years

				October 24, 2012 No Comments »
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					Citation:Â  The Hebrew University of Jerusalem vs. General Motors; Case 2:10-cv-03790-AHM -JC Document 187 Filed 10/15/12
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				Actress in anti-Muslim film files lawsuit

				September 20, 2012 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Every so often, developments in the Right of Publicity universe touch on especially serious topics, like the lawsuit filed this week by an actress in the anti-Islam film Innocence of Muslims (the movie at the center of recent demonstrations and outbreaks of violence in various countries throughout the world).

Cindy Lee Garciaâ€™s lawsuit, filed earlier this week in Los Angeles, alleges invasion of privacy and misappropriation of her likeness, among other claims.Â  In other words, her lawsuit touches on the very subject matter that RightOfPublicity.com is devoted to covering.

Those familiar with Right of Publicity legislation might wonder, â€œarenâ€™t films usually an exempted category of works under most Right of Publicity statutes?â€�Â  Good question, and essentially the same one that my contact at Variety Magazine asked when I was consulted for his coverage of the story.Â  My answer was that extenuating circumstances should be considered in relation to the statutory language, and that the situation demonstrates why blanket exemptions for entire categories of works might not always be a good idea. Â The exemption, so to speak, should not be allowed to swallow the rule.

One might assume that if an actress appears in a movie, she canâ€™t later claim to not know what the movie would be like or how she or the movie would be portrayed.Â  Garciaâ€™s lawsuit alleges that deception was involved whereby her performance was “â€¦changed grotesquely to make it appear that Ms. Garcia voluntarily performed in a hateful anti-Islamic production.”Â  Garcia also alleges that her lines were dubbed into Arabic.Â  She reportedly has received death threats as a result of the film.

I would be curious what Garciaâ€™s contract (if there is one) says about the right of the film makers to edit and revise the film, because that could be relevant to the legal analysis of Garciaâ€™s lawsuit.Â  Nevertheless, if there was deception and misrepresentation taking place, she might just have a case for violation of her Right of Publicity.Â  Contracts, as well as statutory exemptions, can occasionally be overridden.

Hereâ€™s a link to Ted Johnsonâ€™s story for Variety Magazine:Â  http://www.variety.com/article/VR1118059479

Here is a link to CNNâ€™s story on this topic: http://www.cnn.com/2012/09/19/us/california-anti-islam-film-lawsuit/index.html?hpt=hp_t3
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				Tiger Woods faces down Om Agro Chemicals in trademark opposition

				September 18, 2012 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					We’ve all heard the often-used boardroom adage that “there are no bad ideas” and I can appreciate the usefulness of this notion when brainstorming and problem-solving.Â  But I submit the following that, well, some ideas are indeed bad.Â  The Economic Times has reported that a Mumbai-based metal manufacturer has attempted to register “Tiger Woods” as a trademark.

As one would expect, Tiger Woods’ representatives reportedly have filed an opposition to Om Agro Chemicals’ application.Â  In Om Agro’s application, it apparently claims that it developed the idea of seeking Tiger Woods as a trademark for its products in early 2010.

Aside from Woods’ extensive collection of registered trademarks, it is noteworthy that the effort to trademark Tiger Woods would be limited not only by Woods’ preexisting portfolio of trademark registrations and common law trademark rights, but also by his Right of Publicity. Â Â  In fact, even without his trademark arguments, his Right of Publicity ought to be sufficient to stop any products or advertising from taking place using the name Tiger Woods.Â  As such, even if Om Agro could have sneaked its trademark application through to registration, there would be little they could do with it in the marketplace.Â  And frankly, that’s how it should be and serves as a good example of the Right of Publicity in action.

That said, because a company with presumably no right to use Tiger Woods’ name, image, likeness or persona in commerce has applied for a trademark registration based on his name, Woods faces the necessity of paying for his legal team to file trademark oppositions.Â  Such is the burden of the famous, I suppose:Â  if a name has value, it must be protected from those who would attempt to take it.

Here’s a link to the story:Â  http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2012-09-14/news/33844193_1_application-tiger-woods-tag-heuer
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				Massachusetts considering Right of Publicity legislation

				August 9, 2012 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Here is a link to the draft bill being considered in Massachusetts:Â  http://www.malegislature.gov/Bills/187/Senate/S01713
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				Faber interviewed in Bloomberg BNA journal on Right of Publicity developments

				July 31, 2012 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Earlier in July, I had an intriguing conversation with several staff members of Bloomberg BNAâ€™s Patent, Trademark & Copyright Journal, in relation to an article focusing on recent legislative efforts concerning the Right of Publicity.Â  This primarily included New Hampshire as well as my bill in Indiana which recently was signed into law by Governor Daniels.

The article also explores the idea that the Right of Publicity may be on track for a Federal statute.Â  The detailed article was published in both Bloomberg’s Patent, Trademark & Copyright Journal, and in BNAâ€™s flagship publication, the Daiey Report for Executives.Â  Since these are subscription-only publications, I do not have a link to provide as is my usual protocol.Â  The citation for the article, if you need it for research or want to order a copy, is: Â  BNAâ€™s Patent, Trademark & Copyright Journal, 84 PTCJ 488, 07/20/2012.

http://www.bna.com/patent-trademark-copyright-journal-p5942/
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				Massachusetts considers new Right of Publicity bill

				July 31, 2012 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Massachusetts is again considering Right of Publicity legislation for deceased personalities.Â  Here is a link to the bill:Â  http://www.malegislature.gov/Bills/187/Senate/S01713
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				Manatt article examines the Right of Publicity of Albert Einstein and Marilyn Monroe

				June 28, 2012 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					The law firm of Manatt Phelps & Phillips has recently released an article comparing recent judicial rulings affecting the Right of Publicity of Albert Einstein and Marilyn Monroe.Â  Mark Lee, co-author of the article, has been involved in a number of landmark Right of Publicity cases over the years.

One takeaway from these similar cases with opposing results is that domicile should be part of comprehensive estate planning for those personalities with a potentially valuable Right of Publicity and the ability to move from one state to another.Â  Of course, the criteria for properly establishing domicile would have to be met, as merely owning property in a state does not render that state one’s domicile.

Remember:Â  a person can be a resident of multiple states or jurisdictions, but a domiciliary of only one.

I humbly suggest Indiana as a potential domicile for any such candidates.

Here is a link to the article:Â  http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=320642b1-2f3b-4362-ac31-9c1bfc144902&utm_source=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed&utm_medium=HTML+email+-+Body+-+Federal+section&utm_campaign=Lexology+subscriber+daily+feed&utm_content=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed+2012-06-28&utm_term=
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				Observations regarding New Hampshire’s Right of Publicity effort and Governor Lynch’s veto of SB 175

				June 22, 2012 3 Comments »

                Share this article:


					Within hours after delivering a presentation about the Right of Publicity and Celebrity Licensing at the annual Licensing Show in Las Vegas, I was contacted by WIBC 93.1 of Indianapolis seeking comment on the developments concerning the legislative effort to pass a statutory Right of Publicity in New Hampshire.Â  Specifically, I was informed about Governor John Lynchâ€™s surprising veto of SB 175 after it had passed the New Hampshire House and Senate.Â  Here is a link to a brief summary and short audio segment of my full radio interview with WIBC:Â  http://rightofpublicity.com/faber-interview-with-wibc-regarding-new-hampshires-recent-right-of-publicity-effort-62112

The New Hampshire effort has been spearheaded by Matt Salinger, son of acclaimed author J.D. Salinger, who lived in New Hampshire in part because of the value New Hampshire places on individual rights and liberties.Â  Matt Salinger tells of how a photographer ambushed his father in the latter years of his life, manipulated the image, and turned it into a commercial product (t-shirts):Â  “A photographer literally jumped out of the bushes on top of him … then took this picture as my father was recoiling.â€� “My father looked terrified, looked angry, looked startled and looked a bit haunted. It’s a terrible photograph, but that wasn’t enough for this person who made these T-shirts. He then went in … and made his eyes bright red, and made his face yellow â€” just made him look more freakish and wild.”Â Â  Hereâ€™s a link to the full story: http://www.wsbtv.com/ap/ap/legislative/salingers-son-stunned-by-veto-of-nh-bill/nPTT2/

Examples like this seem to make an easy case for passing a Right of Publicity statute in New Hampshire.Â  Here is a link to one version of the draft bill:Â  http://mediacoalition.org/mediaimages/NH-SB175-as-amended-by-House_05.22.12.pdfÂ  Unfortunately, hereâ€™s what Governor Lynch said in vetoing SB 175, from his June 12, 2012 press release:Â Â  â€œSB 175 would codify a New Hampshire citizenâ€™s right to control and transfer to beneficiaries the commercial use of his or her identity for 70 years after death. Because I believe that this legislation is overly broad, would potentially have a chilling effect on legitimate journalistic and expressive works that are protected by the New Hampshire and United States constitutions, and would invite rather than diminish litigation over legitimate journalistic and expressive use of a personâ€™s identity, I have decided to veto this bill.â€�Â  Here’s a link to his full veto message:Â  http://www.governor.nh.gov/media/news/2012/061212-sb175.htm

Governor Lynch missed an opportunity to make New Hampshire one of the growing number of states that provide statutory Right of Publicity recognition for its citizenry.Â  His statement indicates a lack of understanding of what the Right of Publicity seeks to accomplish and how it functions in practice.Â  While I appreciate that his time is limited and the Right of Publicity may seem like an esoteric, unfamiliar concept at first blush, I also discern in his statement a caving-in to the lobbying of the major industries opposing the Right of Publicity.

No matter how motivated, articulate, or justified the family of a deceased personality might be in seeking passage of a Right of Publicity statute, those who need the statute have a difficult time rivaling those who oppose itâ€”in other words, the well-funded, coordinated, professional lobbying influences of those opposed to Right of Publicity legislation throughout the country.

Ironically, many of the Right of Publicity opponents can be quite aggressive in protecting their own intellectual property interests when threatened or infringed.Â  Both Federal copyright and trademark law have been amended many times to protect their interests, and their arguments against the Right of Publicity concerning First Amendment, creative expression and the like could equally have been waged against them when their interests were on the line.Â  One therefore might assume these entities would support increasing Right of Publicity recognition through statutory adoption, which would have the benefit of bringing greater consistency and more certainty in dealing with Right of Publicity matters.Â  Stronger intellectual property recognition should be welcomed, not opposed by these groups.

Alas, it does not play out that way because there are financial considerations in play.Â  As an example, movie studios certainly would like to be able to license clips from their respective movies, for example, to make consumer products and advertisements without having to bother with the Right of Publicity of the actors and actresses featured in those movies. The studios would benefit greatly by having complete control over those transactions, as well as to be able to capture the entire clearance budget for licensing and advertising uses.Â  The Right of Publicity, however, ensures that someone like Humphrey Bogart cannot be made a spokesperson for a high-profile tobacco company advertisement, using still images or a clip of Bogart smoking in a movie, without his heirs having a say in whether or not that advertisement will happen in the first place.Â  Very few people would deny that this situation demonstrates the need for Right of Publicity recognition.

Or what about the recent developments in hologram technology?Â  Tupac was resurrected and made to perform, with stunning realism, at the 2012 Coachella Festival.Â  I understand this performance was conducted with full licensing and permissions in place.Â  But without the Right of Publicity, what is to stop a new movie from being created in which Elvis or Steve McQueen is made to perform, or an adult-entertainment producer from creating new â€œexpressive worksâ€� of Marilyn Monroe or Princess Diana?Â  In addition to demonstrating the imperative for Right of Publicity protection, I believe this technology may even demonstrate the dangers of sweeping statutory exemptions for entire mediums and categories of works.

Variety interviewed me just days ago on this topic.Â  Hereâ€™s a link to the June 22, 2012 Variety story:Â  http://rightofpublicity.com/variety-magazine-interviews-jonathan-faber-of-luminary-group-and-rightofpublicity-com-re-virtual-celebrities

Furthermore, the interests of those opposing the Right of Publicity are not nearly as threatened by Right of Publicity as they would have people believe.Â  On an individual basis, Iâ€™m proud to say that I have collaborated with various specific video game companies and movie studios in joint licensing programs concerning their projects, archival works, and the celebrity clients I have worked with over the years. Â  Creative works were not squelched, and commerce was not impeded. Â For decades, the parties have co-existed in a relatively harmonious manner.

So I attribute most of my concerns to the manner by which lobbying takes place these days, which seems to be premised on a distressing degree of inaccuracy and fear-mongering, than to any particular business or entity.Â  I understand these techniques were out in full force in New Hampshire, with statements akin to â€œIf this statute is passed, book reviews can no longer be writtenâ€� or similarly disingenuous, unsupportable declarations designed to scare the people responsible for determining if SB 175 will be passed or not.

The inaccuracy of such arguments should expose their specious, biased nature and hurt the credibility of those making them.Â  It did in Indiana, for which I am thankful because we were able to get my bill through with the benefit of some good old-fashioned common sense.Â  Hereâ€™s a link to the recent Indiana statute:Â  http://rightofpublicity.com/faber-secures-passage-of-indiana-right-of-publicity-statute

Itâ€™s not like New Hampshire would be sailing into uncharted waters with the substance of the proposed Right of Publicity statute. Â I see nothing unprecedented in the draft statute. Â The materials circulated in support of SB 175 detail how New Hampshire has recognized a common law tort of â€œinvasion of privacy by appropriation,â€� as in Remsburg v. Docusearch, Inc., 149 N.H. 148, 157, 816 A.2d 1001 (2003). Â The substance of SB 175 was to clarify that this common law right is descendible or assignable through a will, trust, or other testamentary instrument or written contract, as so many other state statutes provide.

SB 175 is not seeking to create retroactively something that didnâ€™t previously exist, or to bestow a gift upon the Salinger Family, as I understand was also asserted.Â  The rights already existed at common law, but with the benefit of a statute, potential plaintiffs, defendants, lawyers representing plaintiffs or defendants alike, and the judiciary, could have the benefit of guidance from the New Hampshire legislature as to the extent of recognition afforded in New Hampshire. Â This is a desirable benefit across the board.

To those concerned about the First Amendment:Â  Iâ€™m happy to report that the First Amendment is alive in well in Indiana, California, Texas, Washington, Tennessee and the numerous other states that have already passed Right of Publicity legislation.Â  These states all have Right of Publicity statutes in place, and there has not been â€œa wave of litigationâ€� or â€œa suppression of First Amendment libertiesâ€� as is so often predicted and promised by Right of Publicity opponents.

Virtually every area of the law is subject to potential abuse, but the law and those who work in the profession navigate these perils and serve to keep things on track.Â  Letâ€™s not forget, the judiciary is very good about safeguarding the First Amendment and in making case-specific determinations when First Amendment concerns might legitimately trump the Right of Publicity. Â I have monitored these matters for a long time, and there are very few instances where the First Amendment was in any real danger as a result of the Right of Publicity.Â  If a bad lawsuit is filed, there are many procedural and substantive protections in place for dealing with it.

I understand there is a session next week to review the Governorâ€™s vetoes.Â  New Hampshire therefore still has an opportunity to not be left behind, and to pass some form of statutory Right of Publicity recognition.

The reality is, those opposing Right of Publicity legislation have an infinite number of ways to accomplish the objective of a bill, while those trying to pass it have only one route to success.Â  Indeed, it is easier to spoil a masterfully prepared dinner than it is to make it.Â  Advantage: opposition.

Much of what I see happening in New Hampshire mirrors what I experienced leading the effort to protect Indianaâ€™s Right of Publicity statute earlier this year.Â  Most of the arguments in opposition to SB 175, and the efforts to insert unprecedented exemptions for video games, or the antiquated notion of a registry system, came up when I was working on Indianaâ€™s Right of Publicity bill.

The difference is, Governor Mitch Daniels signed Indianaâ€™s Right of Publicity bill into law, which goes into effect in just a few weeks.Â  Iâ€™m still rooting for the great State of New Hampshire and its capable leaders to do the right thing and pass legislation that provides a statutory Right of Publicity.

After all, isnâ€™t it more consistent with New Hampshireâ€™s ideals and heritage of valuing individual rights to pass a meaningful Right of Publicity statuteâ€”thereby ensuring control of commercial use of its native sons and daughtersâ€” rather than catering to the lobbying of massive industries and corporate entities that want to commercialize these Rights of Publicity without encumbrance?

I think the answer is clear.
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				Variety interviews Jonathan Faber of RightOfPublicity.com & Luminary Group re: virtual celebrities

				June 22, 2012 1 Comment »

                Share this article:


					I had an engaging discussion with Ted Johnson of Variety Magazine regarding virtual celebrities earlier this week, and the opportunities and pitfalls presented by the technology that allows famous persons to be flawlessly recreated.Â  The opportunities and pitfalls are, in short, considerable.

Ted Johnson’s article appears in the latest edition of Variety as well as online.Â  You can check it out at this link: http://www.variety.com/article/VR1118055844
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				Jonathan Faber interview with WIBC regarding New Hampshire’s recent Right of Publicity effort

				June 21, 2012 1 Comment »

                Share this article:


					Here’s a link to an interview I did with WIBCÂ  93.1 FM in Indianapolis, concerning recent developments in New Hampshire and their effort to pass a Right of Publicity statute.

http://www.wibc.com/news/Story.aspx?ID=1725132

The link includes a brief audio clip of my interview, as well.

The bill was brought by the son of author J.D. Salinger.Â  Apparently, the bill had made its way all the way to the Governor’s desk to be signed, when the Governor refused to sign the bill.Â  The MPAA apparently was a vocal opponent to the legislation.
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				Marilyn Monroe Estate considering litigation against Digicon Media in response to “Virtual Marilyn”

				June 12, 2012 1 Comment »

                Share this article:


					Looks like my predictions in the May 9, 2012 edition of the Indiana Lawyer were prescient.Â  Specifically, in response to the debut of Tupacâ€™s hologram, I went on record stating that this technology is likely to lead to both licensing and new business opportunities as well as litigation over unauthorized use of the technology by third parties with no relationship to the individual or entitlement to the underlying intellectual property rights.Â  Hereâ€™s a link to that Indiana Lawyer article:Â  http://www.theindianalawyer.com/-hologram–performance-by-tupac-creates-legal-questions-for-ip-lawyers/PARAMS/article/28758?page=1

Mr. Eriq Gardner of The Hollywood Reporter has posted an intriguing article on the exchanges between the lawyers for the Marilyn Monroe Estate and Authentic Brands, majority owner of the intellectual property rights to Marilyn Monroe, and Digicon Media, which claims to have â€œcopyrightedâ€� the virtual Marilyn.Â  I put â€œcopyrightedâ€� in quotes because that is a big, and dubious, assertion to make.Â  Digicon Media claims to have grand plans for the virtual Marilyn.

Here’s a link to the full article in The Hollywood Reporter, complete with actual copies of the correspondence between the parties:

http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/thr-esq/marilyn-monroe-estate-hologram-legal-334817

This article and the various documents embedded within the article provide a fascinating glimpse into the inner workings of representing and protecting the rights of a deceased individual.Â  This appears to be a transparent (pun intended) attempt to make a play for Marilyn Monroe in the virtual realm.Â  The Right of Publicity, as well as the various trademarks pertaining to Marilyn Monroe, should have no trouble reaching into that realm and ensuring that the attempt to “copyright” the hologram Marilyn would somehow give Digicon Media ownership over any aspects of Marilyn Monroe.
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				Julia Roberts and George Clooney join forces in lawsuit over unauthorized use of their names and images

				May 2, 2012 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Here is a link to the Hollywood Reporter’s coverage of the recently filed lawsuit by Julia Roberts and George Clooney, against the entities Digital Projection and Beyond Audio.Â  http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/thr-esq/george-clooney-julia-roberts-sue-318636

And here is a link to the complaint itself:Â  http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/sites/default/files/custom/Documents/Compliant_Clooney.pdf
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				Faber secures passage of Indiana Right of Publicity statute

				April 19, 2012 3 Comments »

                Share this article:


					Forgive me for the unusual structure of this posting, but I thought it would be of interest to post the press release that issued following Governor Mitch Daniels’ signing of the Right of Publicity bill that I authored and testified in defense of in January, 2012, at the Indiana State House.

For immediate release: April 19, 2012



Adjunct Professor Helps Preserve Indianaâ€™s Right of Publicity Law

Indianapolis, INâ€” Now that House Enrolled Act 1258 has been signed into law by Governor Mitch Daniels, Indiana has preserved the spirit and intent behind Indianaâ€™s Right of Publicity law and maintained its position as a leader in Right of Publicity recognition, according to Jonathan Faber, founder and CEO of Luminary Group. Luminary Group is a licensing and intellectual property management company that represents icons such as Babe Ruth, Vince Lombardi, and Jesse Owens.

Faber, a 1999 graduate of Indiana University Robert H. McKinney School of Law, authored, testified in support of, and defended HEA 1258. He teaches â€œThe Right of Publicityâ€� at the law school and also is an intellectual property attorney with McNeely Stephenson Thopy & Harrold in Shelbyville, Ind.

â€œIndianaâ€™s Right of Publicity law was enacted in 1994 on the strength of testimony from James Deanâ€™s family and Ryan Whiteâ€™s mother,â€� said Faber. â€œSince then, it was widely understood that Indianaâ€™s law would protect the rights of those who died before 1994, since the rights existed at common law and the statute simply codified those rights.â€� Nevertheless, a 2011 non-binding judicial ruling in Indiana last year concerning use of John Dillinger in a video game threw this into question.

Opposing Faberâ€™s bill was the Motion Picture Association of America. â€œThe MPAA treated this as an opportunity to overhaul Indianaâ€™s entire statute, but the underlying statute was not under review and is entitled to a presumption of validity,â€� Faber said. â€œIndianaâ€™s statute already has language that addresses the MPAAâ€™s concerns.â€�

The Right of Publicity refers to the right of a person to control the commercial use of his or her identity. â€œMost states correctly view this as a property right, and it therefore survives the death of the individual,â€� Faber said. â€œThe concern with HEA 1258 is confirming how this intellectual property right is handled after a personality dies.â€�

Faber is the creator of the online Right of Publicity resource, www.RightOfPublicity.com. He also teaches â€œLicensing Intellectual Propertyâ€� at the IU Maurer School of Law.

Faber has served as an expert witness in cases involving Uma Thurman, Motley Crue founding member Nikki Sixx, the animated character Madeline, and NASCAR driver Robby Gordon. In fall 2011, Faber testified in support of Zooey Deschanel in her claim against Kohlâ€™s Department stores and designer Steven Madden. Earlier this month, Faber and Luminary Group performed a valuation of Indiana native coach John Woodenâ€™s estate.

To reach Faber for interviews and additional comments, call 317-428-5441.

About Indiana University Robert H. McKinney School of Law

With an enrollment of more than 1,000 students, IU McKinney School of Law is the largest law school in the state of Indiana.Â  Occupying a spacious, new, technologically advanced building, the school is located in the heart of downtown Indianapolis, Indiana.Â  The school has enjoyed great success for more than 100 years in preparing students for legal careers.Â  The success of the school is evidenced by the prominent positions graduates have obtained in the judiciary and other branches of government, business, positions of civic leadership, and law practice. The schoolâ€™s 10,000 alumni are located in every state in the nation and several foreign countries.Â  More information about the law school is available at indylaw.indiana.edu.

For more information, contact:

Elizabeth Allington

Director of Communications and Creative Services

Indiana University Robert H. McKinney School of Law

Lawrence W. Inlow Hall

530 West New York Street

Indianapolis, INÂ  46204

Tel. 317-278-3038

Fax. 317-278-4790

e-mail: eallingt@iupui.edu

web: indylaw.indiana.edu
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				“Joustin’ Beaver” creator RC3 files lawsuit against Justin Bieber

				February 29, 2012 1 Comment »

                Share this article:


					In response to a cease and desist letter from Justin Bieber’s representatives demanding that the “Joustin’ Beaver” app be terminated, RC3 (maker of the Joustin’ Beaver” app) has filed a declaratory action.Â  The lawsuit was filed in Jacksonville, Florida.

RC3 claims the video game is a parody on Justin Bieber’s life, as game play involves signing “otter-graphs,” paparazzi-like hogs, and evading the “whirlpool of success.”Â  How this is a parody on Justin Bieber’s life, aside from a few grade-school puns, is hard to discern.Â  That it is popular and has a built-in market thanks to Justin Bieber’s name is not.Â  Bieber also has not been all that controversial in his public and private life as compared to, say, a Lindsay Lohan, who might seem more fitting for such a “parody.”

There certainly is room in the Right of Publicity universe for a parody defense, but it almost always seems to be invoked as an attempt to defend blatant opportunism and appropriation.Â  Video games historically have not been treated as exempt from Right of Publicity and other intellectual property doctrines, though the effort to afford them that heightened level of protection has been vigorously pursued in recent years.Â  Despite the creative decisions that go into creation of a video game, I see a clear line of delineation between mediums such as books, movies or news reporting and that of video games.

Books, movies and news reporting, at their core, are about the expression of ideas and conveying information.Â  Video games are not.Â  There are numerous rulings explaining how the First Amendment is not a one-size fits all “shield” to otherwise infringing actions, including the United States Supreme Court in the landmark Zacchini case. Â  http://rightofpublicity.com/pdf/cases/zacchini.pdfÂ  Â  And, of course, even the generally exempted mediums can exceed those protections and stray into infringing territory.Â  But video games should not be entitled to exempted status as a general rule.Â  The Supreme Court ruling striking down a California law prohibiting sales of violent video games to minors is not an appropriate reference point in relation to an intellectual property infringement of the Joustin’ Beaver variety, though it seems to be cited as support for the notion that video games should be treated in the same manner as books and movies.Â  http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/thr-esq/supreme-court-strikes-down-california-205827

Here is a link to the RC3 lawsuit against Justin Bieber:Â  http://www.scribd.com/fullscreen/83005465 Joustin\’ Beaver declaratory action

Here is a link to Eriq Gardner’s write-up in The Hollywood Reporter.

http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/thr-esq/justin-bieber-sued-joustin-beaver-video-game-295548
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				When losing isn’t losing at all:  Marilyn Monroe Estate acquires rights to Shaw Family Archives images

				February 17, 2012 4 Comments »

                Share this article:


					Interesting twist in the relations between parties once suing each other.Â  Those who would cite Shaw as evidence that Marilyn Monroe â€œlostâ€� would do well to consider subsequent developments since that ruling (a suspect ruling, no less, based on likely Â inaccuracies concerning the status of New York law in 1962, and where exactly Monroe was domiciled).Â  Aside from the rights of Marilyn Monroe being acquired in a multi-million dollar transaction with a venture capital investment company (hereâ€™s a link to my write-up on that acquisition:Â  http://rightofpublicity.com/marilyn-monroes-intellectual-property-rights-sold ), we now see that Marilyn Monroeâ€™s â€œEstateâ€� (as it is called in the Wall Street Journal article cited below) is saving the Shaw Family Archives from bankruptcy and lifting them out of its relationship with its long-time licensing agent, Bradford Licensing (a party also involved in the Monroe/Shaw litigation).

In exchange for a reported payout of $75,000, those in control of Marilyn Monroeâ€™s rights are guaranteeing $3 million in earnings over the span of a five year deal. Â As a result, Marilyn Monroeâ€™s â€œEstateâ€� will have licensing control over the images.Â  And to think, this goes right to the heart of the issues in that litigation years ago.Â  Guess losing isnâ€™t losing at all!

Hereâ€™s a link to the court filing addressing these details:Â  http://www.scribd.com/doc/81621871/Shaw-Brad-Ford

And hereâ€™s a link to the Wall Street Journalâ€™s reporting of the story, with more details concerning the situation:Â  http://blogs.wsj.com/bankruptcy/2012/02/14/marilyn%E2%80%99s-moving-on/?mod=dist_smartbrief#
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				A rare reported settlement figure, $356,000, in Marlon Brando Estate suit against Ashley Furniture

				February 7, 2012 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Thanks to a stipulated settlement read into the record on February 3, 2012 in a lawsuit brought by the Marlon Brando Estate against Ashley Furniture, we have a rare example of a publicly-disclosed settlement amount.Â  Brando’s Estate is settling its claims against Ashley Furniture for $356,000, including an allocation for attorney’s fees.Â  The dispute was over a furniture line designated as “Brando.”

There is a similar lawsuit still in process involving Humphrey Bogart and a “Bogart” couch offered by Ashley Furniture.Â  In that case, Ashley Furniture reportedly argued that it “was not diluting a generic name” and sought a declaration that the Right of Publicity can’t be applied to the name of a couch.

I would agree with Ashley Furniture that they aren’t diluting a generic name, because neither Brando nor Bogart can be said to be generic names.Â  Even without use of their first names, each name is clearly identifiable as Marlon Brando and Humphrey Bogart.Â  When taken in context, with a Brando product next to a Bogart product, there really can be no reasonable argument that those names aren’t identifying Marlon Brando and Humphrey Bogart.

The idea that the Right of Publicity should somehow not apply to the name of a couch would be laughable if it wasn’t the kind of argument that seems to be increasingly employed by those caught infringing.

Here is a link to Eriq Gardner’s write-up in The Hollywood Reporter: http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/thr-esq/marlon-brando-ashley-furniture-lawsuit-couch-humphry-bogart-287389
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				Plans for Steve Jobs action figure, biggest Right of Publicity story of 2012?

				January 6, 2012 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					The biggest Right of Publicity story of 2012 so far has to be the news that a company called In Icons is preparing to issue a Steve Jobs action figure.Â  In response, Apple reportedly sent a cease and desist letter to In Icons, prompting Tandy Cheung of In Icons to state “Apple can do anything they likeâ€¦I will not stop, we already started production.”

I hate to break it to them, but if an activity is prohibited by law, the fact that the offending company is already in production would provide no defense or entitlement to proceed.Â  This Steve Jobs action figure is exactly the kind of unauthorized commercial product that the Right of Publicity is designed to address, if not prevent.

Cheung reportedly stated â€œSteve Jobs is not an actor, he’s just a celebrity,” and that “[t]here is no copyright protection for a normal person.”Â  Â Aside from the various legal errors in that comment, I canâ€™t help thinking that this line of thought is exactly what gets companies sued for Right of Publicity violations.

Here is a link to the MSNBC article containing Cheungâ€™s quotes and reporting many more details on this story: http://technolog.msnbc.msn.com/_news/2012/01/05/9972437-apple-tries-to-ban-realistic-steve-jobs-action-figure

The MSNBC article states that Apple claims to own the post-mortem rights to Steve Jobsâ€™ name, image and likeness, as manifest by the In Icons action figure.Â  I do not know whether or not Apple has affirmatively made that assertion or if that is an assumption being drawn from the fact that Apple issued the cease and desist letter.Â  All things being equal, I would have assumed that Steve Jobsâ€™ family would be the beneficiary of Steve Jobsâ€™ Right of Publicity.Â  Perhaps Apple does in fact have an ownership interest in Steve Jobsâ€™ Right of Publicity.Â  The Right of Publicity is assignable during life or at death through testamentary documents or intestate succession.Â  The Right of Publicity is also divisible in whole or in part, meaning that several owners could own varying percentages of his Right of Publicity.Â  Alternatively, perhaps Apple is simply handling administrative duties such as protecting against unauthorized use of Steve Jobsâ€™ Right of Publicity.Â  Presumably, Appleâ€™s legal advisors and Steve Jobsâ€™ family and heirs have already addressed this crucial point.

In researching this story, I also came across another write-up about the Steve Jobs action figure on Paidcontent.org entitled â€œSteve Jobs Doll Legal In Most States, Not Indianaâ€� which can be accessed here:Â  http://paidcontent.org/article/419-steve-jobs-doll-legal-in-most-states-not-indiana/

This article seems to conclude that the Steve Jobs action figure is only actionable in those states with a statutory Right of Publicity in place.Â  The article ends by listing those states with a statutory Right of Publicity but does not include California, which is a fairly important jurisdiction for Right of Publicity matters.Â  California, in 2008, passed legislation confirming that the Right of Publicity does apply to those persons who died prior to passage of the statute.Â  Here’s a link to the amended language:Â  http://rightofpublicity.com/statutes/california-2008-amendment-to-33441

This amendment, signed into law by Governor Schwarzenegger, was in response to a California ruling that concluded that Marilyn Monroe was not entitled to statutory Right of Publicity protection under California law, because of the perceived location of, and law of, her domicile at the time that she died in 1956.Â  Californiaâ€™s 2008 bill was in fact just a clarification that the law indeed always was supposed to apply to those who predeceased passage of the statute.

Right of Publicity litigation usually involves application of the Single Publication Rule, which in general terms allows a claimant to address the totality of the infringement through one cause of action.Â  In the absence of such procedural efficiency, a claimant might be forced to go state by state, litigating the same basic nucleus of facts, against the same parties, over only those activities that took place in that particular state.Â  If courts are overburdened now, which they generally are, just imagine the inefficiency and backlog that such an approach would generate.

Thankfully, this is not how Right of Publicity litigation is typically conducted.

As for Steve Jobs and whomever is the appropriate party to assert a claim for violation of his Right of Publicity, I am confident that the law would back them up if they have to litigate in response to a Steve Jobs action figure.Â  If not, one would have to wonder why the Right of Publicity exists in the first place.
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				ESPN article on licensing of iconic coaches, contrasting Vince Lombardi to Joe Paterno

				December 20, 2011 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Here’s a great article about how famous, iconic figures are represented, citing the work Luminary Group has done for the family of Vince Lombardi.Â  Instead of elaborating or commenting here, I’ll just give you a link to the article so you can read for yourself:Â  http://espn.go.com/blog/sportsbusiness/post/_/id/158/paterno-legacy-likely-trails-coaching-icons

    Tags: broadway, coaches, Green Bay Packers, Joe Paterno, licensing, life-story rights, movie deals, Penn State, Right of Publicity, scandal, Vince Lombardi

             



	


		        
				Benetton’s “unhate” campaign could be more than just a publicity stunt

				December 7, 2011 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Benetton has recently issued an advertising campaign featuring images of President Obama digitally altered to appear as though he is kissing Venezuelan leader Hugo Chavez, and in another spot, Chinese President Hu Jintao.

Benetton euphemistically calls it “an invitation” to “combat the culture of hatred.”Â  It still remains an advertisement.

The White House issued the following statement in response to Benetton’s ad:Â  “The White House has a longstanding policy disapproving of the use of the president’s name and likeness for commercial purposes.”Â  Sounds like someone at the White House may have a functional awareness of the Right of Publicity.

Here’s a link to more details on the advertising campaign:Â  http://digitaljournal.com/article/314625

    Tags: @FaberLaw, advertising campaign, bad grammar, Benetton, California statute, celebrity valuations, Chinese President, culture of hate, http://www.LuminaryGroup.com, https://www.RightOfPublicity.com, Hu Jintao, Hugo Chavez, Indiana statute, infringement valuations, liability, LinkedIn Right of Publicity group, LuminaryGroup.com, PETA, President Obama, publicity stunt, Right of Publicity, right of publicity analysis, right of publicity information, right of publicity professor, right of publicity resource, RightofPublicity.com, top-earning celebrities, UNhate, United Colors of Benetton, Venezuelan President

             



	


		        
				Chef Gordon Ramsay, singer Bette Midler, and Acura’s Season of Reason campaign

				December 2, 2011 1 Comment »

                Share this article:


					This isn’t strictly a Right of Publicity posting, but I can’t help commenting on Acura’s “Season of Reason” advertising campaign featuring chef Gordon Ramsay and singer Bette Midler.Â  YouTube clip of Gordon Ramsay in Acura Season of Reason ad

YouTube clip of Bette Midler in Acura Season of Reason ad

The spots are entertaining and I have no issue with the performances in the advertisements, but doesn’t the message of the ad contradict itself?Â  After chef Ramsay berates a kitchen team in his signature manner, or Bette Midler steals the show by caroling on a neighborhood doorstep, the narrator chimes in with “At a time when it’s easy to go overboard, Acura invites you to be smarter…” (…and buy an Acura either as a gift or for yourself).

If hiring chef Gordon Ramsay to cook your holiday dinner, or having Bette Midler go caroling with you denotes “going overboard,” how exactly is buying a $50,000 (0r more) luxury automobile for yourself, or as a gift, not “going overboard?”Â  Doesn’t it, in fact, demonstrate the very behavior being disclaimed?

(Anyone planning to give me an Acura as a gift, forget I said that–I won’t consider it going overboard.)

Congratulations to chef Gordon Ramsay and singer Bette Midler for landing their respective spots in Acura’s campaign.Â  I have no doubt that they each did quite well with those campaigns.Â  As an aside, I’m reminded of when my company was representing a top-name NBA superstar, who preferred to receiveÂ  product rather than money (he didn’t need the money).Â  That leads to some interesting negotiations.Â  As an agent, how do you receive a commission on, say, a luxury automobile?Â  Claim the muffler?

I suppose another takeaway from the Acura advertisements is that Bette Midler is now a bit more receptive to advertising, compared to her position as detailed in her famous 1988 Right of Publicity case against Ford Motor Company.Â  Here’s a link to that case:Â  http://rightofpublicity.com/pdf/cases/midler.pdfÂ  Bette Midler v. Ford

Of course, things are very different these days.Â  The previous implications of the actor or actress not being able to find better work have all but evaporated.Â  The pay is pretty good, too.

    Tags: Acura, advertising, celebrity licensing, chef Gordon Ramsay, Ford Motor Co., gifts, going overboard, Luminary Group, luxury automobile, NBA, Right of Publicity, Season of Reason, singer Bette Midler, star

             



	


		        
				Facebook’s “Expanded Premium Ads” bring hidden Right of Publicity issues

				November 17, 2011 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					I have little doubt that Facebook’s new “Expanded Premium Ad,” as discussed by Facebook’s David Fischer at AdWeek a few weeks ago, has been vetted and tested from almost every technological and business angle conceivable.Â  I have to wonder, though, if anyone has considered the Right of Publicity violations which may be inherent in their anticipated advertising scheme.

The idea, as described by David Fischer at Advertising Week in October, is fairly simple and “doesn”t look that interesting” as Fischer stated in his presentation.Â  Basically, when a Facebook user “likes” a company or product on Facebook, Facebook will insert a line of text into an advertisement on the side of the screen stating “[Your Friend”s Name] likes [this product, movie, company, etc.],” with an image of your friend next to the text in the advertisement.

Downplaying how “interesting” it is may be as clever as the advertising itself.Â  We all know that traditional advertising is often overlooked, ignored, and tuned-out by consumers.Â  Part of the appeal in Facebook”s more discrete advertising mechanism, then, is that it doesn”t quite look like typical advertising, as Fischer”s comments imply.Â  Even more importantly, as Forbes” Robert Hof reports in his recent Forbes.com article, “People are twice as likely to remember an ad if their friend is in it, according to the Nielsen Co., and they tend to click on it or share it with friends.”Â  Here is a link to Robert Hof”s Forbes.com article in which he examines the business considerations of Facebook”s advertising ambitions:Â  http://www.forbes.com/sites/roberthof/2011/11/16/facebooks-new-advertising-model-you/

Sounds like an effective method of target advertising, with your friends” image and a statement that he or she likes the advertised company, right?Â  A resounding endorsement from a trusted source!

What appears to be overlooked in all of this are the Right of Publicity implications.Â  In typical Right of Publicity analysis, if a person”s name, image or likeness is used without permission in a commercial manner such as advertising, then an infringement probably has occurred.Â  Furthermore, by communicating that “[your friend”s name] likes this company,” potential false endorsement overtones may also emerge.

Facebook has flirted with this advertising model before.Â  I recall a vigorous discussion in my Right of Publicity class at Indiana University School of Law – Indianapolis a few years ago discussing a similar Facebook advertising plan, though my recollection is that Facebook aborted the plan very quickly.Â  At the time, I thought it might have been because of the very issues touched upon here.Â  Apparently not since the plans seem to be reemerging.Â  I”m not sure there”s much difference, at least legally speaking, between the prior iteration and the one that is being contemplated now by Facebook.

Facebook might be relying on their existing user agreement, or may be intending to roll out a new user agreement which most people admit to not reading, in order to secure what Facebook might describe as “permission.”Â  I”m not so sure that would be enforceable, though, as a basis to purposefully and proactively utilize a person”s Right of Publicity in conjunction with third-party companies.

Right of Publicity agreements to use a person in a commercial manner such as advertising typically involve specific contractual terms governing the use.Â  I question whether a unilateral, non-negotiated, mandatory click-through agreement can substitute for a license to commercialize a person”s Right of Publicity.

Facebook could be starting a Right of Publicity firestorm.Â  In light of Facebook”s “Expanded Premium Ad” scheme, I suppose a Facebook user would be well-advised not to “Like” anything on Facebook unless you”re okay with that one unassuming click constituting a Right of Publicity and endorsement agreement for Facebook and that company to use your name, image and likeness in advertising any way that it sees fit.

If you happen to be a famous athlete, actor or actress, musician using Facebook, the perils only increase.Â  Consider just one scenario that comes to mind:Â  imagine if a musician, Johnny Rockstar, under contract for the endorsement of a specific guitar manufacturer (company A), casually “likes” a company that makes all kinds of other gear (company B), but also happens to sell a competing line of guitars.Â  Is that musician in breach of contract for “liking” a company that makes a guitar string or other accessory he likes, once Facebook launches its “Expanded Premium Ad” and runs advertisements with his picture next to his declaration that “Johnny Rockstar likes Company B?”Â  Think it couldn”t happen?

But one doesn”t have to be famous for this new Facebook “Expanded Premium Ad” to implicate the average Facebook user”s Right of Publicity.Â  The prevailing view, barring other factors, is that every person possesses a Right of Publicity.Â  The reality is that a private citizen usually doesn”t extract much value from his or her Right of Publicity because companies and advertisers generally only seek out, and pay for, associations with widely-recognized personalities (i.e., celebrities, athletes, etc.).Â  This new Facebook advertising scheme turns that dynamic on its head, because now basically every Facebook user will be sought out and included into advertising campaigns.

It will be interesting to see how this issue develops.

    Tags: celebrity licensing, expert witness, Facebook, intellectual property valuation, Jonathan Faber, licensing, litigation expert, LuminaryGroup.com, Right of Publicity expert, RightofPublicity.com, valuation expert

             



	


		        
				Infringements in Disguise:  are Halloween costume knock-offs fooling any one?

				October 31, 2011 5 Comments »

                Share this article:


					I was in a Halloween store recently, one of those pop-up shops that temporarily occupy otherwise abandoned retail space for a season, like fireworks stores around the Fourth of July. I was thinking about how costumes relate to my line of work, and how costumes of famous people are a prime manifestation of the Right of Publicity. Itâ€™s a commercial product, obviously, but furthermore the product is entirely premised on making someone look as much as possible like the celebrity in question. The objective of the product is to depict (and sell) the famous personâ€™s image or likeness. 

 

This dynamic, no doubt, is why there is quite a lot of licensing activity in the area of costumes, from superheroes like Batman and Spiderman, to movie franchises like Star Wars and Transformers, to Animal House, Avatar, Curious George, Friday the 13th, Chuggington, WWE, Lady Gaga, Justin Bieber, and on and on. Simply put, they sell. When the product is licensed, no problem and all is well. 

 

But from my experience over the years, costumes based on famous people are not always licensed. As Iâ€™m perusing the Halloween storeâ€™s products, almost immediately I happen upon two menâ€™s costume wigs, side-by-side, one entitled â€œFamily Jewelsâ€� and the other designated â€œThe Billionaire.â€� Here is the picture I saw on the â€œFamily Jewelsâ€� product packaging and on the website of the company producing the product: 

 



http://rubies.com/landingpage.cfm?ItemNumber=51926#

 

And here is the image I saw on â€œThe Billionaireâ€� product packaging and on a secondary retailerâ€™s website:

 



http://www.walmart.com/ip/The-Billionaire-Wig/17370817 

 

This observation prompted me to check out the website of the company that produces these products. It is a leading costume retailer, authorized to produce and sell an impressive line licensed costumes, underscored by the fact that one of the main navigation tabs on the website is designated simply as â€œLicensed.â€� Their homepage loads with animated flash imagery of the KISS logo, images of the band, and the costume product line. 

 

To find the â€œFamily Jewelsâ€� wig though, I had to really search. It is there, in the mix of hundreds (if not thousands) of products, but not under â€œLicensedâ€� and apparently not through any of the search key words one would expect (based on the various searches I attempted). On the product packaging itself, as well as the webpage entry for the â€œFamily Jewelsâ€� product, I noticed that there is no use of Gene Simmonsâ€™  name, and the model wearing the wig does not resemble Gene Simmons (absent the effect of the wig itself which, after all, is meant to make a person look like Gene Simmons). When I scanned the product packaging in the retail store, I also saw no credit lines regarding the reality show, KISS, or Mr. Simmons. 

 

This made me wonder: what would Gene Simmons do or say in response to a company that he had  licensed which is simultaneously pushing a â€œFamily Jewelsâ€� wig that, by every indication, is not licensed? (For purposes of this writing, I am assuming that the wigs are not licensed. To any of the parties directly involved in or affected by any of the products specified in this entry: correct me if Iâ€™m wrong and I will gladly set the record straight.)

 

Some will say, â€œWell, no reasonable person will think that this really IS Gene Simmons or Donald Trump pictured on the packaging.â€�  This analysis confuses trademark standards with Right of Publicity analysis.  The words â€œFamily Jewelsâ€� by themselves are likely enforceable as a trademark, as the title of Simmonsâ€™ reality show, but I wonâ€™t get into trademark considerations here.  For Right of Publicity purposes, there doesnâ€™t have to be direct use of the personâ€™s actual name or image. Itâ€™s really just a question of whether the person is identifiable. 

 

I assume there is a written agreement governing the manner and terms by which the licensed KISS costumes can be produced by the licensee. In agreements I negotiate and draft for use of my Luminary Group clients, I typically protect against the scenario presented here (unlikely as it generally would be with a company that is securing a license from the personality in the first place). Through a well-drafted license agreement, a licensee would likely find themselves in quite a predicament by offering licensed goods on one hand, and on the other hand offering products that infringe the Licensorâ€™s rights. 

 

So letâ€™s have some fun with this.  In searching for the Gene Simmons and Donald Trump wigs, I found quite a few other examples. Who might â€œThe Idol Judgeâ€� wig be identifying? 

 



http://www.walmart.com/ip/Idol-Judge-Wig/17370818

 



How about â€œThe Promoterâ€� wig? 



http://rubies.com/landingpage.cfm?ItemNumber=50786

 



Or the â€œRocket Manâ€� wig? 



http://rubies.com/landingpage.cfm?ItemNumber=51446

 

Iâ€™m guessing you got a 100% on that pop quiz (depending perhaps on your age or familiarity with certain public figures).  One does not have to believe that this actually is Gene Simmons, Donald Trump, Simon Cowell, Don King or Elton John for a violation of the Right of Publicity to take place. For each person you correctly identified, you probably also identified a potential Right of Publicity claim.  

 

Let me offer a few more observations which might help illuminate how one goes about assessing a potential Right of Publicity violation:

 

Â· The product names make quite an effort to avoid use of the actual personâ€™s name, while still craftily seizing upon a designation that confirms the intended person.  Family Jewels?  Check. The Idol Judge? Got it. Rocket Man? The title to one of Elton Johnâ€™s iconic songsâ€”10-4. Iâ€™d be inclined to say that rather than protecting the company behind these products from liability, these cagey but ultimately unambiguous names indicate a conscious effort to sidestep liability (and avoid licensing fees), potentially proving that the infringement is taking place on a knowing and intentional basis. 

 

Â· The KISS storefront on this companyâ€™s website does not include the â€œFamily Jewelsâ€� wig in the product lineup. The KISS collection, all things being equal, would be the most intuitive place to put the â€œFamily Jewelsâ€� product. Grouping of products on a website, search words, tags and identifiers donâ€™t happen by accident. Usually, inclusion is the guiding principle in grouping products and assigning key words and tags, so that a potential customer who wants to look like Gene Simmons will have no trouble finding the â€œFamily Jewelsâ€� option. Of course, exclusion of these identifiers and tag words in all likelihood would be intentional as well. It doesnâ€™t happen accidentally that certain products are emphasized, searchable and readily found, whereas others are buried. 

 

I canâ€™t help but notice that finding these products online was quite challenging, but in the retail environment where the idea for this entry was first inspired, it was not difficult at all. The â€œFamily Jewelsâ€� and â€œThe Billionaireâ€� wigs were prominently displayed on prime retail shelf space. Of course, that retail store will be gone in just a few days, and a brick and mortar retail store is much harder for a licensor, brand owner, famous personality, or representative to monitor than a readily accessible, searchable, and archived website.

 

Maybe this is one reason why my clients tend to consider me good at what I do.  I pay attention.  In any event, I look forward to class discussion in my upcoming Right of Publicity law school class on the issues presented in this entry. I hope it has been educational and informative!

    Tags: costumes, Donald Trump, Elton John, Gene Simmons, Halloween, Right of Publicity, Simon Cowell

             



	


		        
				The 2011 Forbes Top-Earning Dead Celebrities list is out, just in time for Halloween

				October 27, 2011 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Like death and taxes, with an emphasis on the former, one other certainty at this time of year is the annual Forbes â€œTop-Earning Dead Celebritiesâ€� list.Â  As is my practice, I wonâ€™t recount the whole list here ( http://www.forbes.com/pictures/mfl45hggm/no-1-michael-jackson#content ); instead, Iâ€™ll offer just a few observations inspired by this yearâ€™s list.

Â 

Michael Jackson is in the top spot again.Â  No surprise there. Â The reported amount, however, is almost half the amount reported on last yearâ€™s list (hereâ€™s a link to my write-up on last yearâ€™s list:Â  http://rightofpublicity.com/every-halloween-brings-another-forbes-top-earning-dead-celebrities-list-and-usually-a-few-surprises ) Jacksonâ€™s earnings are claimed to be in the $170 million range over the last year, compared to $275 million last year.Â  

Â 

No one familiar with the list will be surprised that Elvis Presley once again took the number two slot.Â  Most of the entries are held by the perennials with only a modest rearranging of the slots each occupies.Â  In addition to Michael Jackson and Elvis, Charles Schultz, Rodgers and Hammerstein, Stieg Larsson, Theodor Geisel (Dr. Seuss), Jimi Hendrix, John Lennon, George Harrison, Steve McQueen and Albert Einstein all are back for encore performances. 

Â 

But a few familiar names have fallen away compared to last yearâ€™s list.Â  J.R.R. Tolkien ( last yearâ€™s number 3), George Steinbrenner (last yearâ€™s number 9) and Aaron Spelling (last yearâ€™s number 13) did not make the list this year.Â  And, of course, there are a few new entries, assisted by the recent death of the person in question.

Â 

Elizabeth Taylor, who died in March, enters the list in her first year of eligibility, taking the fifth spot at $12 million, tying with John Lennon.Â  Her reported earnings are bolstered primarily by herÂ long-running White Diamonds perfume.Â  

Â 

Reentering the list after a notable absence is Marilyn Monroe.Â  The entity that bought the rights to Marilyn Monroe, Authentic Brands, reports her earnings at $27 million.Â Â  Hereâ€™s a link to my write up on the acquisition of Marilyn Monroeâ€™s rights:Â  http://rightofpublicity.com/marilyn-monroes-intellectual-property-rights-sold

Â 

The Forbes article accompanying this yearâ€™s list does a nice job illuminating the point that those deceased personalities with a music catalog as part of the intellectual property assets tend to have an advantage over those who donâ€™t (http://www.forbes.com/sites/dorothypomerantz/2011/10/25/the-top-earning-dead-celebrities/ ).Â  Both Michael Jackson and Elvis Presley received the Cirque Du Soleil treatment, with their touring shows Michael Jackson:Â  The Immortal World Tour, and Viva Elvis both in rotation over the last year.Â  

Â 

A body of written or creative work, like J.R.R. Tolkien, Stieg Larsson or Theodor Geiselâ€™s heirs possess, also serves as a substantial source of revenue for many on the annual list.Â  What is perhaps even more impressive is those personalities making the list who do not have these extra intellectual property elements or body of work from which to draw additional revenue.Â  Such is the power, and value, of the Right of Publicity.Â  

    Tags: Right of Publicity; value; White Diamonds; Elizabeth Taylor; Marilyn Monroe; Michael Jackson; Elvis Presley; Cirque Du Soleil; Stieg Larsson; J.R.R. Tolkien; Theodor Geisel; Dr. Seuss; John Lennon; Ge

             



	


		        
				MTV’s Johnny Bananas sues over Entourage’s Johnny Bananas

				October 7, 2011 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					John Devenanzio, known as â€œJohnny Bananasâ€� from MTVâ€™s Real World Key West and other MTV reality shows, has filed a lawsuit in response to the Johnny Bananas character in HBOâ€™s Entourage.Â  The lawsuit was filed in New York and names HBO, Time Warner, and the creator of Entourage as Defendants.Â  In addition to monetary damages, the lawsuit seeks to stop distribution of Entourage episodes which include the Johnny Bananas character played by Kevin Dillon.Â  

Â 

Devenanzioâ€™s lawyer also represented Lindsay Lohan in Lohanâ€™s lawsuit against E-Trade for its depiction of the milk-aholic baby referred to simply as â€œLindsay.â€�Â  That claim has reportedly settled.Â  Hereâ€™s a link to my entry on that claim: Â Â http://rightofpublicity.com/lindsay-lohan-and-the-etrade-milkaholic-baby

Â 

The Hollywood Reporter write up on Devenanzioâ€™s claim is well-written and thorough, though it does seem to reveal a certain disdain for Devenanzioâ€™s claim.Â  The claim is characterized as â€œremarkably vague,â€� and states that â€œit appears Devenanzio is not asserting any allegation of trademark infringementâ€� but instead is claiming violation of â€œhis publicity and privacy rights.â€� Â Â Iâ€™m not sure why that in itself is inherently vague.Â  

Â 

I havenâ€™t reviewed Devenanzioâ€™s filings, or those of the Lindsay Lohan claim against E-Trade; however, alleging a trademark violation, or having Federally registered trademarks protecting a personâ€™s namesake or some distinctive aspect of his or her identity, is not a prerequisite to filing a lawsuit when the claimantâ€™s Right of Publicity has been commercially utilized.Â  This point is a hallmark of Right of Publicity analysis.Â  The Right of Publicity may share certain characteristics with trademark law, but they are not interchangeable.Â  Each protects different interests, have their own elements and standards, and have distinct policy rationales.

Â 

The write up further states that success in the lawsuit â€œmay depend on whether he can find anything in discovery that shows [Defendants] hadÂ  Devenanzio in mind when they created the Johnny Bananas character.â€� Â Â This is not the standard Devenansio has to meet, though.Â  For one thing, it may be impossible to find a â€œsmoking gunâ€� that demonstrates a clear link, or an intentional act, of naming the Entourage character after Devenanzio.Â  If such evidence can be found, so muchÂ  the better for Devenanzioâ€™s claim and prospects for punitive damages.Â  

Â 

But a successful Right of Publicity does not require proof of intent to infringe.Â  What matters most is whether the claimant is identifiable from the portrayal.Â  Identifiability will be measured by viewers of the show and their determination or impressions, not those of the showâ€™s creators or producers.Â  

Â 

It seems to me that Johnny Bananas is a fairly distinctive nickname.Â  One does not have to be identifiable on the level of a Michael Jordan, or George Clooney, or President Obama, either.Â  Instead, a viewer, or a potential jury as it were, can be presented information, context and imagery of Devenanzioâ€™s Johnny Bananas and that of the Johnny Bananas in Entourage.Â  This may take the form of â€œaided identificationâ€� (as opposed to â€œunaided identificationâ€�), but this does not invalidate a potential Right of Publicity claim.Â  There might just be something to Devenanzioâ€™s claim.

Â 

Here is a link to the Hollywood Reporter article:Â Â  http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/thr-esq/mtv-star-sues-hbo-johnny-244446
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				The Actors Strike Back:  from Happy Days to Princess Leia, actors and actresses are reexamining their contracts and bringing claims

				September 22, 2011 1 Comment »

                Share this article:


					Actors, check your contracts! Â That seems to be the rally cry of 2011 as an increasing number of actors and actresses are bringing claims for the sale of merchandise relating to movie and TV show licensing. Â From the cast of Happy Days, the sheriff in The Dukes of Hazard, the bully in A Christmas Story, and even Princess Leia of Star Wars, the licensing and merchandising of these classic shows and movies have become fertile ground for lawsuits.

Just last month, it was announced that James Best, aka Rosco P. Coltrane of the Dukes of Hazard, filed a lawsuit alleging he may be owed as much as $25 million by Warner Bros. Â According to his complaint, the contract Best had for his role in the 1980s TV show was specific about his entitlement to a share of merchandise royalties. Â The complaint alleges that his contract entitled him to 5% of merchandising revenue from products that featured his identity, or 2.5% of total revenue for merchandise when other characters of the show were included. Â Despite the contract provisions, he apparently hasn’t been receiving any such revenue, even though Dukes of Hazard licensing is an ongoing and successful endeavor for Warner Bros. http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/thr-esq/dukes-hazzard-sheriff-sues-warner-218089

Earlier this year, the cast of Happy Days filed a claim on similar grounds against CBS Studios and Paramount Pictures. Â The Happy Days suit addresses home video releases as well as licensed merchandise featuring the actors’ images. Â Apparently, the suit was precipitated by one of the actors seeing Happy Days slot machines in casinos (which may have been around the same time that I was involved in licensing various Gilligan’s Island case members for slot machines). Â The lawsuit seeks at least $10 million in damages as well as attorney’s fees. Â http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/thr-esq/happy-days-cast-sues-cbs-179852

Another recent claim has been brought by the bully in A Christmas Story. Â The actor who played Scut Farkus claims that Warner Bros. has used his image without his consent in relation to certain consumer products. Â Â http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/thr-esq/why-christmas-story-child-actor-225440

Much of these disputes might be resolved by a careful reading, or judicial interpretation, of the actors’ contracts. Â As it pertains to Zack Ward’s claim against Warner Bros., he reportedly was originally contracted for a small part in A Christmas Story. Â When he was given the more prominent role of the bully, his contract was not adjusted or revised. Â According to 23 No. 8 Westlaw Journal Entertainment Industry 11, as well as the pleadings in the complaint, Ward was therefore the only major character from A Christmas Story who did not contractually give away the right to license his likeness as manifest in the Farkus character.

In my experience, the contracts being written in recent years for actors’ and actresses’ services are much more specific, and typically address the types of issues that were overlooked decades ago. Â I believe this is due in part to a higher level of awareness of these issues in the legal profession (if not the acting profession), as well as the much more systematic licensing and merchandising campaigns that are built into TV shows and movies these days.

Even with a contract in place that addresses ancillary issues like merchandising, problems can arise. Â The actors who played Norm and Cliff on Cheers, George Wendt and John Ratzenberger, brought a claim over use of animatronic robots in Cheers-themed restaurants which delivered actual audio from the show. Â While effort was made to make the robots look somewhat different than Wendt and Ratzenberger, there was no ambiguity as to who these robots were intended to represent. Â The robots sat in the precise spot at the bar as the Norm and Cliff characters did in the show, and the voices of Wendt and Ratzenberger exchanging dialogue from actual Cheers episodes emanated from the robots. Â The claim kicked around for a while before settling out of court. Â http://rightofpublicity.com/pdf/cases/wendt.pdf

In the early 1990s, Warner Bros. argued in a lawsuit against James Dean’s heir that it owned the Right of Publicity of James Dean altogether. Â The contract for Dean’s acting services (for the three films of Dean’s short but mercurial career, East of Eden, Giant and Rebel Without A Cause) included a somewhat open-ended two-word clause which Warner Bros. interpreted as giving it ownership of Dean’s Right of Publicity. Â The contract stated that Dean gave to Warner Bros. the right to photograph his “acts, poses, plays and appearances of any all kinds, and to produce and reproduce the same or any part of them by photography, printing, and all other methods, and to distribute and exploit the same in motion picture films, or otherwise.” Â Those last two words, “or otherwise,” were the fulcrum point of Warner Bros.’ position. Â http://rightofpublicity.com/pdf/cases/warnerbros.pdf

The September 19, 2011 edition of Newsweek features an article by Carrie Fisher discussing Princess Leia licensing, entitled How George Lucas Stole Her Identity. Â Â Fisher reports that she has teased Lucas over the years about how she sees her Princess Leia character on all manner of products, but that she never gets any share of the income. Â Fisher says Lucas has never been apologetic about it. Â Fisher’s essay even reports that there is aÂ line of Princess Leia marijuana, though I doubt that is licensed by Lucasfilms, for obvious reasons. Â Assuming it isn’t licensed by the Star Wars franchise, Fisher may have a viableÂ right of publicity claim that could be asserted since the product does not come from Lucasfilms or tie in to her contract for the film. Â http://www.thedailybeast.com/newsweek/2011/09/11/carrie-fisher-on-how-george-lucas-stole-her-identity.html

Fisher closes by stating “Every so often, I wonder if Natalie Portman is getting more money than the none I’m getting. If she’s holding a check for Princess Amidala’s likeness in one hand and her Oscar in the other, that would piss me off.”

I’m sorry to say it, Mrs. Fisher, but she very well may be.

    Tags: A Christmas Story, Carrie Fisher, Cheers, contracts, Dukes of Hazard, George Wendt, Gilligan's Island, Happy Days, James Best, James Dean, John Ratzenberger, Lucasfilms, merchandising, Princess Leia, Right of Publicity, Rosco P. Coltrane, Star Wars, unpaid royalties

             



	


		        
				Muhammad Ali files lawsuit against Kobo Inc. over “float like a butterfly, sting like a bee”

				July 14, 2011 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Muhammad Ali has filed a lawsuit against Kobo, Inc. for use of his famous slogan “float like a butterfly, sting like a bee” in a recent Kobo ad campaign.

Kobo is based in Toronto Canada, and the advertisement ran in the New York Times promoting Kobo’s electronic reading device.Â  The advertisement apparently did not use Ali’s image or any other elements of his persona.Â  The famous slogan, however, is a registered trademark.Â  The suit was filed in New York.

Missing from the reporting on this topic (and I have not yet seen the complaint itself) is the fact that use of this slogan also implicates Ali’s Right of Publicity.Â  To the extent that Ali is singularly and unequivocally identifiable by this phrase, a registered trademark likely would not be needed to support a claim based on Ali’s Right of Publicity.Â  Doesn’t hurt to have the registered trademark as well, though.Â  The slogan has been licensed to third parties, as is reportedly alleged in the complaint.

Here’s a link to the story:Â  http://www.businessweek.com/news/2011-07-14/muhammad-ali-company-sues-to-stop-kobo-use-of-butterfly-slogan.html

    Tags: digital books, ereader, Float like a butterfly, identifiable, infringement, Kobo, Muhammad Ali, New York Times advertisement, Right of Publicity, slogan, sting like a bee, unequivocally

             



	


		        
				Cadbury advertisement, “Move over Naomi, there’s a new diva in town,” potential violation of Naomi Campbell’s Right of Publicity?

				June 10, 2011 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Cadbury is finding itself in a legal and PR mess after use of the line “Move over Naomi, there’s a new diva in town” in advertisements for Cadbury’s Bliss chocolate bar.Â  Supermodel Naomi Campbell has stated that she will lookÂ at “every option available” includingÂ the possibility of filing a lawsuit, the Independent UK reports.

This situation is interesting because it does not use an image of Naomi Cambell, or even her full name.Â Â Can use of just a first name trigger a Right of Publicity violation?Â  It certainly can, if the association to Naomi Campbell is clear.Â  I use the phrase “unequivocally identifiable” in my Right of Publicity classes, and this situation brings that phrase to task.Â  Is a casual observer of the Cadbury advertisement going to think of Naomi Cambpell, even without further use of her image or full name?Â  You be the judge.Â  I invite you to post your thoughts.

The context of the advertisement is part of the analysis.Â Â One can and must look at the supporting imagery, overtones of the ad, recent news, things the person in question might be known for, and similar elements that advertisers are very adept at incorporating into their creative.Â  Oftentimes, these added elements are part of the timeliness, or punchline, or effectiveness of the advertisement.Â  An observer of the advertisement is expected to arrive at the advertisement with these associations already in place.

Here’s an image of the Cadbury advertisement:



Â 

Here’s a link to more coverage of the story:Â  http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/05/31/naomi-campbell-cadbury-ad_n_868909.html

Follow me on Twitter:Â  http://www.twitter.com/FaberLaw

http://www.RightofPublicity.com

http://www.LuminaryGroup.com
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				Presidential bids, Donald Trump, and the Right of Publicity for public figures

				May 26, 2011 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					With Donald Trump recently announcing that he would not run for President in 2012, I thought about a popular topic concerning the right of publicity of public figures and politicians.Â  This topic (as well as this website) was recently discussed on a t-shirt website forumÂ  (http://www.t-shirtforums.com/general-t-shirt-selling-discussion/t153365.html#post913652) so I thought Iâ€™d elaborate somewhat on this topic.

Â 

Donald Trump is no stranger to the intellectual property rights surrounding his name, image, persona and identity.Â  He has registered trademarks on various aspects of his identity, and enjoys a vibrant licensing program ranging from Trumpâ€™s Signature Collection of clothing (suits, ties, cuff links, eyewear http://www.trump.com/Merchandise/Signature_Collection.asp) to Trump steaks (http://www.trumpsteaks.com/).Â  If Trump were to run for President (which I suppose he already has, to some degree), would he be forfeiting his right of publicity, and therefore his ability to prevent unauthorized, unlicensed products entering the marketplace?Â  

Â 

In short, no.Â  But it does get a bit more complicated for public officials to pursue unauthorized merchandise and advertising campaigns, even if they would have a legal right to do so.Â  Through my work on behalf of many public figures, ranging from Princess Diana and Rosa Parks to Jackie Robinson and General Patton, as well as a couple of former U.S. Presidents, I know that a certain amount of such activity has been tolerated.Â  President Obama seems to have responded to such activity more than any other President, perhaps also because he (or his family) has been used more than any other recent President.Â  Here is a news item concerning a casino billboard campaign with a President Obama lookalike:Â  http://southerngaming.com/?p=2562

Â 

Perhaps it is worth distinguishing between a personâ€™s right of privacy and the right of publicity.Â  We are all generally familiar with the idea that when a person runs for public office, he or she gives up a certain degree of an expectation of privacy.Â  A corollary to this is the New York Times v. Sullivan â€œactual maliceâ€� standard for defamation of public figures.Â  This case instructs that because the famous person sought out elected office and has better access and means to the press in order to combat any inaccurate or potentially defamatory information, the standard for committing defamation is necessarily higher than that for private citizens.Â  Hereâ€™s a Wikipedia link to the New York Times v. Sullivan case:Â  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_Times_Co._v._Sullivan

Â 

This â€œactual maliceâ€� standard for elected officials is part of the mechanism for ensuring broad First Amendment privileges, and encouraging differing views, discourse and criticism of our public officials.Â  None of this means that those elected officials have simultaneously consented to becoming product lines or being featured in advertising campaigns for all manner of goods and services.Â  It may be that such products or advertising campaigns have an element of parody, which conceivably could serve as a defense to a right of publicity claim.Â  But most such products or advertising campaigns are simply an effort to sell more products or to promote a companyâ€™s goods or services.Â  This, then, is likely nothing more than commercial speech.Â  If the message is simply â€œbuy our stuffâ€� or â€œshop at our store,â€� and the inclusion of the public figure is nothing more than a scheme to attract attention, then the right of publicity can and generally will provide recourse for that public official.Â  

Â 

In many instances, pursuing a company who engages in what might constitute a right of publicity infringement may become more of a public relations issue than a legal issue.Â  Going after the company may give that company substantially more media attention, and may be portrayed in the press as that public figure trying to chase down infringers in order to make money.Â  Itâ€™s a bit of a dilemma for those who find themselves in such a position.Â  

Â 

I didnâ€™t realize how much attention this topic has been given on this website until I looked back at prior entries:

Obama Got Osama:Â Â  http://rightofpublicity.com/obama-got-osama-products-hit-marketplace-reports-usa-today-anyone-want-to-take-a-shot-at-that-right-of-publicity-analysis

First Lady Michelle Obama and PETA ads:Â  http://rightofpublicity.com/peta-launches-new-ad-featuring-michelle-obama-without-first-ladys-permission

President Barack Obama bobbleheads:Â  Intentionally unflattering?Â  http://rightofpublicity.com/bobbleheads-intentionally-unflattering-or-a-symptom-of-the-product-category

The First Daughters:Â  Sasha and Malia Ty beanie baby dolls:Â  http://rightofpublicity.com/sasha-and-malia-dolls-now-its-not-just-the-president-being-infringed

President Obama merchandise continues:Â  http://rightofpublicity.com/president-obama-merchandise-continues

President Obama infringements?Â  http://rightofpublicity.com/president-obama-infringements

Â 

    Tags: actual malice, advertisements, billboard, casino, defamation, Donald Trump, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., famous persons, First Amendment, former U.S. Presidents, General Patton, Jackie Robinson, lookalikes, New York Times v. Sullivan, NYT, president, President Obama, presidential bid, Princess Diana, Right of Publicity, Rosa Parks, trademarks

             



	


		        
				Hangover II, Mike Tyson, and copyright claims in a tattoo design

				May 25, 2011 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Interesting case of the tattoo artist asserting a copyright claim for the appearance of his infamous Mike Tyson-face tattoo appearing in Hangover II.Â  It raises a slew of interesting intellectual property questions that I’m not going to research or try to answer definitively here.Â  But in short, I see a number of problems with the tattoo artist’s position.Â  

Â 

I understand that no objection was made to the appearance of the tattoo in the first Hangover movie.Â  Perhaps that is because only Mike Tyson appeared in the first Hangover movie, whereas in Hangover II, in addition to Mike Tyson appearing again, actor Ed Helms’ character gets a similar, or perhaps identical tattoo on his face.Â  

Â 

Maybe the argument from a copyright claimant in these circumstances is that the inclusion of his tattoo constitutes an unauthorized display in violation of his exclusive section 106 rights under the Copyright code.Â  Similarly, perhaps the tattoo on Ed Helms’ character constitutes an unauthorized derivative work, or an unauthorized copying.

Â 

If the activities complained of in Hangover II are copyright violations, then the appearance of the tattoo in the first Hangover movie must also have been a violation.Â  The tattoo artist could hardly object to Mike Tyson appearing in a film, and by virtue of the tattoo appearing on Tyson’s face, well, the tattoo is going to appear as well.Â  At this point, there could be a viable estoppel defense to the assertion of the claim now, years after the first Hangover movie.

Â 

The notion of intellectual property in tattoo designs raises some novel questions.Â  It is certainly possible to construct a scenario where a copyright, or trademark interests, can be manifest in a tattoo.Â  If a person gets a Harley-Davidson logo tattoo, it is of a trademarked logo.Â  If a person gets the lyrics to a song as a tattoo, it certainly could be of a copyrighted work.Â  But what of a relatively simple configuration of angular lines, like the Tyson tattoo?Â  Is that even an original work of authorship?Â  Maybe.Â  But who owns the copyright in the tattoo design?Â  Might it be considered a work made for hire, vesting the rights in the recipient of the tattoo on whose skin it appears?Â  

Â 

Or, perhaps there is an implied license allowing the recipient of the tattoo to display the tattoo publicly.Â  Certainly, when taking the conspicuous step of tattooing a person’s face, the tattoo artist cannot simultaneously expect to enforce the exclusive rights of a copyright owner concerning the right to display, reproduce or even perform the work.Â  Can the tattoo artist/copyright owner then only selectively enforce his copyright?Â  Doesn’t this lead to the scenario that anyone who takes Mike Tyson’s picture is committing copyright infringement by making an unauthorized copy of the work, or perhaps even a derivative work?Â  Displaying the image, then, as in the news, leads to the same result.Â  Â Â 

Â 

Since the tattoo is part of Mike Tyson’s skin and face, then when Tyson is acting and his face is engaging in expressions, delivery of dialogue, and such, can it be argued that the tattoo is engaging in a “performance?”Â  Remote, but then so is this whole topic.Â  I also credit another legalÂ commentator for pointing out that human organs generally are not subject to intellectual property ownership.Â  The skin is an organ.Â  While the tattoo and ink are not organs, once permanently embedded in the skin, they would seem to be part of that organ.Â  I’ll let you take a shot at piecing an argument together based on that interesting line of thought.

Â 

To the extent that the tattoo artist could construct a copyright claim in response to at leastÂ certain activities, it seems clear to me that this particular form of intellectual property would also be subject to considerable fair use exceptions.Â  Some of the above points exemplify why.

Â 

Just to further complicate things, I’ll mention that the tattoo is so closely and unequivocally associated with Mike Tyson that the tattoo might actually raise potential Right of Publicity considerations.Â  Those issues don’t exist in the Hangover matter because Tyson obviously consented to appear in the film.Â  But hypothetically, I can envision a scenario where that tattoo design on a person’s face, let’s say appearing in an advertisement of some kind, could constitute a violation of Mike Tyson’s Right of Publicity.Â  In this regard, the claim might be even stronger than the copyright claim concerning Hangover II.



Here’s a link to more on the Hangover II tattoo copyright dispute:Â  

http://today.msnbc.msn.com/id/43138242
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				Disney seeks to trademark SEAL Team 6, the elite special forces unit that tracked down Osama bin Laden

				May 20, 2011 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Just two days after President Obama announced that Osama bin Laden had been tracked down and killed in Pakistan, Disney applied for the trademark “SEAL Team 6” with the United States Trademark Office.Â  See http://tess2.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f=doc&state=4001:frbhm5.2.3Â Â  Disney isn’t the only one with a pending trademark on SEAL Team 6 though.Â  SeeÂ  http://tess2.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f=doc&state=4001:frbhm5.2.1Â and http://tess2.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f=doc&state=4001:frbhm5.2.2Â which also are trademark applications by third parties for SEAL Team 6.

Disney is reportedly developing a production based on the story of the elite special forces team that tracked down and killed Osama bin Laden, so no doubt this was their objective in seeking to trademark this name.Â  The article at the followingÂ link makes a good point that GI Joe was once a military reference before it became trademarked and turned into a TV and toy brand:Â  http://eonline.mobi/answer_bitch_detail.ftl?id=b242656&last_page=4&paginate=0.Â  Another article, from the Christian Science Monitor, reportsÂ that a behind-the-scenes resolution between Disney and the Navy may be a likely outcome of this trademark application.Â  See http://www.csmonitor.com/Business/2011/0519/Who-owns-SEAL-Team-6

All of this raises an intriguing question:Â  are there any right of publicity interests in the individual members of that SEAL Team 6?Â  Interesting in part because those persons will likely remain unidentified for a host of reasons.Â  What about the notion that certain aspects of the military are either the exclusive jurisdiction of the Federal government (like the Presidential seal), or essentially public domain (like the State of the Union address or judicial opinions)?Â 

It will be interesting to see how the Examining Attorney assigned to Disney’s application handles this file.

    Tags: Disney, GI Joe, Osama bin Laden, Pakistan, President Obama, public domain, Right of Publicity, SEAL Team 6, trademark

             



	


		        
				Brando Enterprises, owner of Marlon Brando’s rights, sues Harley Davidson over “Brando” boots

				May 19, 2011 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Brando Enterprises, the entity that owns and administers Marlon Brandoâ€™s Right of Publicity and other intellectual property interests, has filed a lawsuit against Harley Davidson as reported by Forbes.com and various other sources.Â  The suit centers on Harley Davidsonâ€™s offering of a line of boots reportedly entitled â€œBrandoâ€� boots.Â  

Â 

The suit, filed in Los Angeles County Â Superior Court, notes that Harley Davidsonâ€™s product resembles boots worn by Marlon Brando in his film â€œThe Wild One,â€� released in 1953.Â  It is not clear at this stage whether Harley Davidson used any other aspects of Brandoâ€™s identity in conjunction with the product line, or advertising and promotion of the boots.Â  

Â 

Over the years, Iâ€™ve seen quite a few situations where a company used only a single name in association with a product line, such as a line that has a â€œMarilynâ€� style purse, dress, fragrance or other product.Â  All things being equal, the name â€œMarilynâ€� conceivably could refer to anyone with that namesake, or no one in particular.Â  But sometimes, upon closer inspection, the product line is being positioned as a â€œHollywoodâ€� line or something similar, and includes products featuring other movie stars who may be identifiable on a first-name only basis.Â  Similarly, I have seen product lines where the only aspect of identity is a single name, but the product is part of a package offering in which there is not only a â€œBrandoâ€� but also a â€œBogartâ€� and a â€œMcQueenâ€� for example. Â In these scenarios, it would be hard for the company to argue that they were not tying the product specifically to Marilyn Monroe (in the former example) or Marlon Brando, Humphrey Bogart and Steve McQueen (in the latter example).Â  In context, the identity of these particular personalities becomes unequivocally identifiable.Â  

Â 

In class, I sometimes demonstrate this point through a hypothetical company that has a product referred to as â€œMichael.â€�Â  Common name, and likely no particular association is conjured without more context.Â  But, if that product happens to be specific to basketball, might the product be playing off of the consumerâ€™s familiarity (consciously or subconsciously) with Michael Jordan?Â  What if the product features only Chicago Bullsâ€™ team colors?Â  Or what if the product incorporates Michael Jordanâ€™s jersey number in some fashion?Â  What if the product is sold primarily in Chicago?Â  Switching gears, what if the product is music-related?Â  Â That would likely eliminate any association to Michael Jordan, but may bring into play another singularly-famous Michael.Â  What if the product is a microphone or a style of clothing that is strongly associated with Michael Jackson?Â  Iâ€™m leaving these scenarios purposefully vague, and not taking a position myself, but hopefully these examples give something to consider.

Â 

At this point, I have not investigated the Harley Davidson product line, so I do not know if the two preceding paragraphs are applicable to Brando Enterprisesâ€™ suit against Harley Davidson.Â  I will note that the lawsuit alleges that Brando Enterprises has licensed use of Brandoâ€™s name to entities like Triumph motorcycles and Dolce & Gabbana, which means that an unlicensed Brando boot from a notable motorcycle manufacturer could not only present the issue and damages of an unlicensed product, but could also be undermining or conflicting with existing programs that Brando Enterprises has in place with its licensees.

Â 

Here is a link to the Forbes.com article:Â  http://www.forbes.com/feeds/ap/2011/05/17/business-us-harley-davidson-brando-lawsuit_8471562.html

    Tags: celebrity licensing, expert witness, intellectual property valuation, Jonathan Faber, licensing, litigation expert, LuminaryGroup.com, Right of Publicity expert, RightofPublicity.com, valuation expert

             



	


		        
				Mattel’s Barbie doll rendition of Elly May Clampett character from The Beverly Hillbillies draws lawsuit from actress Donna Douglas

				May 10, 2011 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					
Mattel, maker of the iconic Barbie doll, has been sued by Donna Douglas, the actress who played Elly May Clampett in the iconic TV show, The Beverly Hillbillies.Â  Mattel recently issued an Elly May Barbie doll, prompting Douglasâ€™ filing.Â  The Federal lawsuit was filed in Louisiana and alleges that Mattel is “engaging in the unauthorized use of (her) name, likeness, image and attributes” as Elly May.

Â 

Douglasâ€™ Mattel lawsuit alleges that a picture of Douglas is used in the packaging and that Mattelâ€™s promotional copy for the new Barbie doll states that the doll “captures the essence of the classic ’60s TV character and show.”

Â 

Mattel apparently licensed the rights to the Beverly Hillbillies through the production company that owns the rights to the show, which ran on CBS for almost a decade through the 1960s and into the 1970s.Â  Douglas appeared as Elly May in every episode of the show. The lawsuit notes that Douglas still makes public appearances in relation to her Elly May character. 

Â 

It is interesting to consider the interplay between an individualâ€™s Right of Publicity when it is implicated via a character portrayal in a television show.Â  Actors George Wendt and John Ratzenberger, Norma and Cliff of Cheers, sued Host International when the Cheers-themed restaurants introduced animatronic robots that played clips of Norm and Cliff banter from the show.Â  That case was settled out of court.Â  

Â 

Hereâ€™s a link to the article: http://www.cnn.com/2011/SHOWBIZ/TV/05/05/elly.may.barbie.lawsuit/index.html?hpt=Sbin

Â 

And hereâ€™s a link to the Cheers case: http://rightofpublicity.com/pdf/cases/wendt.pdf

Â 
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				Motley Crue founder Nikki Sixx, promoting new book “This Is Gonna Hurt,” gives advice to young bands:  “know the legal system”

				May 9, 2011 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Founding member of Motley Crue, author, and photographer Nikki Sixx is busy promoting his new book â€œThis Is Gonna Hurt.â€�Â  In an interview with The Huffington Post, Nikki is asked what advice he would give to young artists.Â  His answer is dead-on:Â  â€œlearn the legal system.â€�Â  Sixx practices what he preaches.Â  In fact, as his valuation expert in his lawsuit against Vans, heâ€™s one rock star who could probably explain what â€œthe Right of Publicityâ€� is in some detail.Â  

Â 

I had the opportunity to serve as Nikkiâ€™s valuation expert in his lawsuit against Vans.Â  Vans ran a significant advertising campaign featuring Nikkiâ€™s image along with then-Skater of the Year, Tony Trujillo.Â  Nikki consented to the appearance and to give the award to Trujillo, but by no means would that consent have equated to the right to launch an advertising campaign.Â  The case was televised by Court TV.Â  Hereâ€™s a link to the announcement of his victory against Vans: http://emol.org/music/artists/motleycrue/vansuit.html

Â 

Hereâ€™s a link to Nikkiâ€™s full interview with The Huffington Post:Â  http://www.huffingtonpost.com/mike-ragogna/this-is-gonna-hurt-a-conv_b_858398.html
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				Dionne Warwick, former members of the Shirelles file suit over Broadway musical “Baby It’s You!”

				May 6, 2011 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Dionne Warwick, Chuck Jackson and surviving members of the Shirrelles have filed suitÂ against Warner Bros. Theater Ventures and Broadway Baby over theÂ recently launched productionÂ “Baby It’s You!”Â  The lawsuit alleges that the production constitutes “the brazen unauthorized use of their names and likenesses in connection with Defendants’ new Broadway show.”

The co-writer of the show, Floyd Mutrux was involved situation over hisÂ Broadway musical “Million Dollar Quartet.”Â  While a lawsuit was not filed in that situation, was a settlement allegedly was reached withÂ Jerry Lee Lewis (who wasÂ a characterÂ in the production).Â  I won’t comment directly on the merits of the claim or its value, but I expect the language of New York’s Civil Law, sections 50 and 51, will be closely examined in the briefings.Â  Here’s a link to the New York law:Â Â http://rightofpublicity.com/statutes/new-york

Pay attention to the language in the statute, about halfway through Section 51, which appears to address depictions of a living person in, among other things, musical productions.Â  Here’s a link to the story:Â  http://www.variety.com/article/VR1118036021

Follow me on Twitter:Â  @FaberLaw

    
             



	


		        
				“Obama Got Osama” products hit marketplace, reports USA Today.  Anyone want to take a shot at that Right of Publicity analysis?

				May 3, 2011 1 Comment »

                Share this article:


					Within hours of President Obama announcingÂ late Sunday night, May 1, 2011Â that Osama bin Laden had been killed, merchandise with the phrase “Osama Got Obama” was hitting the marketplace.Â  What are the Right of Publicity implications?Â  Granted, it is a catchy phrase,Â and it certainly is a newsworthy event.Â  A product with the first name of an elected official (the President of the United States), as well as that ofÂ a deceased foreign national/terrorist/public enemy #1.Â  This could be a bar exam question!

Here’s a link to the story in USA Today:Â  http://www.usatoday.com/money/industries/retail/2011-05-02-bin-laden-death-merchandise_n.htm?loc=interstitialskip

www.RightofPublicity.com

www.LuminaryGroup.com
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				Jonathan Faber secures ruling on Indiana’s Right of Publicity statute, upheld in favor of legendary cycling champion Major Taylor

				April 27, 2011 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					InÂ a case brought by the greatÂ granddaughter of legendary cycling championÂ Marshall W. “Major” Taylor, an Indiana Judge in October 2010Â granted plaintiff’s motion for summary judgment onÂ a Right of Publicity claim under IND. CODE 32-13-1Â to -20.Â  In so doing, the provisions of the Indiana Right of Publicity statute were upheld and deemed enforceable by plaintiff with respect to the Right of Publicity of Major Taylor.Â  In a subsequent ruling dated April 21, 2011, a motion for reconsideration by defendant was denied and the prior ruling in favor of the enforceability of the Indiana Right of Publicity statute was upheld.Â  Cause number 1:09-cv-275-WTL-TAB.

    Tags: celebrity licensing, expert witness, Indiana Right of Publicity ruling, intellectual property valuation, Jonathan Faber, licensing, litigation expert, LuminaryGroup.com, Right of Publicity expert, RightofPublicity.com, valuation expert

             



	


		        
				Charlie Sheen, catchphrases, and the Right of Publicity

				March 23, 2011 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					The Right of PublicityÂ was recently mentioned in the Hollywood Reporter’sÂ ongoing Charlie SheenÂ coverage.Â  The article located at the link below notes that catchphrases like “Here’s Johnny” have been ruled to implicate a person’s Right of Publicity (Johnny Carson, in relation to “Here’s Johnny”).

The Hollywood Reporter also posted an article covering the licensing deals Charlie Sheen’s representatives have put together, some of which focus on Charlie Sheen’s phrases like “Tiger Blood,” “Adonis DNA,” and “Winning.”Â  At the same time, these phrases have been the subject of a rash of trademark applications as well–though not by Charlie Sheen.

It has been reported that Sheen’s representative, FEA Merchandising (a Live Nation subsidiary) has been pursuing unauthorized uses of Charlie Sheen’s name, image, and catchphrases, including recent product offerings that have popped up on sites like Zazzle.com.

The question that may have to be answered in those instances where infringement is alleged is whether or not Charlie Sheen is identifiable from the use.

Here is a link to one of the Hollywood Reporter articles covering Charlie Sheen’s recent media blitz:

http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/thr-esq/charlie-sheen-merchandise-clampdown-hits-169183
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				No Doubt wins claim against video game publisher Activision:  claim is not barred by the First Amendment and the use in the video game violates band members’ right of publicity

				February 16, 2011 17 Comments »

                Share this article:


					The band No Doubt has secured a significant ruling against video game publisher Activision.Â  The ruling also appears to send a clear message to the video game industry that video games are indeed commercial products, are not entitled toÂ right of publicity exemptions, and are not to be afforded special First Amendment treatment.

Video games would seem to be a prime example of why the right of publicity exists in the first place.Â  Nevermind theÂ long-standing course of conductÂ whereby video game companiesÂ  routinely have secured permission and licensed the use of third-party intellectual property in its games;Â if a video game is not a commercial product, and is exempt from right of publicity liability when a person is included in the game’s content and programming, one would have to wonder why the right of publicity exists at all.Â  This ruling gives some assurance that the video game industry is not going to secureÂ the sweepingÂ shield from right of publicity compliance that it has been seeking.

No Doubt licensed Activision for inclusion in its popular Rock Band video game subject to specific limitations in the license agreement.Â  The use of the band went beyond the contractual allowances, and allowed users to unlock features and manipulate the No Doubt avatars intoÂ performing songs that were not approved by the band, among other things.

It would seem like this claim was really justÂ a contract dispute at its core.Â  If the contract precisely defined how the band could be included in the video game, then anything that goes beyond those parametersÂ would seem to exceed, and thus breach, the license agreement.

Activision asserted that No Doubt’s claim was barred byÂ the First Amendment, andÂ that the use was sufficiently transformativeÂ (under the Comedy III decision)Â and therefore not a violation of the band members’ right of publicity.Â  The Court disagreed, and added that the band did not need to show that the use was “explicitly misleading” in order to support its unfair competition claim.

The video game industry would like to believe that its commercial products should be exempt under right of publicity legislation,Â receiving the same treatment asÂ booksÂ or news reporting.Â  This ruling, at least, would seem to indicate that the Courts aren’t buying the video game industry’s view.

Here is a link to the ruling:Â  http://www.courtinfo.ca.gov/opinions/documents/B223996.PDF
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				ABA Journal interview with RightOfPublicity.com author Jonathan Faber examines the right of publicity in detail

				February 14, 2011 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					A recent cover story in the ABA Journal includes an interview with RightOfPublicity.com author, and examines the right of publicity in detail.Â  Here is a link to the story entitled “What’s In A Name?”

http://www.abajournal.com/magazine/article/whats_in_a_name/
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				Albert Einstein’s heir is “outraged” that she doesn’t receive part of Albert Einstein licensing income

				February 11, 2011 5 Comments »

                Share this article:


					Evelyn Einstein, the 69 year old granddaughter of the famed physicist Albert Einstein, says she is “outraged” that she doesn’t get paid a part of the income derivived from the licensing of Einstein’s name, image and likeness.Â  That Einstein yields substantial revenues is no secret–he is a perennial entry on Forbes’ annual Top-Earning Deceased Celebrities list–but the legal basis for Evelyn’sÂ claim to entitlement seems to be a mystery.

I’ve heard it before many times:Â  “But I’m a blood relative!” goes the rally cry.Â  Of course, this has little to do with the distribution of assets and rights through a will or trust.Â  The nextÂ declaration is usually “I need the money” or “It’s not fair.”Â Â  Perhaps, but most people are familiar with this in the context of estate administration.Â  The wealthy uncle leaves his assets to a favorite relative and leaves others out for whatever reason (or no reason at all).Â  The resultÂ can be harshÂ to those who are left without a share, but the law by necessity tolerates and supports such results.

I had the opportunity to travel to Jerusalem and meet with those responsible for administering Einstein’s licensing program.Â  The distribution of Einstein’sÂ intellectual property rights is clear from his testamentary documents.Â  The Hebrew University of Jerusalem was chosen by Einstein to receive not only his literary rights but also the intellectual property rights to his name, image and likeness.

Whether or not Einstein could have envisioned the business that stems from licensing of uses such as “Baby Einstein” or Einstein lookalikes in commercials is irrelevant.Â  Einstein made his choice and entrusted his literary and intellectual property rights to the University, which for its partÂ is doing a diligent job in being selective in what merchandising and advertising of Einstein is allowed.

EinsteinÂ died in 1955.Â  It has been 56 years since Einstein’s asset distribution took effect.Â Â Evelyn’s claim might be a bit late at this point.

Here’s a link to the story:Â  http://www.cnn.com/2011/US/02/10/california.einstein.granddaughter/index.html?hpt=T2
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				Billboard Magazine cover story on Bob Marley Estate quotes RightOfPublicity.com author Jonathan Faber

				February 7, 2011 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Billboard Magazine’s cover story for the newest issue examines the business of Bob Marley not only during his lifetime but also in the decades since his passing.Â  The piece gives a lot of fascinating insight into the challenges Marley’s family has faced over the years, detailing various lawsuits that have been foughtÂ as well as the continuing opportunities that exist for licensing Bob Marley’s music as well as his name and image.

I spoke with the writer of the Billboard cover story and I am quoted in several places throughout the article.Â  One of the things we discussed in detail is the right of publicity, and how it can be a tough undertaking to protect the legacy of a beloved figure like Marley.Â  What to do in the face of unauthorized uses like advertisements and merchandise?Â  Don’t file a lawsuit and the market responds with even more infringements on the basis that the rights are not being asserted.Â Â File a lawsuit, and risk being labeled litigious.

It’s easy to assume that it would be a “nice problem to have,”Â and maybe there’s some truth to that.Â  But I also bet that if the averageÂ observer who is critical of a familyÂ or heir protecting their loved one’s legacy through legal action was in the same position, thatÂ personÂ wouldÂ quite likely do exactly the same thing after witnessing unauthorized (and often undesirable) uses cascade through the marketplace.Â  What’s that they say about “walk a mile inÂ another man’sÂ shoes…?”

Here is a link to the Billboard story:Â  http://www.billboard.com/#/features/the-business-of-bob-marley-billboard-cover-1005022242.story?page=1
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				Marilyn Monroe’s intellectual property rights sold

				January 14, 2011 1 Comment »

                Share this article:


					Headlines in the deceased celebrity universe were made this week when Authentic Brands Group LLC announced that it has bought the controlling interest in the late Marilyn Monroe from its long-time owner and administrator, Mrs. Anna Strasberg.Â  Authentic Brands already controls the rights to reggae legend Bob Marley, and has announced substantial plans for the revitalization of the Marilyn Monroe business.

Authentic Brands is reportedly developing a Marilyn Monroe-themed reality show, and is rolling out plans for Marilyn-branded makeup and lingerie offerings.Â  Here is a link to the story with additional information from Authentic Brandsâ€™ head, Jamie Salter.Â  http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-01-13/dead-celebrity-dealmaker-salter-buys-marilyn-monroe-name.html

The January 13, 2011 edition of the TLL Daily Advisor [ http://www.tlldailyadvisor.comÂ ] covered the news by adding that Marilyn Monroe has been the subject of recent litigation, and that there are various entities claiming to own or control some aspect of Marilynâ€™s rights or images.Â  One of the biggest challenges the owner or representative of rights like those concerning Marilyn Monroe must face is policing the marketplace.Â  Without a strategy for identifying and resolving unauthorized uses, a brandâ€™s upward potential will always be more limited than it would otherwise have to be.

Another article from Bloomberg lists some of the recent deceased celebrity headlines, including the $27,000 Montblanc limited edition John Lennon pen, and estimates that the market for deceased celebrities is around $2.25 billion annually.Â  http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/11_04/b4212020763824.htm
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				Athletes filing for trademarks makes front page of New York Times and Saturday Night Live’s Weekly Update

				December 15, 2010 2 Comments »

                Share this article:


					The New York Times’ Â December 9, 2010 edition ran a front page story on athletes seeking trademark protection for their names, logos, or catchphrases with which they are identified.Â  << http://www.nytimes.com/2010/12/10/sports/10trademark.html?_r=2&ref=todayspaper >>

TheÂ story, entitled “Sports Stars Seek Profit in Catchphrases,” references recent trademark filings by the New York Jets’ Darrelle Revis and other NFL athletes like Terrell Owens, Michael Strahan and Jared Allen, as well as theÂ NBA’s Manny Ramirez.Â Â  << http://www.USPTO.gov >>Â  The story reports that Darrelle Revis has applied for the trademark “Revis Island” for goods ranging from t-shirts, sweatshirts, sweat pants, hats, and other apparel items, and that Terrell Owens has applied for “I Love Me Some Me.”Â  

The New York Times story also notes that Chad Ochocinco has launched a business around his catchphrases like “Catch Me If You Can,â€� â€œKiss da Baby,â€� and â€œChild Pleez,â€� offering t-shirts and women’s underwear featuring the phrases, but that he has not filed for trademark protections on these phrases.Â  The former Mr. Johnson does have a registered trademark for a COC design.Â  << http://tess2.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f=doc&state=4008:2tq643.11.1 >> As an aside, it’s probably not a good thing when a team’s receiving corp has the same number of reality shows as wins in a season, but at least for the Bengalsâ€™ receiving duo recognizes the importance of protecting their respective intellectual property rights.Â  

To be more precise, Owens applied for â€œI Love Me Some Meâ€� in 2007, and is the owner of a finalized registration, not merely a trademark application.Â  << http://tess2.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f=doc&state=4008:2tq643.2.3 >>Â  â€œRevis Islandâ€� was applied for in early 2010, and has been published for opposition and is likely to be a finalized registration very soon as well.Â  <<Â  http://tess2.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f=doc&state=4008:2tq643.3.1Â  >>Â  Michael Strahan has been the owner of the registered trademark â€œStomp You Outâ€� since 2008. << http://tess2.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f=doc&state=4008:2tq643.4.1 >>Â  By way of comparison, check out the search results for the words Tiger Woods: <<Â  http://tess2.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f=toc&state=4008%3A2tq643.1.1&p_search=searchss&p_L=50&BackReference=&p_plural=yes&p_s_PARA1=&p_tagrepl%7E%3A=PARA1%24LD&expr=PARA1+AND+PARA2&p_s_PARA2=tiger+woods&p_tagrepl%7E%3A=PARA2%24COMB&p_op_ALL=AND&a_default=search&a_search=Submit+QueryÂ  >> or the results for Michael Jordan:Â  <<Â  http://tess2.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f=toc&state=4008%3A2tq643.1.1&p_search=searchss&p_L=50&BackReference=&p_plural=yes&p_s_PARA1=&p_tagrepl%7E%3A=PARA1%24LD&expr=PARA1+AND+PARA2&p_s_PARA2=michael+jordan&p_tagrepl%7E%3A=PARA2%24COMB&p_op_ALL=AND&a_default=search&a_search=Submit+QueryÂ  >>

The NewÂ York Times story also notes an interesting aspect to LeBron James’ arrangements with Nike, stating that Nike owns the rights to the name LeBron.Â  The story states that LeBron signed an agreement with Nike when he was 18, though it does not specify if that agreement is the one that granted the rights to the name LeBron to Nike.Â  It is hard to imagine that such an arrangement would be without a number of limitations to Nike’s claim to LeBron, as compared to LeBron’s ability to exercise his own rights in and to his name.Â  These distinctions could be based upon the distinction between the Right of Publicity and a the rights afforded by a trademark.Â  Nevertheless, Nike is the owner of a series of registered trademarks for the name â€œLeBron,â€� includingÂ  << http://tess2.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f=doc&state=4008:2tq643.10.6Â  >>Â  <<Â  http://tess2.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f=doc&state=4008:2tq643.10.5Â  >> andÂ  << http://tess2.uspto.gov/bin/showfield?f=doc&state=4008:2tq643.10.4 >>

It is my experience that athletes (and other notable personalities) are sometimes almost forced to seek protection of this kind, as a component to establishing a foundation of intellectual property rights that can prevent unauthorized and infringing uses.Â  A substantial market exists for products associated with famous personalities, whether they are officially licensed or are infringing products.Â  Trademark registrations can be a useful complement to the Right of Publicity in such instances.

The TLL Daily Advisor of December 10, 2010 picked up onÂ the New York Times story in its summary entitled “Missing the Mark.” Â They noted that the New York Times‘ coverage failed to point out that part of the benefit to an athlete in seeking trademark registrations is that the business surrounding that mark then belongs to the athlete, not the team, league, or playersâ€™ association.Â << http://www.tlldailyadvisor.com/ >> The TLL Daily Advisor states “Generally, if another entity (say a team) uses a phrase or image before the player applies to protect it, the first user gets the rights.”Â  Actually, there is a lot more to the process than â€œfirst to file.â€�Â  While some other countries follow the first to file approach, the U.S. system usually considers the propriety of the party seeking registration.Â  I think most would agree that this is theÂ better system, preventing opportunistic prospecting of marks by would-be infringers.Â  One is reminded ofÂ the cybersquatting frenzy that took place in the 1990s and early 2000s, whereÂ the first one to apply for a domain name like “HumphreyBogart.com” would be the one to get it.Â  See the National Arbitration Forum decision in that domain dispute here: << http://www.adrforum.com/domains/decisions/144631.htm >>

The TLL Daily Advisor also correctly notes that the business involving the trademarks associated with an athlete will generally direct the cash flow and control over use to the player directly, bypassing the playersâ€™ association that might otherwise administer and control commercial uses of a player.Â  I think that the players associations of most leagues generally do a good job and provide a service to its constituency overall.Â  That said, one only needs to look at recent cases such as the retired NFL players class action suits against video game manufacturers and the players associations to see that isnâ€™t always the case.Â  Here is my blog analyzing the award of $29 million to a class action of retired NFL players in a suit against a video game manufacturer: << http://rightofpublicity.com/analysis-of-the-29-million-jury-award-to-retired-nfl-layers >>Â  Also see: << http://rightofpublicity.com/john-maddens-opportunity-to-speak-on-behalf-of-retired-players >>Â 

The TLL Daily Advisor article also notes that theseÂ issues could raise a Right of Publicity issue, but concludes that it “could be a very gray area.”Â Â Iâ€™m not sure itÂ really is all that gray, but there certainly is a need for practitioners whoÂ are experienced with the ins and outs of this area of the law and the business surrounding it.Â  There isnâ€™t a lot of them because it is difficult to get clients, and equally hard to get on the â€œinsideâ€� of the deals and opportunities that famous personalities enter into or have available to them.Â  

To conclude on a light note, I noticed that on December 11, 2010, Saturday Night Live got in on this coverage during Weekly Update with Seth Myers.Â  Myers states that Revis is seeking a â€œcopyrightâ€� for Revis Island, Terrell Owens has applied for â€œI Love Me Someâ€¦â€� and Michael Strahan has â€œStomp You Out,â€� setting up a Brett Favre punch line based on one of Al Pacinoâ€™s famous lines from Scarface.Â  Iâ€™ll give Seth Myers a break for mistakenly saying â€œcopyrightâ€� instead of â€œtrademark.â€�Â  Heâ€™s certainly not the first anchor or reporter to use these legally distinct terms interchangeably.Â  I wrote a lighthearted comment on this phenomenon in Res Gestae, the magazine of the Indiana State Bar, entitled â€œTradewrongs:Â  Adventures in un-Intellectual Property.â€�Â  Here is a link to that article: << http://www.luminarygroup.com/Press_Center/Articles/ResGestae_2004-10.pdf >>
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				Every Halloween brings another Forbes’ Top-Earning Dead Celebrities list and, usually, a few surprises

				October 26, 2010 1 Comment »

                Share this article:


					It’s almost Halloween, and Forbes has released its annual list of Top-Earning Dead Celebrities.Â  I won’t give away the list here, but I will note a few observations.Â  First, there are a few intriguing new entries on the list.Â  Sometimes, it seems,Â what’s bad for the person is good for business.Â  Just ask Michael Jackson.Â  Second, a few former perennial entries have dropped off the list.Â  Third, even in a “down” economy, the claimed earnings of those on the list appear to increase almostÂ every year, sometimes substantially.Â Â Certainly the interest in, and thus market for, deceased famous personalities, is not waning.Â  Here is a link to the Forbes list:

http://www.forbes.com/2010/10/22/top-earning-dead-celebrities-business-entertainment-dead-celebs-10_land.html?boxes=listschannelinsidelists
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				NBC sitcom 30 Rock gives a nod to the Right of Publicity through Johnny Appleseed joke

				October 8, 2010 3 Comments »

                Share this article:


					While the right of publicity is not articulated specifically, the legal doctrine made its way into the dialogue of NBC’s 30 Rock.Â  Specifically, in the October 7, 2010 episode of 30 Rock entitled â€œLetâ€™s Stay Together,â€� Liz Lemon (Tina Fey) is approached by Pete (Scott Adsit) on her production staff, and the following dialogue ensues: 

Â 

Pete:Â  Liz, quick question about the Johnny Appleseed sketch.Â  Does it hurt it if we canâ€™t call him Johnny Appleseed?Â  

Liz:Â  Yes!Â  Why?Â  

Pete:Â  Well, Johnny Appleseed was a real guy and his descendants are very litigious (both roll eyes). Â So, here is a list of the names that legal says we can use:Â  Jerry Bananaseedâ€¦andâ€¦nothing else.Â  

Liz:Â  Great so what are my choices?Â  Either I argue with legal or I spend all day writing something else.Â  Does anyone care how hard I workâ€¦?Â  

Pete:Â  (interrupting)Â  Doh!Â  We canâ€™t use Jerry Bananaseed, someone with that name killed a bunch of nurses in Portland.Â  

Liz:Â  Sigh.

Later in the episode, Lemon is complaining to Jack Donaghy (Alec Baldwin) about howÂ she doesnâ€™t feel respected by her staff.Â  She references not being able to do the stupid Johnny Appleseed sketch, prompting Jack to say:

â€œWhoa, whoa, whoa, you are not doing a sketch on the Appleseed family.Â  Monty Appleseeed and I share a liquor locker at the opera.â€� 

Â 

Who says the Right of Publicity canâ€™t be funny?Â  
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				Lingerie company launches ad campaign featuring Princess Diana lookalike on anniversary of Diana’s death

				September 6, 2010 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					On the anniversary of the death of the People’s Princess, lingerie company Jealousy International has launched an ad campaign featuring a Diana, Princess of Wales look alike.Â  In a CNN story,  commentator states that there is nothing anyone can do when it occurs posthumously.Â  Michael Jackson and James Dean are referenced as examples who have no rights or basis to object to commercial infringement.Â  As any reader of this website knows, the rights of a deceased personality (such as those named) are generally going to be enforceable against commercial exploitation and appropriation.Â  Here is a link to the CNN story:

http://www.cnn.com/video/#/video/world/2010/09/05/bilchik.princess.di.lingerie.cnn?hpt=T2
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				Who has the right to use “Material Girl” for clothing line:  Madonna or LA Triumph?

				August 20, 2010 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Madonna has entered into a variety of licensing and branding deals recently including with her daughter, Lourdes.Â  One of those deals is for an exclusive line with Macyâ€™s to be called â€œMaterial Girlâ€� after the nickname she has been known by since her hit song of the same name in the 1980s.

L.A. Triumph has filed a lawsuit to stop use of the Material Girl name by Madonna and Macyâ€™s, on the basis that it has been using a line also called â€œMaterial Girlâ€� since 1997.

This situation raises a variety of interesting questions concerning right of publicity and trademark.Â  It can hardly be debated that â€œMaterial Girlâ€� is a well-known, long-standing, and unequivocal reference to Madonna.Â  Madonna has stated that she in fact does not like that nickname, as detailed in the article located at the link below.Â  However, there is little question that commercial use of a nickname can be just as much a right of publicity violation as use of the personâ€™s actual name.Â  In my Right of Publicity classes, I use the idea of something that is â€œunequivocally identifiable.â€�Â  In this instance, I believe Madonna is unequivocally identifiable by the nickname â€œMaterial Girl,â€� whether she likes it or not.

However, there is the possibility of an entity acquiring trademark interests in a name that it has been using for a long time.Â  L.A. Triumph has reportedly been using the name â€œMaterial Girlâ€� for over a decade.Â  One question I have is whether L.A. Triumphâ€™s line makes any other association to Madonna, whether overt or tacit.Â  Perhaps that will be investigated as the lawsuit evolves.

Here is a link to the story:

http://www.nypost.com/p/blogs/popwrap/madonna_material_girl_woes_TvYY9NjKfDkzY0tVPJKakJ
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				Vampire Weekend Contra album cover controversy

				August 19, 2010 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					A formerÂ model has sued the band Vampire Weekend alleging unauthorized use of a Polaroid photo of her on the cover of their release â€œContra.â€�Â  The model, Ann Kirsten Kennis, is seekingÂ $2 million in damages for use of a Polaroid picture taken of her in 1983.Â  Kennis’s lawyer said the picture was a private family photo and not a modeling picture intended for commercial use.Â  Her lawyer says that that Kennis’ mother sometimes sold collections of the photographs she took to shops and charity bazaars.

The picture made its way to photographer Tod Brody, who is also named in the suit.Â  The lawsuit alleges that Brody informed Vampire Weekend that he took the picture, and further alleges that Brody forged Kennis’ signature on a release form. Vampire Weekend apparently paid $5,000 for the picture.Â  In a statement, Vampire Weekend said “As is standard practice, Vampire Weekend and XL Recordings licensed the rights to use the photo on the cover of Contra pursuant to a license agreement that contains representations and warranties authorizing this use of the photo. Now that a lawsuit has been filed, we look forward to having the matter resolved in court.”
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				Times Square Showdown:  The Naked Cowboy vs. The Naked Cowgirl

				August 18, 2010 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					If you’ve been to Times Square, you’ve probably seen them.Â  On one side is the Naked Cowboy, Robert Burck, known for wearing only white underwear, cowboy hat and boots while singing and playing guitar throughout the year, in Times Square.Â  On the other side is the Naked Cowgirl, known for wearing a bikini, cowboy hat, and cowboy boots while singing and playing guitar throughout the year, in Times Square.

Robert Burck, the Naked Cowboy claims that the Naked Cowgirl, Sandra Brodsky, is infringing the look and act he started over a decade ago.Â  The Naked Cowboy has trademark registrations and has licensed his name and related intellectual property rights, including his right of publicity, in a variety of contexts as this site has previously reported.Â  He also has attempted to set up a franchise system whereby others seeking to perform a similar act can do so under agreement from Burck.Â  Brodsky has refused to sign such an agreement, claiming that the payments to Burck would make it economically unattractive to continue the act.

Burck also filed suit against Mars, Inc. in 2008, concerningÂ a billboard campaign in Times Square depicting the M&M characters in a style similar to the Naked Cowboy.Â  That case settled under confidential arrangements.

Here is a link to the complaint filed by Burck in late July, 2010:

http://www.manatt.com/uploadedFiles/News_and_Events/Newsletters/AdvertisingLaw@manatt/Naked%20Cowboy%20v%20%20Brodsky.pdf 
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				California amends its right of publicity statute, adding provisions for soldiers and others who become famous due to death

				July 1, 2010 2 Comments »

                Share this article:


					More right of publicity news from California, this time with an interesting correlation to those who serve in the military.Â Â California bill ABA 585Â was passed by the California legislature in June, 2010, extending post-mortem right of publicity recognition to those who might have become famous because of their death.Â Â The bill willÂ go into effect in 2011.Â Â Â Â 

This is significant because while the existing 3344.1 of the California Civil Code provides a 70 year term of post-mortem protection, it is for those who meet the criteria of personalities:Â  â€œany natural person whose name, voice, signature, photograph, or likeness has commercial value at the time of his or her death.â€�Â  This would suggest that those who are not personalities at the time ofÂ their death might not be eligible for protection under the prior version of the California statute.Â  The new bill clarifies this point by adding thatÂ “personalities” includes thoseÂ â€œwhose name, voice, signature, photograph, or likeness has commercial value…because of his or her death.”Â Â Â Â 

The bill was sponsored by former Marine and currentÂ Assemblyman Paul Cook, because of the recent emergence of websites selling T-shirts with names of American soldiers killed in the Iraq War. Â Other states have enacted similar provisions in recognition of soldiers or others who become famous because of their death, including Arizona (Ariz. Rev. Stat. Â§ 13-3726 (2009), Florida (Fl. Stat. Â§ 540.08 (2009); Louisiana (La. Rev. Stat. Â§ 102.21 (2009)), Oklahoma (Okla. Stat. tit. 21, Â§ 839.1A (2009)) and Texas (Tex. Prop. Code Ann. Â§ 26.001 et. seq. (2009)). Â 

The California statute was amended in 2007 to clarify or confirm that the statuteâ€™s provisions were retroactive to those who died before the effective date of the statute (1985).Â  Presumably then, the new billâ€™s provisions are retroactive as well.

Â 

Â 
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				Hulk Hogan v. Post Cocoa Pebbles:  And the Winner Is?

				June 30, 2010 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Professional wrestler and reality TV mainstay Hulk Hogan has filed a claim against Post for an advertisement for Cocoa Pebbles cereal in which an animated character based on Hogan’s likeness appears. Â The suit was filed in Florida district court.Â  In the Cocoa Pebbles ad, Fred Flintstone and Barney Rubble are in the ring against an opponent with long blond hair and a long blond mustache referred to as “Hulk Boulder.” Â Hulk Hogan went by the name Hulk Boulder in the 1970s.Â  The commercial kept running after Hogan originally objected to it in August 2009.

In the advertisement, the Hulk Boulder character initially wins a match against Fred and Barney, and eats a bowl of Cocoa Pebbles, but then Pebbles and Bamm-Bamm toss Boulder into the air.Â  Boulder breaks into pieces upon landing, which Hogan characterized as humiliating in his complaint.
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				Widow of Fred Astaire files lawsuit over annual dance awards ceremony named “Fred and Adele Astaire Awards”

				June 9, 2010 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					In early June, Robyn Astaire, widow of dance legend Fred Astaire, filed a lawsuit in the Southern District of New York, for the purpose of blocking use of Astaire’s name in conjunction with the Fred and Adele Astaire Awards, to be held at John Jay College.

The awards ceremony, which seeks to recognize dance perofrmances and choreography work in Broadway productions and film, has been held for the last twenty-eight years.Â  Based on the allegations in the complaint, Fred Astaire licensed use of his name in 1982 for the Astaire Awards, as they were known at the time.Â  Robyn Astaire continued the tradition by occasionally allowing use of Fred Astaire’s name for the event, but in 2006 stopped giving such authorization because she felt the nature of the event had changed.

Here is a link to the full story:

http://mediadecoder.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/05/31/stumble-for-an-awards-show/?ref=media
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				Unprecedented, overreaching exemptions undermine several current Right of Publicity bills

				April 16, 2010 2 Comments »

                Share this article:


					Major developments are taking place on the Right of Publicity legislation front. Unfortunately, they are not favorable to those who support or rely on recognition of the Right of Publicity.Â  As previously reported here, Michigan, New York and North Carolina are all presently considering Right of Publicity legislation.Â  There are some unprecedented provisions in the Michigan and New York bills which have the potential to render passage of a Right of Publicity law in these states a Pyrrhic victory, at best.Â  

Â 

It is apparent that the unified, well-funded business interests seeking to taper back Right of Publicity recognition are gaining more traction in shaping the law than the handful of individual voices who will be affected by these laws.Â  It would be nice to see the players associations of the various professional sports leagues voice objection to these developments.Â  If these bills are passed with such one-sided provisions, it will detrimentally impact the past, present and future athletes that the players associations ostensibly exist to serve.

Â 

What exactly are those provisions?Â  Well, as you can see for yourself by visiting the links to the respective bills (included below), there is now an unqualified exemption for video games in Michigan’s bill.Â  Prior versions of the bill sought some kind of limitation, such as use in a video game that is incidental or fleeting.Â  No such limitations are included now, rendering the obviously commercial product of video games on the same level as books and newspapers.Â  

Â 

Not to be outdone, New York’s law has the same outright exemption for video games.Â  But it goes further, and also provides more unprecedented exemptions for greeting cards, games that use multiple personalities, calendars, and tee shirts.Â  

Â 

I question whether a judge can be expected to differentiate between a short sleeve shirt, baby tee, jersey length tee, embroidered tee, or designer shirts, for example, so it seems likely that tee shirts would encompass all of the above.Â  And since there can’t really be a legal distinction based on sleeve length or whether an article of clothing has a hood on it, it follows that it would also include sweatshirts, team jerseys, sweaters, jackets, and other garments.Â  While the bill provides that the exemption does not apply if the person’s name or image is on the label of the garment, that is rare in the universe of licensing personalities. Typically, the use hinges on the name and image of the personality appearing prominently on the front of the garment.

Â 

The categories of apparel, greeting cards, games, calendars and video games are some of the most important in the licensing industry.Â  No doubt those companies that create and sell products using famous people’s names and images would love the ability to commercialize those valuable assets without the burden of paying for those rights, or seeking approval in the event that the famous individual or his or her heirs would prefer not to be involved in the product at all.Â  It isn’t all about money, after all.Â  

Â 

My experience dictates that retired or deceased athletes will be especially susceptible to the impact of these exemptions.Â Â Even if such parties still have Lanham Act claims available, pursuit of an infringement on trademark grounds is different from Right of Publicity grounds.Â  Those who argue that the Lanham Act claims alone should be sufficient are essentially telling the carpenter to use the side of a wrench to pound in a nail, while walking off with the carpenter’s hammer.Â  The Right of Publicity is clearly the right tool for this job.Â  

Â 

These one-sided provisions appear to be popping up in every state that is presently considering a Right of Publicity bill.Â  Yet, the last twelve to eighteen months have brought litigation by Jim Brown, various NCAA athletes, and not one but two class action suits by former NFL players against Madden FootballÂ concerning alleged abuses of these individuals’ Rights of Publicity.Â  Even in the absence of express exemptions for video games, it is apparent that those being included in video games without permission feel that significant abuses are already occurring.Â  One can not expect such instances to diminish in the wake of a law shielding video games altogether.Â  

Â 

If you are in position to voice opposition to these sweeping, unprecedented and one-sided exemptions, please send your written opposition to the appropriate parties backing these bills.Â  Similarly, if you have access to those who might be directly affected by these bills, please arrange for them to voice their opposition.Â  

Â 

If these bills were to become law, it would be worse than merely a Pyrrhic victory; it would be a loss in disguise as victory.Â  

Â 

Here is a link to the Michigan and New York Right of Publicity bills:

Â 

Michigan House Bill 5964, sponsored by Representative Byrnes: http://052.housedems.com/

Summary of the Bill: http://www.legislature.mi.gov/(S(5s10sv452ywfc345fgu2j045))/mileg.aspx?page=getObject&objectName=2010-HB-5964 

Text of the Bill: http://www.legislature.mi.gov/documents/2009-2010/billintroduced/House/pdf/2010-HIB-5964.pdf 

Â 

New York S06790, Senate Majority Leader, John Sampson: http://www.nysenate.gov/senator/john-l-sampson/contact

Summary of the Bill: http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?bn=S06790&sh=t 

Text of the Bill: http://assembly.state.ny.us/leg/?default_fld=&bn=S06790%09%09&Text=Y
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				Video game manufacturer EA loses motion to dismiss to NCAA football star Sam Keller

				March 24, 2010 1 Comment »

                Share this article:


					In yet another ruling concerning video games, the likenesses of notable athletes, and the NCAA, a California judgeÂ has rejected Electronic Art’s motion to dismiss a claim brought by formerÂ NCAA football player Sam Keller.Â  It should be noted that this is not a final disposition on the case overall, but rather is an interim ruling that allows Keller’s case to move forward.Â  It may, however, be a strong indicator of how the court will ultimately decide issues concerning liability and the defenses EA is likely to advance.

The lawsuit centers on theÂ use by EA of KellerÂ EA’s NCAA Football video game. In an effort to support its motion to dismiss, EA argued that its use of Keller’s likeness was not a violation becauseÂ the use was transformative, and that the use was a matter inÂ the public interest.


I’ll remain neutral on this topic overall, as I have in past entries on point, but it seems to me that the purpose of including an athlete in a video game is for the purpose of not transforming the player but rather ensuring that the game user will recognize the athletes included in the game.Â  As such, the purpose is quite the opposite of a transformative use.Â  In the EA game, the content not only included Keller’s jersey number and physical characteristics, but also identifiers like his home state that the game user could view.Â  The court appeared to agree with this view when it stated that EA showed KellerÂ “as he was.”

As for the newsworthy arguement, the court found that the EA use wasÂ not merely news reporting, and the video game use was distinguishable from fantasy football games, which have secured certain First Amendment from the courts in recent years.

Here is a link to the story:



http://www.winston.com/index.cfm?contentid=34&itemid=3755#page=1
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				Lindsay Lohan and the E*Trade “milkaholic” baby

				March 9, 2010 4 Comments »

                Share this article:


					Lindsay Lohan has filed a lawsuit in New York against E*Trade, seeking $50 million in compensatory damages and $50 million in punitive damages.Â  She also seeks to have the advertisement pulled.Â Â The advertisement, whichÂ premiered during Super Bowl XLIV, Â involves an off-screen female voice asking the on-screen E*Trade baby through a video chat if “that milkaholic Lindsay” was over when he didn’t call her the night before, prompting another baby, Lindsay, to step into the camera and ask “milk-a what?”

Is Lindsay Lohan identifiable from the E*Trade use?Â  Lohan’s attorney has stated that Lohan is famous on a single-name basis, just like Oprah or Madonna.Â  Whether that can be established may be up to the judge or jury if the parties don’t settle the claim first.

Here is a link to the story:

http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/35780790/ns/business-media_biz/
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				NCAA policies regarding use of players’ names and images under fire again

				February 16, 2010 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					The policies of the NCAA concerning use of student athletes’ names, images and likenesses have been a lightning rod for controversy in recent years.Â  Most recently, former UCLA basketball star Ed O’BannonÂ achieved an interim victory when, on February 8, 2010,Â a judge in San Francisco denied the NCAA’s motion to dismiss a class-action lawsuit led by O’Bannon.Â  A large part of the claim centers around the NCAA’sÂ agreements that athletes must sign, allowing the NCAAÂ use ofÂ students’Â names and images for the NCAA to promote events, activities or programs.Â Â Since I have colleagues or clients on both sides of the aisle, I’ll remain neutral on the issue and let youÂ come to your own conclusions.Â  Here’s a link to the story:

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/02/09/sports/ncaabasketball/09ncaa.htmlÂ 
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				Proposed amendment to Indiana’s Right of Publicity statute

				February 4, 2010 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					A new bill, HB 1335,Â is in front of the Indiana legislature which seeks to bring clarification to certain aspects of Indiana’s right of publicity provisions.Â Â Specifically, the bill would clarifyÂ application of domicile analysis as wellÂ as common law right of publicity under Indiana law.Â  The bill is up for a voteÂ by the HouseÂ in the first week ofÂ February,Â then it will goes to the Senate in the second week of February.Â Â Here is a summary of the bill:Â Â Â 

Â 

HB 1335 Provides that, for purposes of the law concerning rights of publicity: (1) to codify the common law in existence before July 1, 1993, the law applies to a cause of action commenced after June 30, 1993, regardless of when the cause of action arose; (2) if a personality died testate before July 1, 1993, the rights recognized under the law are deemed to be in the possession of the current holder of the interests of the beneficiary of the residuary clause of the testamentary instrument as if the rights had been distributed according to the testamentary instrument and transferred according to the rights of publicity and, if a personality died intestate before July 1, 1993, the rights recognized under the law are deemed to be in the possession of the current holder of the interests as if the estate had been distributed according to the law where the estate was probated and transferred according to the rights of publicity; and (3) if a testamentary instrument does not contain an express transfer of the deceased personality’s rights of publicity, a provision in the testamentary instrument that provides for the disposition of the residue of the deceased personality’s assets is effective to transfer the rights recognized under the law in accordance with the terms of the provision. Makes other changes concerning the transferability and descendibility of rights of publicity

Â 

I have read the substance of HB 1335 and I’m inclined to give my support to its provisions as currently drafted.Â  The entire bill can be viewed at this link: Â http://www.in.gov/apps/lsa/session/billwatch/billinfo?year=2010&request=getBill&docno=1335Â 
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				AIPLA Conference includes Right of Publicity presentation by Author of RightOfPublicity.com

				February 1, 2010 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Last week, I had the opportunity to speak at the American Intellectual Property Law Association’s annual mid-winter conference in La Quinta, California.Â  The panel presentation I was part of focused on various intellectual property matters, while my specific presentation concentrated on recent Right of Publicity cases and legislative developments.Â  The Right of Publicity presentation generated a strong crowd response and dialogue, which made for an engaging session. Â Â The conference featured decorated speakers including senior executives from IBM, Microsoft, Texas Instruments, Palm, AT&T, Lockheed Martin, Caterpillar, and many others, as well as attorneys from all over the world.Â  AIPLA puts on an impressive program and I would highly recommend it.Â  The location, La Quinta, was quite impressive as well.Â  Be sure to check out AIPLA’s future programs at http://www.AIPLA.org for more information.Â  
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				Shaquille O’Neal files lawsuit against Las Vegas company for “Shaqtus” portrayal and other infringing activities

				January 19, 2010 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					A few weeks ago, it was Michael Jordan suing Chicago-based grocery stores, this week it is Shaquille O’Neal suing a Las Vegas business called True Fan Logo.Â  In both instances, businesses from the hometown of the NBA teams Jordan and O’NealÂ  played for (respectively) used the Right of PublicityÂ of eachÂ player without authorization.

O’Neal has a company in place for handling the management of his intellectual property rights, including his trademark and Right of Publicity. Â Mine O’Mine, Inc., O’Neal’s company, is therefore named as the plaintiff in the lawsuit, which was filed against defendant True Fan Logo as well as the individuals who own True Fan Logo.

The activity giving rise to the lawsuit relates toÂ defendant’s online store named “Shaqtus Orange Clothing Co.” as well as some interesting exchanges between the parties.

When O’Neal played for the Phoenix Suns, he was known as “The Big Cactus” and “The Big Shaqtus.”Â  O’Neal now plays for the Cleveland Cavaliers.

The lawsuit states that the defendant’sÂ web site displays an animated cactus character with Oâ€™Nealâ€™s likeness,Â wearing an orange “Phoenix Shaqtus” jersey and the number 32, which was Oâ€™Nealâ€™s number when he played for the Suns.

The law suit also includes allegations of some interesting exchanges between defendant’s company and ESPN, including defendant’s issuance of a cease and desist letter to ESPN claiming that defendant owned the rights to the Shaq cactus image, but offering to resolve the matter if ESPN would do business with defendant.Â  Reportedly, ESPN responded that it had permission from Shaquille O’Neal’s company for the ESPN cactus portrayal, and that in fact it was defendant’s who were infringing upon O’Neal’s intellectual property rights.

The law suit also details an exchange between the parties in which defendant’s claim that Shaquille O’Neal consented to defendant’s use of the Shaqtus name when Oâ€™Neal posed forÂ a picture with defendant and signed a t-shirt for the defendant.

The lawsuit includes claims ranging from trademark infringement, dilution and unfair competition toÂ  cybersquatting for defendant’s use of domain names that employ O’Neal’s intellectual property rights.

Perhaps the circumstances giving rise to this lawsuit, if taken at face value, may explain why athletes are sometimes reluctant to sign autographs for “fans” who then try to exploit that autograph, photograph or brief interaction for commercial gain.
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				PETA launches new ad featuring Michelle Obama without First Lady’s permission

				January 6, 2010 3 Comments »

                Share this article:


					PETA has launched a new advertisement featuring Michelle Obama, Oprah Winfrey, Carrie Underwood and Tyra Banks.Â  PETA did notÂ get permission from the First Lady for her inclusionÂ in the advertisement.Â  PETA’s response to the mounting criticism is that PETA “wouldn’t have sought” Obama’s permission because PETAÂ “knows” the First Lady “can’t make such endorsements.”Â  Here’s is a link to the story with an image of the advertisement:

http://www.swamppolitics.com/news/politics/blog/2010/01/michelle_obama_peta_ad_fur_fli.html
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				Michael Jordan Sues Grocery Stores for Hall of Fame Congratulatory Ads

				December 30, 2009 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					The Chicago Sun-Times has reported that Michael Jordan has sued two Chicago-area grocery stores for advertisements for the grocery stores featuring Jordan’s name and number 23 which ran in Sports Illustrated.Â  The ads for Jewel and Dominicik’s offer congratulations to the Chicago Bulls legend for his induction to the Basketball Hall of Fame, while also promotingÂ steaks and other goods available at the grocery stores.Â TheÂ lawsuits seek at least $5 million in damages from each of the stores.Â Â Â One of the ads depicts Jordan jumping through the billboard with the tagline “You are a cut above” along with a coupon for a steak at the grocery store. The Jewel ad features a pair of shoes that Jordan claims are a “misleading copy” of his signature Nike Air Jordans.Â  Here is a link to the story:

http://www.nbcchicago.com/news/local-beat/Michael-Jordan-Sues-Jewel-and-Dominicks.html

www.RightofPublicity.com
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				Chuck Yeager lands favorable ruling in right of publicity claim against AT&T

				December 15, 2009 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					General Chuck Yeager, known for breaking the sound barrier amongst many other distinctions in his career, has won a ruling against AT&T for the unauthorized use of his right of publicity.Â  The story at the following link gives a bit more detail, although it also characterizes breaking the sound barrier as itself a protectable intellectual property asset.

http://www.onpointnews.com/NEWS/Chuck-Yeager-Keeps-on-Flying-With-Publicity-Rights-Suit.html
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				Bob Marley predicted to gross over $1 billion by 2012

				November 20, 2009 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					The private equity firm that purchased a controlling share in the intellectual property rights pertaining to Bob Marley is predicting that gross revenue associated with Bob Marley could surpass $1 billion by 2012.

The revenue predictions are based on pending deals featuring Bob MarleyÂ in the electronics, video game, beverage and skin care product categories.Â  It also is interesting to note that this firm, Hilco Consumer Capital, has also announced its first-phase plan to crack down on unauthorized uses of Bob Marley’s name, image and likeness.Â  In a down economy, pursuit of unauthorized uses coupled with the potential of litigation can be an effective supplement to the accounts receivable column.

If the estimatesÂ ring true, the reported acquisition price of $20 million will prove to have been a good investment.Â  Here is a link to the story:

http://money.cnn.com/2009/11/20/news/companies/bob_marley.fortune/index.htm?cnn=yes

http://www.rightofpublicity.com

http://www.luminarygroup.com
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				Gwen Stefani and No Doubt sue Activision over Rock Band video game

				November 17, 2009 1 Comment »

                Share this article:


					The band No Doubt filed a lawsuit against Activision earlier this month.Â  The suit is based on the band’s objection to the use of the band members as avatars which game users can use to perform songs other than the band’s own material.Â  The suit references the possibility of the band’s front person, Gwen Stefani, being made to perform the Rolling Stones’ Honky Tonk Woman, the lyrics of which reportedly are offensive to Stefani.Â 

 Some may recall the suit filed by Courtney Love against Activision, over the potential use of Kurt Cobain being made to perform music that Cobain would have objected to on artistic grounds.

Â 

An interesting twist to the No Doubt case is that the band had a contract with Activision for certain uses of the band and its music.Â  Apparently the dispute is about the other uses a game player can make of the No Doubt characters.Â  Recent draft right of publicity legislation reflects the video game industry’s lobbying efforts to make disputes such as the No Doubt lawsuit a thing of the past.Â  In an effort to align video games with other statutorily-exempted uses, the lobbyists for the video game industry would like video games to be considered a protected medium and not subject to liability for right of publicity claims.Â 


Here is a link to one of many articles reporting the story: http://www.shacknews.com/onearticle.x/61134
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				Nelson Mandela and the $24 Mandela Burger

				November 6, 2009 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Time Magazine has recently reported on a “Mandela Burger” offered by a cafe in Copenhagen, named after Nelson Mandela.



 What is not articulated in the Time coverage is that the Cafe itself is named Cafe Mandela.Â  If a “Mandela Burger” is an actionable violation, so too is “Cafe Mandela.”



Mandela and his Foundation are based in South Africa, and the cafe is based in Denmark.Â  
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				Just in time for Halloween, Forbes.com releases 2009 Top-Earning Dead Celebrities list

				October 31, 2009 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					The new 2009 Forbes list of “Top Earning Dead Celebrities” has just been released.Â  A Halloween tradition, this year’s list brings a few surprises along with some, but not all, of the usual suspects.Â  

Â Of note are the significant numbers these personalities pulled in, with the first spot occupied by Yves Saint Lauren at a reported $350 million.Â  A few years ago, $50 million would have guaranteed the top spot.Â  This year, that amount would barely earn a spot in the top 5, with J.R.R. Tolkien holding the number five slot at a reported $50 million.

Â 

On closer examination, most of the larger-than-usual numbers are driven by one-time events. Â The Yves Saint Laurent entry was primarily a result of an auction of an art collection he owned with his partner.Â  The runner-up, Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein, claim a reported $235 million as a result of a $200 million acquisition of the rights to Rodgers’ and Hammerstein’s creations by a Dutch pension fund.Â  Michael Jackson pulls in at number three, with a reported $90 million stemming from earnings from a merchandise deal, the Sony film This Is It, and the significant increase in sales and airplay of his music catalog following his death.Â  Elvis is the first perennial entry, claiming $55 million for the number four spot on the list.Â  Tolkien’s $50 million, enough to pull in a top five entry, was the result of a settlement between the HarperCollins and New Line Cinema over a dispute over unpaid royalties.

Â 

In each of these cases, the circumstances will not repeat and many of these names will drop off.Â  That said, I expect that Michael Jackson will be even higher on the list next year.Â  J.R.R. Tolkien will no doubt reemerge after the release of the Lord of the Rings prequel, The Hobbit, in 2011.Â  

Â 

Through it all, Elvis and Albert Einstein remain perennial entries, with John Lennon and Jimi Hendrix also proving to be safe bets.Â  Three out of four of those are musicians, in part because the value of an iconic music catalog can serve as an almost inexhaustible asset with no pre-determined cap on potential earnings.Â  I’ll leave it to you to figure out the past perennials who have dropped off the list, although at least a few of the comments on the Forbes website for this story have picked up on these absences. Â Â 

Â 

The complete Forbes 2009 list can be accessed at: 

http://www.forbes.com/2009/10/27/top-earning-dead-celebrities-list-dead-celebs-09-entertainment_land.html

Â 

http://www.RightofPublicity.com
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				DirectTV’s Farley Flap

				October 30, 2009 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Deceased comedian and Saturday Night Live alumÂ Chris Farley is at the center of a controversy concerning the use of a Farley clip in a DirecTV advertisement.Â  The advertisement involves a clip from the movie “Tommy Boy.”Â  CriticsÂ allege the ad is in poor taste.

The ad deviates from being simply a movie clip when new footage of Spade involves his pitch for DirecTV.Â  “Great, I’m here with tons of fun, but I could be at home with DirecTV”Â Spade says.

The right of publicity exists in no small part to ensure that, at the very least, those decisions can be made by theÂ heirs and not the public at large.Â  

I am reminded of a television ad for GMC trucks, involving a still image of Rosa Parks along with many other personalities and images, such as Martin Luther King Jr., a former President, Neil Armstrong, as well as iconic images from U.S. history.Â  Shortly thereafter, an op-ed ran in the New York Times stating that it was inappropriate for Rosa Parks to be hawking trucks.

The decision to license the image of Rosa Parks was carefully considered by those charged with that responsibility.Â  Ultimately, permission was granted because the use was deemed tasteful, not derogatory to Rosa’s legacy, and a meaningful source of needed-funding for The Raymond and Rosa Parks Institute for Self-Development.

The New York Times writer did not point to any other rightsowners included to the same extent in the spot.Â  

Here is a link to theÂ Farley story:Â  http://www.cnn.com/2009/SHOWBIZ/TV/10/27/farley.directtv.commercial/index.html
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				FTC Proposed Regulations Concerning Celebrity Endorsements

				October 16, 2009 1 Comment »

                Share this article:


					The FTC is considering new regulations concerning celebrity endorsements and testimonials.Â  As some may be aware, the FTC has previously taken a position concerning the authenticity of certain celebrity endorsements and testimonials, so these developments are not entirely uncharted territory.Â  It is interesting to consider how these regulations could be intepreted with respect to deceased personalities.Â  One might conclude that if a personality is deceased, how can they endorse much of anything?Â  In fact, the matter is not that simple and there are certain dynamics in place which can function in a same or similar capacity as an endorsement from a living person.Â  The extent of the endorsement may also be part of the analysis, such as when an infomercial heavily integrates a given personality, and the strong indication is that the personality uses and recommends the product.

This is more directed at living celebs and infomercials, but it has some potential applicability in both casting and celeb brand licensing and doesnâ€™t appear to distinguish b/t living or dead celebs. Â It might be something you need to consider drafting specific clauses in the license to address, particularly regarding liability of celebrities for false claims.Â  While no distinction is made between living and deceased personalities, the following are specifically identified:

1.Â  Celebrity endorsersÂ may be liable for statements about a product which are false or do not represent the celebrity’s own views

2.Â  Advertisers should disclose the relationship whenÂ theÂ celebrity is pitching a product or service on a talk show or other medium when the it is not obvious that the celebrity is being paid to make that plug.

3.Â  Advertisers should only use endorsements of celebrities if the advertiser believes that a celebrity subscribes to the views presented.

More information is accessible at the following link:

http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=7c4079f9-330d-4bfc-8b2f-5032ef23a494&utm_source=Lexology%20Daily%20Newsfeed&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=Amec%20subscriber%20daily%20feed&utm_content=Lexology%20Daily%20Newsfeed%202009-10-16&utm_term=
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				60 Minutes “A Living For the Dead” updated segment includes Luminary Group

				September 29, 2009 2 Comments »

                Share this article:


					The Right of Publicity was part of 60 Minutes’ season premier episode on Sunday, September 27, 2009, in a segment captioned “A Living For The Dead” which, in updated segments, included reference to Luminary Group and the celebrity clients it represents.Â  I’ve been contacted concerning inaccuracies that the story conveyed.Â  Mostly missing from the story was theÂ idea that representing deceased personalities, in conjunction with the heirs of those personalities, involvesÂ an effortÂ to protect and furtherÂ the legacy of that person, andÂ in many cases the causes which were important to him or her.Â  It isn’t just about money, asÂ the angle of the story seemed to emphasize.Â  There were a few missed opportunities to enlighten the public of the importance of the right of publicity and the work that at least some put into representing departed legends.Â  Here is a link to the CBS story:Â  http://www.cbsnews.com/video/watch/?id=5345034n
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				Claims Advisor runs article by Jonathan Faber concerning IP liability including Right of Publicity

				September 25, 2009 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					The most recent edition of Claims Advisor includes an article I authored concerning how new technologies are raising interesting scenarios that could trigger intellectual propertyÂ  liability.Â  Here is a link to the article:

http://www.claimsadvisor.com/Articles/?i=92
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				Courtney Love To Sue Activision Over Kurt Cobain’s Inclusion in Guitar Hero 5

				September 16, 2009 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					It should be apparent to even a casual observer that video games seem to be causing a lot of litigation lately.Â  The latest entry is Courtney Love’s stated intention to sue Activision for its inclusion of Kurt Cobain’s image and likeness (i.e. his Right of Publicity) in Guitar Hero 5.Â  Apparently, Guitar Hero 5 is the first to include some of Nirvana’s signature songs.Â  The songs are not the real issue, however, because an avatar of Kurt Cobain can also be accessed and used to perform other songs besides just the Nirvana material.Â  This scenario creates the possibility that Cobain can be manipulated to perform songs that the real Kurt Cobain might have preferred to never perform.Â  A few years ago, Courtney Love sold her share, or at least majority share, in the Nirvana catalog.Â  The answer may lie in that transaction, and whether it included the right to license and commercialize Cobain’s name, image and likeness.Â  There is at least a chance that the agreement allowed such use, especially if it is in context of licensing the music.Â  Let the debate over unforeseen consequences begin!Â  Here is one link to the topic:

http://www.gamespot.com/news/blogs/sidebar/909182374/27033295/courtney-love-to-sue-over-guitar-hero-5.html
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				TheJayLenoShow.com belongs to Jay Leno after UDRP ruling in Lenoâ€™s favor

				July 22, 2009 10 Comments »

                Share this article:


					Perhaps I am dating myself by saying so, but I remember when there were no governing rules or dispute resolution procedures in place to govern domain name registrations.Â  I also recall the passage of the UDRP, which led to my involvement in some of the earliest celebrity-based domain name decisions on record.Â  Some of those decisions are still cited today in current domain name disputes.Â  The latest example of a celebrity domain name recovery involves Jay Leno.Â  See http://www.wipo.int/portal/index.html.en

Â 

On June 25, 2009, WIPO decided in favor of Jay Leno in his UDRP action to recover TheJayLenoShow.com from a cybersquatter.Â  The case, entitled Leno v Zambrano (Case D2009-0570), pitted Leno against a Texas real estate agent who had registered the domain name in 2004.Â  Zambrano had used the domain name to redirect visitors to his real estate website.Â  

Â 

It is interesting to note that at the time the domain name was registered, Lenoâ€™s show was actually called The Tonight Show.Â  In the Fall of 2009, following his departure from The Tonight Show, Leno will be hosting a prime time show called The Jay Leno Show.Â  This name, therefore, directly correlates with the domain name in dispute.

Â 

The pleadings on behalf of Jay Leno alleged common law trademark rights in his name. Â For those who have actually handled personality based domain name disputes, it is well known that the right of publicity is not specifically articulated in the UDRP rules governing owernship of domain names.Â  Thus, a personality must either demonstrate ownership of registered trademarks, or argue in a trademark context that common law trademark interests exist.Â  In a way, this is a round-about way to approximate the right of publicity, and historically it has proven to be effective in front of the domain dispute arbitrators.Â 

Â 

One interesting takeaway from the ruling is that the arbitrator dismissed Zambranoâ€™s defense of laches.Â  Zambrano argued that his ownership of the domain name for five years precluded Leno from pursuing recovery.Â  The arbitrator ruled that laches does not apply in UDRP proceedings..





Following the usual criteria that a complainant must meet in a UDRP action, the arbitrator ruled that the domain name in dispute clearly incorporated the entire Jay Leno mark, which was confusingly similar to Lenoâ€™s mark.Â  The arbitrator ruled that Zambrano had no rights or interests in the domain.Â  Last, the arbitrator ruled that Zambrano knew of Jay Leno and the value of Lenoâ€™s name.Â  Taking all these factors into account, the arbitrator ruled that Zambrano had used the domain name in bad faith to attract web traffic to his site for commercial gain.

Â 
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				Michael Jackson licensed products about to hit shelves, but who has a claim to the proceeds?

				July 10, 2009 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					It didn’t take long, and it might be because of the merchandise in development for the anticipated Michael Jackson tour, but Michael Jackson merchandise is about to hit shelves.Â  Perhaps the most interesting question is, who will have a claim to the proceeds generated by the Michael Jackson products? Â Stores slated to carry Michael Jackson goods include Target, JC Penney, Hot Topic, andÂ Spencer’s.Â Â As reported by the LA Times,Â Bravado is licensed via AEG.Â  AEG, in turn, had certain rights to create merchandise for theÂ Michael Jackson concert in London.Â  The LA Times story indicates that it is unclear whether Michael Jackson’s heirs will receive a share of the proceeds generated by the products.Â  As predicted by the first blog posted on this site concerning Michael Jackson’s death, the answer to this question may have to be answered by a Judge.Â  Here is aÂ link to the LA Times article:Â http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-ct-jackson9-2009jul09,0,1433764.story
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				NCAA, College Athletes, and Video Games

				July 7, 2009 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					The New YorkÂ Times has reported thatÂ certainÂ collegiate athletes are now taking their claims to court for the right to control the use of their images inÂ relation to products such as video games.Â  The claimes are being pursued despite a longstanding policy ofÂ the NCAAÂ barring its athletes from profiting from their status.Â Â One suitÂ was initiated by former collegiate quarterback,Â Sam Keller, who filed a class action suit against Electronic Arts and the NCAA, claiming thatÂ both organizationsÂ “illegally profit from the images of college football and basketball players.”Â  Separately, and even more recently, formerÂ quarterback Ryan Hart filed a lawsuit.Â Â The NCAA has licensed video game manufacturers to create games but without use of the players’ actual names.Â  The question then becomes whether a user of the video game would still be able to identify the specific athlete without use of the athlete’s actual name.Â  

    
             



	


		        
				NFL Licensing Issue to be decided by the United States Supreme Court

				June 30, 2009 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					It is relatively rare for the U.S. Supreme Court to accept a petition to hear a case, so it is noteworthy that the highest court in the land will decide whether the NFL and the 32 teams in the league can enter into exclusive licensing deals without violating antitrust laws.Â Â  The dispute goes back to an exclusive deal that the NFL made with Reebok for manufacture of headwear. Prior to that deal in 2001, the NFL had allowed a company called American Needle to make headwear as well.Â Â Â The NFL prevailed at the appellate level, and American Needle was successful in petitioning the Supreme Court to issue a final ruling on the matter.Â Â Reportedly, the gist of the suit hinges on whether the NFL is a single entity or in fact thirty-two separate businesses (each of the teams in the league).Â  If it is determined to be separate businesses, the issue becomes whetherÂ exclusive licenses like with Reebok violate antitrust laws because the league and those “separate businesses” are working too closely together. Â Other leagues will be paying attention to the outcome of this matter.Â  The notable exception is MLB, which has an antitrust exemption already in place.Â  Presumably, other professional leagues will issue amicus briefs in support of the NFL’s position that the teams do not constitute separate businesses for purposes of antitrust laws.

    
             



	


		        
				Will Michael Jackson’s Death Spawn a Battle Over His Assets, Including His Intellectual Property and Right of Publicity?

				June 26, 2009 3 Comments »

                Share this article:


					Perhaps it’s inevitable.Â  Michael Jackson’s sudden, tragic death may trigger a battle over his assets, which would include his intellectual property and right of publicity interests.Â  CNN.com has already reported on this possibility at the following link:Â  http://www.cnn.com/2009/SHOWBIZ/06/26/jackson.children.will/index.html

Sometimes, the assets and intellectual property rights of a famous individual will be carefully transferred through testamentary documents based on the celebrity’s wishes.Â  Other times–and more often than many might suspect–it is left for the heirs and potential claimants to fight it out.Â  Adding to the feeding frenzy is the expectation of sudden fortune to be claimed, which tends to bring distant “relatives,” “long-lost friends,” and claimants with even more mysterious links to the celebirty out of the woodwork.Â  I’ve seen it before.Â  Some people claim to be the long lost child of Marilyn Monroe.Â  Others claim to be Marilyn reincarnated.Â  And when Rosa Parks died, a lengthy probate process ensued in Michigan over who had a viable claim to her estate.Â  With not much real property to divide, that battle was almost entirely about Rosa Park’s intangible rights, which essentially is her right of publicity.

In the case of Michael Jackson, it has not yet been disclosed what testamentary documents he may have put in place.Â  His family circumstances are rather complex, so without a clear succession plan for assets like his right of publicity, it could take a team of lawyers and a judicial decree to resolve the question.Â Â  As the above CNN link reports, it is not known whether he had a will in place at all.

Jackson was married several times, and had children who were born to two mothers,Â Debbie Rowe and an unidentifiedÂ surrogate.Â  RoweÂ gave up her parental rights to her two kids withÂ Jackson, but laterÂ sought to have her parental rightsÂ reinstated.Â  In the absence of testamentary instructions from Jackson, or any possible assignment of his rights during his lifetime,Â the laws of intestacy will likely control.Â  Interpretation of a given state’s intestacyÂ likely will include examination of Jackson’s spouses, children, siblings, and parents.Â  Since he had all of the above, it will be interesting to see if things can be worked out amicably.

Even with his reported debt of almost $500 million, I expect Jackson’s assets to be considerable.Â  His music publishing interests, as well as a 25% ownership in the Beatles music publishing catalog, will be valuable for a long time to come.Â  What is less likekly to be reported, but is potentially every bit as valuable, is Michael Jackson’s right of publicity, which would be the subject matter for any advertising or merchandising that issues from this point forward.Â  

Sadly, the craziness that surrounded much of Michael Jackson’s life will probably not stop any time soon, even after his untimely death on June 25, 2009.
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				Bobbleheads:  Intentionally Unflattering or a Symptom of the Product Category?

				June 25, 2009 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Recently,Â the followingÂ question along the following lines was posed to me:Â  I was looking at Barack Obama bobbleheads and other merchandise and noticed that they are bad representations.Â  Was this done on purpose?Â  Is there a difference between actual pictures and artists representation?

Â 

Answer: Â Through my work with bobblehead companies, I can say the better companies strive for accuracy.Â  That said, I can recall any number of times when the family of the clients I represented felt that the bobblehead did not look accurate enough.Â  There is a caricature-like element to the product, and I can’t rule out that perhaps in some cases the likeness of the President is intentionally unflattering.Â  In this instance, I would not expect there to be much legal distinction between actual pictures and artist representation when converted to the bobblehead product.

Â 
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				Band names:  Trademark or Right of Publicity Infringement?

				June 25, 2009 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Recently,Â a question was posed to me along the lines of “I am aware of a website selling t-shirts that include the name of a band I represent. This company does not have permission. If the band would like to settle this issue without filing a lawsuit, what would be the best way of dealing with this matter?” 

Â 

Answer: Â Generally, band names are in the arena of trademark law as opposed to right of publicity. Â Some personalities are identifiable with their band name. Â If the t-shirts include images of the band members, then conceivably, each band member could have a right of publicity claim as well as a trademark infringement claim. Â 

http://www.LuminaryGroup.com 
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				MLB Cardinals Manager La Russa files suit over fake Twitter page

				June 5, 2009 2 Comments »

                Share this article:


					What happens when a user creates an account pretending to be a famous athlete, musician or other famous figure and allowing the assumption that the site is authorized by if not created by that personality?Â  Is there an obligationÂ on Facebook or Twitter to prevent this kind of infringement?Â  Perhaps the suit filed by Cardinals Manager Tony La Russa last month will bring some clarity to these questions.Â  ESPN’s report on the story can be viewed here:

http://sports.espn.go.com/mlb/news/story?id=4230602
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				Woody Allen settles American Apparel infringement for $5 Million

				May 19, 2009 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Woody Allen has settled a lawsuit against American Apparel for $5 Million.Â  The suit was over two unauthorizedÂ billboards forÂ American Apparel in New York and Los Angeles, in May of 2007.Â  Â TheÂ billboards depicted Woody Allen as an Orthodox Jew in a still photo taken from hisÂ movie Annie Hall, along with Yiddish textÂ declaring Allen “the High Rabbi.”Â  This website, http://www.RightOfPublicity.com, is referenced in Business Week’s ( http://www.BusinessWeek.com ) coverage of the suit.Â  Another interesting aspect of this situation is that the settlement is being reported and publicized.Â  It is often difficult to ascertain the monetary aspects of a dispute without direct involvement.Â 

http://www.businessweek.com/bwdaily/dnflash/content/may2009/db20090518_942184.htm?chan=top+news_top+news+index+-+temp_news+%2B+analysis
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				Unlicensed women’s apparel infringing on college football star?

				May 2, 2009 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					TLL Daily Advisor has reported that a website is selling women’s thongs called “Teebows,” which are orange and blue in color.Â Â  What happens when you consider this product from the standpoint of college football star Tim Tebow?Â  And what happens when you consider thatÂ he plays for the Florida Gators, whose team colors are orange and blue?Â  Reportedly, the website included an image of Tebow and the Gators logo.Â  Another question concerns the restrictions college athletes are under to not license or endorse products.Â  When Teebow thongs come along, does Tebow have the right to sueÂ based on his intellectual property rights?Â 
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				New law in China subjects celebrities to liability for products they endorse

				March 21, 2009 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					A law has been passed in China following various product liability issues which involved celebrity endorsements of certain products.Â Â One example involvedÂ advertisingÂ forÂ Sanlu Group, the company thatÂ wasÂ reportedly involved in a milk contamination issue. This new law follows a 2007 law that limited celebrity endorsements in China ofÂ nutritional supplements or drug products.Â  These developments remind me of the sweat-shop controversy of years ago, in which the endorsements by Kathie Lee Gifford and Michael Jordan were called into question.Â  Gifford withdrew her endorsements of the products unless or until the company changed its practices to prevent child-labor and sweat shop conditions.Â  Jordan’s response, in contrast, was something along the lines of “not my problem.”Â  It probably comes down to the responsibility or initiative a personality is willing to take for the products he or she endorses.Â  More information:Â  http://www.treehugger.com/files/2009/03/china-food-safety-celebrity-endorsements.php
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				Al Pacino and Robert DeNiro file suit against watch maker Tutima

				March 6, 2009 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Al Pacino and Robert DeNiro, two actors known for avoiding commercial tie-ins, have sued the watch manufacturer Tutima Inc.Â as well as Overture Films.Â  The advertisements were tied to the film “Righteous Kill” in which Pacino and DeNiro starred.Â  The announcement can be viewed at this link:

http://news.yahoo.com/s/nm/20090304/people_nm/us_lawsuit

The activities apparently included advertisements as well as a clip of Righteous Kill on Tutima’s website.Â Â  
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				Jennifer Lopez (J.Lo) and Marc Anthony sue British stroller company for $5M

				February 27, 2009 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					While they may have been using Silver Cross’ brand of stroller, they did not consent to use of their image in an advertising campaign.Â  If patronizing a particular business was all it took for that business to have a right to advertise that personality’s preferences, then the licensing business,Â not to mention the law, would be very different indeed.Â  Here’s a link to theÂ story announcingÂ the $5M suit.Â 

http://imnotobsessed.com/2009/02/26/jennifer-lopez-and-marc-anthony-sue-pram-company-for-5-million 
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				Fifty percent of Bob Marley’s Right of Publicity and related IP sells for $20 Million

				February 20, 2009 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					In the latest celebrity rights acquisition, it was announced recently that investment firm Hilco Consumer Capital has acquired 50% of House of Marley, LLC, the entity founded by the family of Bob Marley, for an estimated $20 million.Â  A press releaseÂ reports that the new owners will “spend whatever it takes to stop infringements on this business” and estimate that once the market is clear, Bob Marley could represent a billion dollar brand.Â  Hilco has also invested in the intellectual property assets of other businesses such as Sharper Image and Linens ‘n Things.Â  One of the key elements in such an acquisition is the Right of Publicity.Â  Bob Marley is an evergreen property with tremendous potential.Â  
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				What happens to the publicity rights if a parent criminalizes a minor child?

				February 6, 2009 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					As unpleasant as this topic is, it raises some interesting right of publicity questions.Â  I recently served as an expert in an effort involving OJ Simpson’sÂ right ofÂ publicity in satisfaction of judgment to the Goldmans, and the subsequent effort to repackageÂ OJ’s book byÂ Harper Collins, “If I Did It.”Â  In relation to the Caylee Anthony situation, Florida law isÂ the most likely publicity statute to apply.Â Â The Florida statute would appear to give Caylee’s heirs a basis to stop commercial uses.Â  But what if a parent was involved in some form of wrongdoing?Â  (Note:Â Â this is general academic inquiry, not specific to the matter in Florida).Â  Florida’s statute provides a decedent’s heirs can constitute a class composed of a spouse or children of the deceased.Â  For a deceased child, normallyÂ I wouldÂ expectÂ the parentsÂ of the child would have standing to assert a publicity claim.Â  But if need be, IÂ have to assumeÂ a court would be able to construct an alternative basis for administration of the child’s right of publicity rather than putting it in the hands of someone who harmed the child.Â  

There also are “Son of Sam” statutes in mostÂ states that prevent aÂ criminal from profiting from his or her crime, such as selling life story rights or authoring a book based on the violent crime.Â Â 

    
             



	


		        
				Sasha and Malia dolls

				January 25, 2009 8 Comments »

                Share this article:


					Notable manufacturer Ty (beanie babies) has introduced a line of Sasha and Malia dolls.Â I have already noted that even elected officials possess a right of publicity, albeit perhaps subject to heightened First Amendment and political speech defenses.Â  Do those defenses apply to Ty here?Â  Here’s the link to the story with pictures of the products: http://www.patentlyo.com/patent/2009/01/sasha-and-malia-dolls-legal-remedies-for-the-obamas.html?cid=146130850#comments
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				President Obama merchandise continues

				January 18, 2009 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					The wave of President Obama merchandise seems to be cresting as the inauguration draws near.Â  This article from CNN http://www.cnn.com/2009/POLITICS/01/18/obama.cool/index.htmlÂ presents some interesting commentary as to why the merchandise is so popular, along with imagery of the range of products.Â  I won’t analyze here whether that particular product in the CNN article constitutes an infringement of the NYÂ trademark as well, but it wouldn’t be the first time infringing merchandise steps on the toes of multiple intellectual property owners at the same time.



    
             



	


		        
				Statutory Damages

				January 16, 2009 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					Many Right of Publicity statutes provide for “statutory damages” in the event of violation ofÂ the statute.Â  Typically, these statutory damages areÂ available in lieu of actual damages, for those situations where actual damages may not be capable of being measured or demonstrated.Â  In Indiana, under 32-36-1-10 (1)(a), the statutory damagesÂ amount is $1,000, or actual damages, whichever is greater (and separately, treble or punitive damages, as well as attorney’s fees and expenses, under 32-36-1-12(1) of the IndianaÂ Code). Â It is important to be aware that statutory damages do not provide a reliable meansÂ for measuring whatÂ an otherwise validÂ Right of Publicity claim may be worth.Â  Rather, statutory damages exist to establish a floor that an infringer must pay for violating any person’s Right of Publicity, regardless of the extent of the infringement or whose publicity rights are involved. Â Statutory damages functionÂ as a deterrent and ensure those who might find themselves infringed, but with no other way of establishing their market value, will not be without a remedy of some kind.Â Â Such statutory damages generallyÂ do not exist for individuals whoÂ have business surrounding the use ofÂ his or her name, image or likeness.Â Â An infringement uponÂ such personalities, whether living or deceased, typically will not beÂ measured accuratelyÂ based on the statutory damages provided by the relevant Right of Publicity law.Â  
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				Buddy Holly and the City of Lubbock

				January 13, 2009 5 Comments »

                Share this article:


					With the 50th anniversary of Buddy Holly’s untimely passing right around the corner, there has been a considerable amount of activity and interest in Buddy Holly.Â  A recent article in the Lubbock Avalanche-Journal (see http://www.lubbockonline.com/stories/010909/loc_375424907.shtmlÂ ) reports on the progress that is being made to re-introduce a variety of initiatives commemorating Buddy in his hometown of Lubbock, Texas.Â  There’s a bit of history between the City and Buddy’s widow,Â Maria Elena Holly, but it appears likely that things are getting resolved and aÂ fitting tribute will be possible.Â Â Part ofÂ that history has toÂ do with considerable misunderstanding of Right of Publicity and related intellectual property laws concerning deceased celebrities.Â Â No home town has a blanket right to engage in commercial uses of a notable individual just because he or she was born there.Â  The law is quite clear in terms of ownership of these intellectual property rights, and I suspect the same scrutiny and criticism (of the past) would not have been levied against, say,Â Priscilla Presley, although her approach likely would have been quite similar.Â  In any event, it looks like a bridge is being built between all the parties, and that is probably a good thing for everyone.
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				President Obama infringements?

				January 6, 2009 2 Comments »

                Share this article:


					One thing I have been asked a lot about is whether all the merchandise popping up featuring President Obama’s image constitutes a Right of Publicity infringement.Â Â In fact, on a recent trip to a local grocery store, I noticed a rack of t-shirts on sale featuring President Obama’s image.Â  Some major licensingÂ  properties can’t even get that kind of real estate in the distribution channel!Â Â Public officials do have an enforceable Right of Publicity, but they probably face heightened challenges from a First Amendment perspective, as well as from a public relations perspective.

I’ve often talked about this in my Right of Publicity class.Â Â The fact that a President is being featured on commercial products is nothing new.Â Â Sometimes the products are respectful, sometimesÂ mocking (parody?).Â  But let’s not lose sight of the very clear profit motive that is behind a vast majority of the products out there.Â  The key is probably to focus more on the “commercial use” aspect of the product to determine if the use is somehow defensible or is an outright Right of Publicity infringement.

But as a practical matter,Â taking action against such productsÂ presents too big of a public relations issue for an elected official to go after such uses.Â  PresidentÂ Obama, for example, would be risking a lot of public criticism or scrutiny if he had his lawyers start sending cease and desist letters.Â  (I’m reminded of the backlash to Metallica’s pursuit of Napster downloaders–very different situation but the result is at least similar).

Sometimes, once the elected officialÂ is out of office, a renewed attention toÂ policing and protecting against unauthorized uses will emerge.Â  From my work representing former Presidents, or collaborating with their advisors, I can attest that there is still a more reserved approach than a typical celebrity might take.

But the short answer is that yes, public officials do possess an enforceable Right of Publicity.
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				John Madden’s opportunity to speak on behalf of retired players?

				November 1, 2008 1 Comment »

                Share this article:


					This article on FOX Sports raises some interesting questions concerning the possibility of John Madden’s responsibility to speak out on behalf of his former colleagues and players who won a class action lawsuit last week against EA, maker of the popular “Madden NFL” game. As one of the top selling video games of all time, and with $3.6 billion in revenue last year, one would think EA and the union might have opted to pay the retired players to be included in the game. Because authenticity is an important component in game programming, the game would have been all the better for for the capability to play the actual name players. Perhaps that is something for all parties to consider going forward, in the hope that a peaceful resolution can be reached for future versions of the game.
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				Analysis of the $29 Million Jury Award to Retired NFL Players

				October 23, 2008 No Comments »

                Share this article:


					On November 11, 2008, it was reported that a federal jury in San Francisco ruled against the NFL Players Association, and awarded the class of retired players approximately $29 million in damages. The allegations were based on claims that the Players Association did not represent the retired players fairly or pay them properly in relation to various licensing deals the players union entered into which implicated the rights of the retired players. This ruling comes about ten weeks after the unexpected death of Gene Upshaw, the controversial head of the Players Association.

One of the primary uses involved in the suit was the popular Madden NFL video game. Information presented at trial included instruction from the Players Association to EA, maker of the Madden NFL video game, to scramble the image and identity of the retired players in order to avoid the legal obligation to pay for and license the retired players. Only active players were compensated from the EA video game, which is estimated to have yielded $35 million for the Players Association in 2008.

The case was spearheaded by Hall of Fame cornerback Herb Adderley. The jury found that the Players Association had breached its fiduciary duty by failing to market the licensing rights of the retired players under a group licensing contract, which includes licensing of electronic games, merchandise and other items. The juryâ€™s verdict included a reported award of $21 million in punitive damages.

Considering the amount of money Madden NFL has yielded over the years, that these “all-time great teams” have been part of the game programming for years, and that the conduct to avoid liability appears to have been calculating and intentional, it is arguable that this award is in fact quite modest. A breakdown of the $29 million award demonstrates this point. Assuming that the lawyers receive a contingency in the forty percent range, plus all costs, the balance of the award is reduced to less than $17 million. Apply taxes in the thirty percent range, and the balance is below $12 million. Then divide it by an estimated 2100 members of the class, and each player in the class action may be receiving only around $5,550. This amount could be significantly less if the cost of the suit over the two years it was pending were substantial, which they likely were, or if the class consisted of more than 2100 players.

As a good friend of mine said after I tested my theory on the breakdown of the damages award, “thatâ€™s why it is better to be a plaintiffâ€™s lawyer than a plaintiff.”
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